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Foreword

The Bicentennial Year should be especially exciting for social studies
education. The constant reminders -of our nation's origin on the mass
media, even the disturbingly blatant commercialism, should help to
generate student interest in American history. Even more important, the
Bicentennial provides the opportunity to get at the heart of the citizen-
ship education that is, supposedly, the. central thrust of social studies
education.

Clearly, or so it seems to me, citizenship in a democratic society must
involve confronting the basic ethical issues of the society and deter-
mining what action to take on those issues. The political events of two
hundred years ago, as our nation was founded, centered on the funda-
mental ethical question nhether we should declare independence from
England, by- force if necessary, and by what justification. The Declara-
tion of Independence is a statement of that decision, justifying the rebel-
lion that followed.

The values ,stated in that doumentwhich are the focus of the first
..partotthis yearbookand those later stated in the Constitution andits
Bill of Rights, were not lightly arrived at. That they were not statements
of petty commitments or expressions of only transient concerns seems
evident. In fact, it is for me a matter of great awe that a group of men
could set forth statements of basic principles that would serve so well
as a structure for political-ethical decision-making in our society over a
two-hundred-year period. (Whom of our current crop of politicians
would your nominate for such a job in 1976?)

The principles have been redefined continuously, in factand
emphases have shifted as the society .has redressed and then re-redressed
the balances between the basic valuesfor example, between freedom
and equalityin trying to achieve the elusive ideal of human dignity.
And new values have emerged, such as the right to education. But the
viability of the %alues originally articulated in the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights is wondrous to me,
a tribute to the intelligence and depth of ins;ght of the Founding Fathers.
Those basic values still provide an emotive and intellectual context for
discussion and policy-making and for action, as well as the emotive

vi
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cement that holds the society together. The case studies of Part I of this
yearbook attest to that viability.

But the basic values will not be,automatically retognized and applied
by everyone in the society. Helping students learn to do that is an
important function of schooling, especially the social studies program.
In a "natural" sequel to thOistorical treatment of Part I, Part II of the
yearbook is addressed to instruction about values in the contemporary
setting. It is an excellent mixture of concern with the issues f. values
education and practical teaching suggestions.

When it was proposed to the NCSS Publications Board, actually
rather late in terms of the time needed to prepare a major publication,
that it might be particularly appropriate for the Bicentennial Yearbook
to focus on the values that were at the center of the Revolution and the
formation of the new government, and that are still central to our
society today, the response was enthusiastic and energetic,. A`yearbook
on skills was delayed a year, and the efforts for this yearbook launched.
The Publications Board's receptiveness to a change in plans is appre-
ciated.

Each yearbook has a coordinator, or coordinators, who tend to go
unsung. This yearbook exists in large-part because of the special efforts
of Celeste Woodley and her co-coordinator, Barry Beyer. The yearbook,
which I believe is one of NCSS's finest, also owes much to the diligence,
perseverance, and imagination of the co-editors, Carl Ubbelohde and
Jack Fraenkel. And, of course, it would not exist without the authors,
whose contributions are interesting as well as significant. From the
National Council for the Social Studies, a big "thanks" to those men-
tioned above, and to the hard-working staff in the NCSS central office,
who made this fine volume possible.

JAMES P. SHAVER, President
National Council for the Social Studies

vii
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PART ONE

To Secur Th'6 Rights:
The Promises of the

Declaration of Independence

We hold these Truths to be selleOident, that all Men
are created equal, that theft are endowed by their
.Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness
That to secure these Rights, Governments are.
instituted among Men, deriving their just Powers fromthe Consent of the Governed. . . .



Introduction

It (s an appropriate enterprise in the Bicentennial year for those
whose professional responsibilities include instruction about Amer-
ican society to explore the concepts and assumptions of the Revolu-

tionary generation and \tArace the record of those concepts and

assumptions as generations of Americans attempted to apply them

in "real life" circumstances. That is the purpose f Part One of this
Yearbook.

That purpose may be more fully understood i at the beginning,
an explanation of what this pgrt of the Yearboo is not is directly
stated. Part One is not directed to a descriptio of or discussion
concerning techniques for teaching about the p omises and,prac-
tices associated with the values of the American\ Revolution. IM-
plications for teaching are the province of Part T o of this YeSr-
book.

Nor are the four essays th4)corn"prise Part One intended to be
comprehensive descriptions

the
analyses of the i eas, concepts,

assumptions, and values of the evolutionary genertion. Imagina-
tive and talented craftsmen ,of history have explored that subject;
for example, Bernard Bailyntin The Ideological Origin, of the Amer-
ican Revolution and Gordon Wood in The Creatio of 'che American
Republic, 1776-1787. Through such studies in the istl?ry of ideas,

we have become aware of the rose of concepts, assumptions, atti-
tudes, and values in the Age of the American Revolution. Part One

of this Yearbook is not intended to restate the larger woi*s of those

scholars. \
What is intended is a selective, illustrative examination of what

happened to concepts and ideas and values associated With the
birth of the nation during the years that followed the American
Revolution. The field of inquiry was arbitrarily, but not uerealis-
tically, narrowed to an examination of values associated with the
recognized "promises" of that era, as they were identified in the
most famous and influential rhetoric of the agethe Declaration of
Independence. The self-evident, inalienable rightslife, liberty,' and

the pursuit of happinessthese form, the categories of values \nd

.2
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PROMISES OF THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE * /3

concepts to be examined in the context of an episode in the history
of the American people when there was stress or conflict centering
in the value.

The essays that follow, then, are case studies, each in its own way
providing an illustrative example of how the values of theRevolu-
tionary era fared in the real, concrete world when interests, inter-
pretations, needs, and desires competed for acceptance in public
policy or policy application. Each chapter explains a critical moment
when conflicting opinions concerning the concept or value were
generated.

Life, liberty, and the pursuit of hdppiness, each subject to varying
interpretations in the eighteenth century (and accumulating many
additional connotations in the two centuries that followed), are
seen within the structural mztrix1of public law and policy. if those
words and phrases Were to have\ any precise meaning, if they were
to be objectives of society and not merely sterile, inoperative
abstractions, then one would expect to see consitu,tions, charters,
statute's, and court decisions providing, direct explications; of their
meaning to real people living in a real world.

And so it was. From the bare, unadorned language of the Declara-
tion of Independence, constitution drafters, legislators, administra-i
tors, and jurists set down laws and their interpretations to give those"
terms concrete experiential substance. The Constitution of 1787,
and the Bill of Rights, along with the new state constitutions, and
statutes of legislatures and of Congress, proVide explications.of and,
for us, commentary as well, on definitions and applications of the
ideology that generated the "Spirit of '76."

Against these beginnings, the authors submitted to exploratory
analysis the state of the value in ilpplication at a later moment in
the national experience in)hen particular difficulty or conflict arose
over events or attitudes related to that value. In turn, the authors
will lead you from

(1) "life," and the questions surrounding its meaning as a right in
an age when "manstealing" by foreign poweri disturbed American
concepts of governmental responsibility for security and the national
image, to

(2) "liberty," firskin an affirmative sense of political participation,
arid Susan B. Anthony's- challenge to conventional wisdom that
insisted that women were net endowed' by their Creator with the
'same inalienable rights as men, and then

(3) "liberty," in the negative sensethe right to be free from

I..
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4 VALUES or THE AMERICAN HERITAGE

oppressive governmentas evidenced in the histor} of the Mormons
in the nineteenth century, to

(41 the pursuit of happiness,- as illustrated in the collision be-
tween individuals' and society's interpretations in the antitrust
movement in the Age of Enterprise.
, At the conclusion of each essay, the author, in brief fashion, has
pointed to corresponding, related, or additional issues that we, in
pur contemporary s-ouet}, confront and that deMonstrate the con--
tinuing, never-ending process inherent in the efforts of a society
that would retain commitment to fundamental values first stated
Iwo hundred years ago, As the case studies are selective and repre-
,entati've so the brief discussions of contemporary concerns relating
to tire values also are highly, selective and illustrative, not compre-
hensive. They are intended to direct attention toward, rather than
fully describe,circumstances and issues arising out of the values in
this time of the Bicentennial.

They do, however, remind us again what we long ago learned in
the study of human societies. to understand, with humility and
recognition of our on frailties, the evidence of Irss-than-admir-

,ible qualities in the record of human events of past generations; to
acknowledge the constant shifts in emphasis and interpretations
that values proclaimed in one generation of necessity must endure
in succeeding generations if they are to retain vitality' and credence
as souettes change, and to realize fiow difficult and complex is the
art of balancing wilhin codes and structures of law the values that
give rise to aspiration and provide opportunity to a numerous
people in a world of confusing and often ainbiguous change.

Carl Ubbelohde

SILVER INKSTAND USED DURING THE SIGNING

OF THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

13
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p CHAPTER ONE

"The Security of Life".

Past, Present, and Future

CASE STUDY: IMPRESSMENT OF SEAMEN

John A. Neuenschwander

A CARTOON FANTASY OF "COLUMBIA TEACHING 101iN13ULI.

HIS New LESSON"
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TO SECURE THESE RIGHTS: LIFE

The same Continental Congress that approved Thomas Jefferson s
draft of the Declaration of Independence, and issued it as a.
self-signed birth certificate for the American Republic, ad!. engaged
in applying one of the functions-of government described in the
Declaration. "Life" n as the first-TUrrit, of the inalienable tights
that governments were instituted to secure, and the Congress was
directing a war against Great Britain to vv in recognition ....)% the
independence of the American people and topail ide protection

..

against an aggressive British army and navy.
Wars have formed the most dramatic illustrations of governments

securing their citizens' lives, in ironic circumstances that bring death
to some persons so that life may be secured for oil) s. It is, then,!i
obvious that although-governments are created to s cure the right
to life, that promise of protection is w ithdrawn from those whose
lives, in time of national need, not only cannot be secured, but
must be, or are. put in leopard) . What other limitations and
qualifications can one read into the promise of protected, secured
-"life"? What practices in the last two centuries, have provided
substantive definition to this first objective of created governments?

The definition of the promise to secure the right to life has
broadened considerably in tvvo centuries. Although the actual
performance of got ernment in securing hie niay not have kept -

pace, or today coinc:de exactly, vs ith presumptions about what one
expects_a government to provide. the course of time from 1776 to.
1976 has brought a widening of shared expectations.

Securing life, at the beginning, probably was very much centered
on what had become relatively traditional in the concept of modern
nation-states, protection of persons and property against external,
hostile, competitive nations. Through diplomatic means when

's possible. and warfare when necessary, governments would keep
_ --.

secure the people who had surrendered individual sovereignty in i
part to purchase cpllective security. But persons and property also
demande'd protection from internal threatsriots, rebellion,
criminals. In the early federal Republic, local, state, and
responsibilities concurrently converged to meet such threats.

7
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8 * VALUES OF THE AMERICAN HERITAGE

The extension from these rather limited and obvious identified
iuncuons to s CCU. e life, into the varied mosaic we associate today
with securing life, largely developed during the second century of
the national experience. Since the late nineteenth century,
increasing focus has been directed toward maintenance of life,
and protection against conditions and circumstances that, if left
unattended, would destroy life as surely as invasion or internal
rebellion. Disease and poverty, inadequate hOusing and food,
street crimes and polluted environments, hazards in industrial
employment and transportationall these and many other facets of
our contemporary society now are assumed to be correctly within
the concern, regulation, and control of government.

And all the whih the definitions of "life" become more complex
and more perplexing, When does life begin? When should it be
considered ended? What-rule has law, and legislators, and judges
in establishing responses to such questions? We near the time when
life may begin in a test tube, we already debate the question of
when life does or should endand death occur. How now are
governments to proceed in order to fulfill the promise of the
eighteenth- century declaration that they are created to secure for
their citizens the inalienable "right to life"?

John A. Neuenschwander is a graduate of Mount Union College
in Alliance, Ohio. He earned his M.A. from the University of
Vermont and his Ph.D. from Case Western Reserve University. He
now teaches ai Carthage College in Kenosha, Wisconsin. He has
published The Middle Colonies and the Coming of the American
Revolution (Port Washington, N.Y.. Kennikat Press, 1974) and Oral .
History as a Teaching Approach (Washington. National Education
Association,1976), as well as articles and reviews.

To illustrate what happened in the post-Revolutionary era, when
the promises of the-Declarationof Independence, now buttressed
with correspon.fing constitutional provisions in federal and state`
documents, dnd a groWing body of statute law, were translated
from the realm of abstract, theoretical "rights" into the arena of
real life,"" Neuenschwander selected the continuing issue of

impressment. the forcible capture and retention o( American
seamen by Britain and other nations. Impressment, in most
circumstances, did not end life for the Americans who were
captured, but it did for some, and in all cases it deprived citizens
of the type of living they expected their government to secure.

16
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"SECURITY OF LIFE" PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE * 9

This case study demonstrates that the promise of the Declaration
of Independence remained an ideblogical .concern to many
Americans. Human rightssuch as the right to lifewere
funda:nentally involved in the continuing controversy between the
young American Republic and the older nation-states of Western
Euiope.Carl Ubbelohde

Interpretation of the Term "Life"

If Thomas Jefferson could be reincarnatehe 1976 Bicentennial,
he would doubtless be surprised by the hallowla.position that his
Declaration of Independence holds today. Although Amencans._ had
begun to view the preamble to the Declaration as their basic democralle,,
Creed before his death in 1826'; there was no indication at the time that
it would become,.as some have termed it, "the most sacred of all politi-
cal scriptures," or "the immortal emblem of humanity." Jefferson's
purpose actually had been much-less grandiose; he and his colleagues
intended to justify a colonial revolu!'on. That he accomplished more
than he knew is a tribute to his understanding of both the American
mind and the enduring principles of the Enlightenment. This circum-
stance was perhapi best explained by his felivw Virginian, Edmund
Randolph, who asserted that "it constituted a part of Mr. Jefferson's
pride to run before the times in which he lived."1

Throughout its two-hundred-year history, the Declaration of.Inde-
pendence has not been without its detractors. In 1856 the Whig politi-.
clan Rufus Choate dismissed it as a bunch- of "glittering generalities";
the twentieth-century philosopher George Santayana considered it but
a "salad of illusions." Yet, in general, the concepts and values of the
Declaration have proved reliable resources for a changing American
society. They often have provided the intellectual and moral ammuni-
tion for those who sought to scale the walls of prejudice and assault the
citadels of injustice, while vested interests rarely have been able to
employ them to defend the status quo.

As the United States enters its third century of existence, Jefferson's
"self-evident truths" arc perhaps even less ascertainable than when he

.17



10 VALUES OF THE AMERICAN HERITAGE

first penned them in 1776. The technological revolution that followed

on the heels of the birth of modern science in the seventeenth century
has provided humankind with an awesome control of the earth and in
turn a heightened capacity to dominate and subjugate fellow human
beings. A recent study of George Orwell's futuristic novel, 1984, by a
noted psychoh'iolog6t, revealed that 100 of the 137 technological "pre-
dictions" that Orwell made regarding human control devices have
already been successfully developed? The human misery that this sort
of "progress" portends lies at the heart of the often heard assertion that
"it is necessary for Americans to be wiser than their creed if they would

survive the twentieth century. "' It seems particularly appropriate during
-the Bicentennial observance that the historic role of the immortal phrase
in the Declaration. "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," be
re-examined so that the ontemporar:i relevance of each of these rights
can be understood and ttie future possibilities explore&

The first of this trilogy of truths. "life" appears to be the most basic
and easily ddnable. Life, after all, is existence and everyone knows
what that means,. Surprisingly. common agreement on the meaning of
this right has bred spotty over the past two hundred years. The ink was
scarcely dry on the Declaration before differing interpretations of `life"
began to appear. One English detractor in 1776 was so perplexed by
Jefferson's assertion of an inalienable right to "life" that he finally con-

cluded it was nothing more than a national idiosyncrasy:

A living man. i.e., a man with life, hath a right to a grsat many things; but
to say that a man with life bath a right Jo be a man with life, is so purely
American, that I believe the texture of no other brain upon the face of the
earth will admit the idea.;

Another English critic, P:,:in Lind, testily inserted a verb, to, enjoy,
before 'life" and then proceeded to decry the Americans' denial,:of this

right to those who stood with Britain in the struggle. In the mid-nine-
teenth century an English writer Richard Ely Seldoncontinued the
assault by asserting that the inalienable right that one logidilly has
rifis the .ight to die. In 18761 noted American lecturer Robert Ingersoll,
however, offered a more positive interpretation. In a strongly patriotic
Centennial address he declared that an individual's right to 'life"

means that he has the right to make his living. It means that he has the
right to breathe the air, to work the land, that he stands the equal of every
other human being beneath the shining stars; entitled to the produet o his
laborthe labor of his hand and of his brain.5



"SECURITY OF LIFE" PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE * 11

Since many critics' and supporters alike have offered differing inter-
pretations of the meaning of "life," Jefferson's intentions in 1776 must
be given closer scrutiny. To begin with, the trilogy of rights that he
set forth in the Declaration were well known to exponents of the
eighteenth-century Enlightenment. It appears that John Locke first used
this specific phraseology in his Second Treatise on Government, and the
First Continental Congress also included similar language in its,October
14, 1774 resolutions. Although Jefferson saw fit to substitute "pursuit
of happiness" for "property," his statement of the "self-evident truths"
was still based on the social contract and ,natural rights theories of
Locke. These concepts, taken together, posed a dramatic challenge to
the older political theories that were still in vogue throughout Europe.

On the question of "life," the clash between the opposing political
theories is particularly noteworthy. It is easy to see how contemporary
European critics of the Declaration could scoff at Jefferson's assertion
that life" was an inalienable right. Under the divine right of kings, or
Hobbesian-style political theories, "life" was certainly alienable .G The
security of a person was often a matter of kingly or imperial whim,
especially if the life involved was that of a person from a lower socio-
economic class. Jefferson was well aware that, like Locke almost a
century before, he too was attempting to uscrturn the constant jeopardy
to life that prevailing political theories tolerated because of their accept-
ance of government over,rather than by and for, the people.

What Jefferson meant to insure was that "life" could not be alienated
i arbitrarily by a government nor inadequately protected froin either
domestic or foreign threats. Jefferson also Wished to extend this right
to every citizen whether he be a prince, a merchant, or a common sea-
man. Only in this way could the hierarchy of life that characterized the
operation of European governments tie ended.

As Jefferson noted the year before his death, the purpose of the
Declaration of Independence was

not .1.9 find out new-principles, or new arguments, never before thought of,
merelyerely to say things which had never been said before; but to place

before mankind the common sense of the subject, OW terms so plain and
firm as to command their assent, and to justify ourselves in the independent
stand we [were] compelled to take?

In this Jefferson succeeded immediately. But in the years after 1776
the "common sense of the subject" that most interested his fellow
Americans was the bill of particulars that he had drawn up against
Britain. During the late 1770s and 1780s there was scant interest shown
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in Jefferson's preamble. Even the men who drafted the new state con-
stitutions after the Revolution usually turned to George Mason's Vir-
ginia Declaration of Rights for whatever infusion of democratic political
theory they required. The rediscovery of the preamble to the Declara-
tion of Independence began in the early 1790s. A Philadelphia news-
paper signaled the changing focus of American interest in the Declara-
tion by asserting that it was "not to be celebrated merely as affecting the
separation of one country from the jurisdiction of another; but as being
the result of a rational discussion and definition of the rights of man,
and the end of civil government." 8 -

The growing American awareness of the significance of the preamble
soon became caught up in the emergence of the first political parties in
the 1790s. Jefferson's leadership of the Democratic-Republicans and
their pronounced avowal of the major ideas of the preamble naturally
led the Federalists to belittle both the Declaration and its author.
Throughout the late 1790s and early 1800s Federalist spokesmen and,
editors continual!) sought to minimize the importance of the Declara-
tion and particularly Jefferson's role in its formulation,

Although the establishment of the Declaration as the national demo-
cratic creed made only limited headway before the War of 1812, the
inalienability of the rights that it set forth was certainly put to the test
during the turbulent early-years of the Republic. The Declaration's con-
cepts now were coupled with associated promises from the fundamental
charter of the Republic the Constitution of 1787with its assertions
about insuring domestic tranquility and providing for the common dc-
fence. Threats to life were numerous and varied. they included Indian
wars, the undeclared naval war with France in 1798-99, and the en-
slavement of American seamen by the Barbary pirates. The most per-
sistent and serious challenge throughout the 1790s and early.1800s to
the federal promises to secure "life," however, was the British practice
of impressment.

A Case Study: Impressment as a Threat to Life

Despiie the strenuous diplomatic efforts of the first four Ainerican
Presidents, the United States was unable to convince the British to
refrain from forcing thousands of American seamen to serve and even
die in the service of the Royal Navy. In the end, impressment played
a crucial rote in precipitating the War of 1812. The efforts of the United
States government to' settle peaceably the impressment question be-
tween 1796 and 1811 and the intense popular interest in the matter
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reveal much about the tension between huinLa and property rights in
these years. The supreme irony of this affair is it el, rig their presi-
dencies both Jefferson and Madison appeared more concerned about
defending America's economic rights than in protecting the lives of
thousands of seamen. In this sense the entire impressment controversy
served to educate Americans to the realization that rights are only as
sacred and immutable as governments can make them.

The practice of impressment, or "manstealing" as American oppo-
nents referred to- it, had been the standard method of recruitment by
the British Navy since the sixteenth century. Although it could hardly
have been an effective recruitment system in terms of morale and
esprit de corps, the British recognized that without a complete overhaul
of their class structure the lowly status of military personnel in general
and seamen in particular would always preclude the success of any
more enlightened method. Given the intolerable conditions aboard
British Men-of-war and the many allurements of service on merchant
vessels, most seamen did everything they could to avoid these "floating
hells." On occasion before the American Revolution the press gangs
that initiated this forced conscription had attempted to ply their trade
in American ports, but in general the practice vat not widespread.'°
After the War for Independence, however, the impfessm-mt of Ameri-
can seamen became a chronic, and highly emotional issue in Anglo-
American relations.

The secession of the American colonies from .11e P= Empire cer-
tainly eliminated any misgivings that naval officials might have had
about impressing Americans. This was especially true because of the
strong Anglo-American antipathy flowing out of the war. The few
British leaders who needed any further justification of the practice had
only to observe the extensive recruitment of British seamen for service
in the rapidly expanding-American merchant marine. Aggressive Ameri-
can captains gave r.o thought to where a mariner came from; their only
concern was whether he could set a jib. Adam Lymburner, a Canadian
merchant, reported in 1793 that American captains made a practice of
entering British,ports shorthanded, for even in London "American ships
in the Thames got as many men, as they pleased, as their ships afforded
that protection which seamen desired." "

Given these circumstances, and the expanding manpower needs of
the Royal Navy after 1793 because of thp "rench threat, grbwing num-
bers of Americans began t fetid themselves in the custody of press
gangs Even those British admirals and captains who genuinely sought
to eliminate the impressment of bona fide American citizens were rarely
able to control their subalterns in-this o 6-ard. The tripartite role of the
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press gang officer as judge, jury, and jailor enabled him to dispense
with any and all legal niceties if he so desired. All too often a seaman's
pronunciation of "peas" as "paise" was enough to mark him as an
Irishmait by birth and thus, under the doctrine of indefeasible. allegiance,
a British subject. Many other such subterfuges were used whenever a
press gang officer wanted a particularly able-looking seaman whom he
had spotted in the lineup aboard an American merchant vessel.=

For the thousands of American seamen who were forcibly dragged
aboard British men-of-war, the experience of impressment was akin to
chattel slavery. Even in those instances where physical abuse was neither
constant nor excessive, the psychological impact could be devastating.
Through newspaper accounts, oral transmission, and the autobiographi-
cal writings of impressed. seaman like James M'Lean, who wrote a
highly dramatic account in 1g14 of his seventeen years before the mast,
Americans became very familiar with the sufferings of their country-
men. Basil-Hill, who had been a midshipman aboard the Leander when

impressed numerous American sailors off the coast of New York in
804; discovered during a visit to New York City twenty-five years

later that many of the inhabitants still bridled at the mere mention of
it's former ship.'3

At first the Washington Adi,pinistration moved slowly on the issue.
John Jay's instructions as negotiator with Britain in 1794 made no
mention of impressment and his controversial Treaty also was silent
on the question. In 1796, however, the expansion of the practice -of
impressment to American vessels on the high seas, coupled with the
growing popular demand for action, brought results. On May 28, 1796,

President Nyoshington signed into law a bill that was designed to pro-
tect American seamen from impressment and provide relief for those
who had already been conscripted. Under the provisions of this act, a
voluntary certification system was instituted to provide participating
seamen with official documentation of their American citizenship. In
addition, tyva agents were appointed (one for- the British Isles and the
other for the West Indies) to serve as seamen's consuls. Their duties
entailed lobbying for the release of impressed American sailors, pro-
viding relief for those that_were freed, and attempting to curb further
impressment of United StatCs nationals through personal diplomacy and,
where necessary,-publicity.''

Considered as a whole the act bf 1796 was a failure. Because of the
ambiguous and questionable procedures for certification, British offi-
cials soon became suspicious of every form of paper protection." With
such certificates available in every waterfront district for as little as one
duilar, it is not surprising that British press gangs paid scant heed to
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any papers waved in their faces by a trembling seaman. One woman
who made her living off such false papers even went so far as to have a
man-size cradle installed in her dwering so that when called to testify
about sailors' backgrounai, she could honestly swear that she had
-known them "from their cradles." 15

The only provision of the act that even remotely lived up to the
intent of the'sponsbrs involved the seamen's agents. At times, depending
on the personality and ambition of the men appointed and the status of
international affairs, these agent:, .-ere able to secure the release of hun-
dreds of Ainericans and prevent 6:e impressment of many more. During
his three *years as an agent in London (1797-1800), David Lenox
formally applied to the British Admiralty for the release of 2,248
American seamen. Out of this number 500 were actually freed and
another 590 were cleared for release by the Admiralty." Few Ameri-
cans, however, could draw much satisfaction from. such small gains.
Besides, the agents were dealing with the symptoms, not the cause. Two
very important services that the .consuls did render were the compila-
tion of accurate statistics on the numtrer of Americans ,affected and the
periodic assessment of the British attitude toward concessions.

The actual diplomatic issues sepafating the two countries on impress-
ment centered on neutral rights on the high seas and the question of
naturalization. It was the British position that the right of visitation and
search of neutral vessels'in time of war also allowed the seizure of any
deserters found on board. The United States countered with the doctrine
of territoriality. Under this doctrine,- all persons aboard a merchant
Vessel on the high seas were protected from any foreign nation as if
they were standing on the banks of the Mississippi. On the question of
naturalization the British took an equally rigid stand. Under the terms
of their doctrine of indefeasible allegiance, no naturalization process
was- ever admissible. While popular opposition to the British claim of.
undying allegiance was widespread, American negotiators surprisingly
expressed almost no objection to this position.'?

The repeated failure of American and British negotiators, notably
in 18001803, and 1806, to reach a settlement of the impressment
issue was perhaps more the result of British intransigence than any other
single factor. For even the Ministry of All the Talents, certainly the
most sympathetic of all the British administrations during these years,
was unwilling to offer the Monroe-Pinkney mission anything more than /
informal pledges in 1806." When Jefferson subsequently rejected the
treaty that Monroe and Pinkney had negotiated, precisely because of /
the-absence-of British-concessions-on impressment, there was no move /
on the part of the British to reopen negotiations. This episode is indica-,
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tive of the unyielding British stand on the question. Since the defeat
of Napoleon Bonaparte appeared to be a necessity for British survival,
and impressment the only means of maintaining the level of naval
strength necessary to achieve that end, no ministry was willing to ap-

pease the United States if there was the slightest risk that it would
weaken the Royal Navy.

What it came down to, then, was the willingness of the British to risk

antagonizing the United States in order to achieve the grand objective
of defeating Napoleon." Insofar as the British needed any

onlyjustification for their refusal to yield on impressment, they had only to
consider the unwillingness of the United States to curtail or halt the
desertion of thousands of British seamen to American merchant vessels.
One could hardly blame the British for interpreting this, stand as an
American admission that economic growth and profits were deemed

more inalienable than sailors' lives. With the American merchant marine
expanding at an annual rate of nearly 70,000 tons in the early 1800s,

an estimated 4,000 additional seamen were needed each year to keep
pace') Since a mariner's life in this period was on a par with that of a

common laborer in terms of income and social standing, and certainly
more hazardous, willing recruits were rare. Under- these circumstances
American captains naturally accepted sailors with no questions asked.

These circumstances almost made impressment the direct cause of
war between Great Britain and the United Stataes in 1807. The incident
that touched off the war fever was the Chesapeake affair. On the
morning of June 22, 1807 a recently commissioned United States
frigate, Chesapeake, had weighed anchor and put to sea for a shake-
down cruise. Among her crew Members was a sailor named Ratford,
who had only recently enlisted after deserting from a British gun ship,

Halifax, during a stopover at Hampton Roads. There was nothing
unusual about the presence of a British deserter aboard an AMerican

man-of-war, but in this instance circumstances conspired to make it a
very special case. Because of the especially high incidence of desertion
at this time and the flat refusal of local officials to offer any assistance,
the British commander-in-chief at Halifax, Vice Admiral George C.
Berkeley, had recently authorized British warships in the area to search

the Chesapeake for British sailors, When the -British frigate Leopard
endeavored to carry out this order, a fight ensued- and d-the illprepared
Chesapeake was forced-to strike her colors after several broadsides had
"killed three met and wounded 18 other crew members. A press gang
from the Leopard subsequently totAc off four seamen,, and the Chesa-

peake was left to crawl back to Hampton Roads.
The news of this event immediately' evoked such a storm of national
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outrage that oldtimers compared it to the reaction after Lexington and
Concord. Even the deep-seated, partisan division between the Federalists
and the Republicans was forgotten amidst the outpouring of patriotic
fervor. According to one knowledgeable political observer, "All distinc-
tions of federalism and democracy are vanished. The ,people are ready
to submit to any deprivation. . ."21 But Jefferson, ever The man of
peace, chose not to unsheath the American sword. Instead, he sought to
use the threat of war aroused by the Chesapeake affair to coerce the
British into relenting on impressment. When Britain flatly refused even
to consider the Chesa eake affair and impressment together, Jefferson's
great gamble had failed. By--theiall of 1807 the country was no longer
in a mood for war and Jefferson turned to the embargo.

During the next four years (1807-181-1) the United States govern-
ment remained 'S'ilent on "manstealing." Presidents Jefferson and
Madison virtually removed it from the negotiation list of American
diplomats, and the halls of Congress ceased to ring with denunciations
of kidnapping on the high seas. While Britisp press gangs were ad-
mittedly less active during most of this period and the Orders in Council
were the chief cause of American ire, this sudden, official' disinterest in
impressment is not easily understood.

The most pl2usible explanations center upon the determination of
Jefferson. and Madison to force repeal of both the Orders in Council and
Napoleon's various decrees by means of economic pressure. They
apparently considered the disruption of American commerce the most
serious threat to the nation at that time. The obdurate refusal of British
leaders to make any concessions on impressment also may have con-
vinced them of the futility of even raising the issue.

iLife, lrnpiessment, and the War of 1812

The virtual abandonment of the impressmen't issue by the government
after 1807 did not lessen the interest or concern of millions of Ameri-
cans. For these citizens it was like an unhealed wound.,Periodic reports
of new impressments and the Fifferings of those already serving jn the
Royal Navy kept the issue alive. Such news-was also a constant reminder
of the Chesapeake affair and the national humiliation that it repre-
sented. Although he was as yet unwilling to change the government's
position, President Madison admitted to William Pinkney late in IMO
that

there has been a con'stant heart-burning on the subject of the Chesapeake,
and a deep and settled indignation on the score of impressments, which can

4
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never be extinguished withoilt a liberal atonement for the. former, and a
sIstematie 2..ndment of the latter.=

Despite Madison's apparent recognition of the widespread popular
opposition to impressment, he kept silent on the issue until his war
message of June 1; 1812. Then, to the surprise of many, the President's
rationale for a declaration of war began with a strong indictment of
impressment. He denounced -it -as a "crying ens, -mitt'" by which

thous-ands of Americap citizens, under the safeguard of public and of Their
natierai flag. have been torn from their country and from everything dear
to them: have been dragged on board shipsof war of a foreign nation and
exposed. under the severities of their discipline, to be exiled to the most
distant and deadly climes. to risk their lives in the battles of their oppressors,
and to be the melancholy instruments of taking away those of their own
brethren.:-'

The sudden re-ernergencc .-1 the impressment issue as one of the major
grounds for war led many Federalists and even. some antiwar Repub-
licans to question immediately the validity of this issue. Was Madison
merely trying to arouse uar sentiment by resurrecting a very emotional
but essentially minor issue? If so, the second half of the dministra-
tion's war cry. "Free Trade and Sailor's Rights," had a very hollow
sound.

Historians beginning with Henry Adams in the late nineteenth century
have also been troublecOiy the jack-in-the-box quality of the impress-
ment issue. As a-re-snit, the weight of this issue in the decision for war
has never been satisfactorily determined. Henry Adams expressed w at
amounted to neo-Federalist doubts about, the importance of this issu to
Madison and the Republican Party, nevertheless, he considered 1 a
major cause because of its appeal to the masses. Throughout the nine-
teenth century most Ameri,,an historians accepted the so-called "mari-
time interpretation" of the cause of the War of 1812. As set forth by
John Bach McMaster ante Alfred Thayer Mahan, this interpretation
credited British encroachments on neutral rights with precipitating war.24

A swing away from this position began in the 1920s and 1930s with
the publication of :tidies by Louis M. Hacker, Julius W. Pratt, and
George R.,Taylor. While }Tacker and Pratt chose to emphasize western
land hunger and expansion respectively, Taylor argued that.the economic
'woes of the South and West prompted those sections to favor war
against Britain. On the whole, the work of these scholars has served- to
call attention to the importance of non-maritime causes .25

Since the mid- 1950s there has been a shift back towards the older
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maritime interpretation. While recognizing the importance of some of
the so-called "western L.:sesames," scholars like Bradford Perkins,
Reginald Horsman, and Norman Risjord have used the concept of

I .nakonal honor to explain the decision for war and the primacy of
mariiime issues. On the whole, however, they have tended to-view the
Orde in Council as the chief despoiler of national honor and thus,
wittingl or unwittingly, they have described the 'War's purpose more as
a defens, of economic than of human rights. iMhile the restraints on
AmerisAn economic rights that they emphasize Jrtainly were a slap at
natiyical sovereignty, they have failed to explain that the inability to
voi,ide adequate security for "life" penetrated deeply into the public

/conscience of the Republic. ,
Thus the significance of impressment as a challenge;to the right to

*\ "life- as set forth in the Declaration of Independence has been ever -
looked. The reason for this neglect is obvious. Historians have always
considered the Orders in Council and impressment as adjoining maritime
issues. Nevertheless, from the standpoint of definable national interests
and values. the Ordcrs fall under the heading of property rights while
the lives of seamen lit under the rubric of human rights. Only by
separating the two grievances in this way can the War of 1812 be under-
stood sorpething_more than a calculated war for economit independ-
ence

crieans living during the years of the War might have understood
this. Through the efforts of Robert Wright in the United States Congress
and-Hezekiah Niles in ihe press, the distinction was clearly made. During
his years in the United States Senate, and later in the House of Repre-
sentatives, Wright was the most active opponent of impressment. A
Distinguished veteran of the Revolutionary War and a successful planter-
lawyer, he was first elected to the Senate by the Maryland Legislature
in 1801. Through his term he was an ardent supporter ofJefferson?'

nght's first significant attack on impressment occurred early in 1806
amidst growing public resentment over the increasing numbers of Amer-
.-ans being taLn. When he introduced his bill for the protection and
indemnific.atien of American seamen on January 20, 1806, probably
few of his colleagues were aware of the strong measures that Senator
Vv right proposed to end what he deemed naked piracy. Under the pro-
visions of his bill, American 'seamen were not only authorized to resist
impressment by any means but to actually receive a $200 bounty for all
such successful acts. Another provision provided for a $60 per month
indemnity to impressed American seamen to be paid by attaching debts
owed British creditors. Despite Wright's reassuring words that "I trust
I will not be thought too nervous, when it is considered that we have
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just cause for war." his hill was considered too provocative and post-
poned to the next session =r

Later that same year Wright was elected Governor of Maryland and
his departure from tlfe United States Senate interrupted for a time his
campaign in behalf of American seamen. When he returned to Washing-
ton in 1810 as a Congressman from Maryland, he quickly resumed his
earlier apposition to-impressment. In the debate over the pro-war report
of the Foreign Relations Committee in December 1811. Wright took the
floor to refute the charge made by Congressman John Randolph of
Virginia that only certain economic interests favored war with Britain.
It was his opinion that the Virginia Congressman had his priorities
confused:

Sir. the violations of the commercial rights of which we complain do not
embrace the carrying trade. prdperly sa called, but also the carrying of the
products of eta' own soil, the fruits of our own industry. these, although
injurious only to our property. are just c.auset, of war. But. sir, the impress-
ment of our native seamen is a stroke at the vitals of liberty itself, and
although ,it does not tc,uch the "natale solum." )et it enslaves the "narn-os
filing" the native sons of America. and, in the ratio that liberty is preferable
to property, ought to enlist the patriotic feelings of that honorable member.

---and' make his bosom burn scab that holy fire that inspired the patriots of
the Revolution:24

Not only did Wright speak out against the evils of impressment when-
ever the opportunity presented itself, but he also sought to win Con-
gressioral approval of a revised vcrsion of his 1806 bill for the protection
and indemnification of American seamen. Although his efforts in 1810
and 1811 to attach anti-'mpressment amendments to the Nils supple-
menting the Non-Intercoarse Act were unsuccessful, with the growing
war spirit in Congress at the end of 1811, Wright no doubt realized that
his bill stood a good chance of passage.

Since his revised bill still condemned impressment as an act of piracy
punishable by death and empowered the President to take whatever
action he saw fit to discourage future violations, the measure again
amounted to a declaration of war in all but name. Throughout the early
months of 1812 the bill moved steadily through the House, and by April
was engrossed for its third reading. A number of newspapers across the
country supported the measure and it actually seemed certain of passage
in early June until the formal Declaration of War made it unnecessary.

While Robert Wright was toiling in Congress from 1810-1812 to
convince his colleagues of the central iMportance of impressment,
Hezekiali Niles was rendering a similar ccrvice for the general public.
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Niles. like so many other outstanding editors in the early years of the
Republic, had climbed all the way up the ladder after starting as a lowly
apprentice. A staunch Democratic-Republican in sentiment, he first won
national attention as editor of the pro-Republican Baltimore Evening
Post- His editorials defending Jefferson's foreign polity were so effective
that they were collected in 1E07 and published in book form."

During the summer of 1811, Niles launched a new type of newspaper
that would deal primarily with national news, carry no advertising, and
rely entirely upon subscriptions for income. He pledged further to keep
The Weekly Register non-partisan and as accurate and thorough in- its
coverage as he.could make it." Before the year was out, Niles had over
3.500 subscribers and the paper was on its way to becoming The New
York Times of its day.

Since his newspaper was intenden for a national readership at a time
when almost all papers were locally oriented, the influence of The
Week!), Register was far in excess of its subscription totals. Throughout
the winter of 1811-1812 Niles continually and forcefully advocated war
with Britain. As he noted in his editorial on December 7, 1811, ",.. the
cup of humiliation has been drained of its very dregs, forbearance has
become a crime, and patience ceased to be a virtue."32 That Niles con
s:dered impressment the number-one American grio...nce against Britain
was obvious to even the casual reader.

Typical of his pronouncements on this matter was an editorial in
April. 1812, in which he recited the tremendous suffering that this form
of white slavery inflicted upon both the individuals and their families.
He noted further that a recent State Department report set the number
of American citizens forcibly retained in the British Royal Navy at
6,257. Niles concluded his editorial with a hawkish pronouncement;

Accurst.; -be the American government, and every individual of it, who by,
the omission or commission of any thing, shill agree to make peace with
Great Britain, until ample provision shall be made for our impressed seamen,
and security shall he_ given for the prevention of such abominable outrages .

in future.33

Immediately after Congress approved the Declaration of War, Niles
expressed his satisfaction with the decision. As always impressment was
the paramount issue and to his way of thinking the major reason for the
war:

The indignity, abuse and destructionof our seamen, and through them, the
violent assault on the sovereignty of the country itself, has long cried for
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revenge, as preventive of the practice in the future: for rather than admit the
principle for one solitary hour, or in a single instance, that an American
seaman, or a seaman sailing under the American flag, may be kidnapped by
those Algerines, there is not a true man among us that would not exclaim
"wara war of extermination against them!"31

The tortuous road to war that Madison and the Republican Party
traveled from 1811 to 1812 is without parallel in American history. All
other major conflicts were preceded by immediate and direct provoca-
tions, like the explosion of the Maine or the Gulf of Tonkin incident.
This anomaly helps to explain both the large Congressional vote against
war (79-49 in the House and 19-13 in the Senate) and the extensive
antiwar sentiment throughout the duration of the struggle. According to
Samuel Eliot Morison, this was the mast-dissent-ridden war in American
history, including the recent conflict in Viet Nani.35 Unfortunately, his-
torians have generally used the strong opposition to the war in the New
England States to discount the importance of impressment as a cause.
Such arguments usually center on the g.meral indifference to the issue
in the region despite New England's strung maritime interests. This argu-,
ment also assumes a level of popular support for Federalism in New
England that was never reached, even at the height of that party's power
in the mid-1790s. If the Subject of antiwar sentiment in New England
is approached from the standpoint of the historic evolution of the first
two American political parties, and a distinction is drawn between
Federalist and popular opposition in the section, the plausibility of the
earlier thesis-vanishes.

Since both the Federalists and Democratic-Republicans in the 1790s
considered themselves to be Founding Fathers, and. there was as yet no
accepted concept of the loyal opposition, the depth of their animosity
for one another is perhaps unequaled in the annals of American political
history. Each side Jended to view the other in almost apocalyptic terms.
The profound domestic influence that foreign affairs had upon tlie.y4ung
nation served to further exacerbate interparty relations. Given the pro-
British bias of the Federalists and the continuing efforts of their spokes-
men to make light of the impressment issue, it is not surprising that the
Party opposed war with Britain in 1812. Had Jefferson called for war
in 1807 in the wake of the Chesapeake affair, the Federalist Party could
not have presented such a united opposition. When Madison raised the
specter of impressment five years later, however, most Federalistsinter-
preted it as a strictly partisan maneuver to drum up support for the war.

When assessing the extent of antiwar sentiment in New England
during the struggle with Britain, the statistics on sectional troop con-
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tributiuns are enlightening. A total of nineteen regiments were supplied
to the regular army by the five New England states, compared with
fifteen from the Middle Atlantic states and only ten from the South
While thi.e figures alone do not prove that there was less opposition to
the war among the people of New England than has been previously
thought, they do point up the very real possibility that the Federalists
claimed far more grass roots support than they actually enjoyed.

In the final analysis, President Madison and the Republican Party
belatedly embarked upon a war that the people had been ready to fight
fise years earlier." The attendant confusion over the war's purposes and
objectives may well be blamed on Madison and Jefferson. They were
certainly less willing than many of their felloW' citizens to break with the
policy of avoiding war at all costs that Washington and Adams had
established.

Memories of ArnerieSS woes during the War for Independence and
their awareness that the country was unprepared for war were_ also
deterrents. By the fall of 1811, however, when all other alternatives had
been exhausted, Madison realized that the question had come down to
submission or war. With the Federalists waiting in the wings should the
Republican Party falter, he reluctantly prepared for war. If he had been
a more adroit or less scrupulous President he might have manufactured
an appropriate incident to arouse the necessary unity for war As it was,
Madison recognized at the eleventh hour that impressment was the one
issue that could engender the greatest popular support for the conflict.
Wilde he and Jefferson had been busy devising intricate economic sane-
nuns against Britain and France, the impressment issue lay smoldering
in the hearts of millions of Americans. This grievance, more than the
violations of commercial rights or the Indian attacks that the British
ostensibly eneouraged, lay at the root of the national humiliation that
both compelled and enabled the Republican Party and President
Madison to go to war in 1812.

In this rather eunvuluted and muddled way the American government
finally did act to.make the right to "life" as inalienable as was intended
in the Declaration. The 1811 Report of the Committee on Foreign
Relations of the House of Representatives urged as much in supporting
preparation for kvar

If it be our duty to eneourage the fair and legitimate commerce of this
country by protecting the property of merchant, then, indeed, by as much
as life and liberty arc more estimable than ships and goods, so much more
impressive is the duty to shield the persons of our seamen, whose hard and
honest services are employed equally with those of the merchants in ad-
vancing under the mantel of its laws, and interests of Aheir country.,is
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Security of "Life" in Our Times

At the conclusion of the War of 1812 few contemporaries could have
foreseen that the United States would not soon again enter a war as the
weaker nation. The tremendous physical and economic growth that
Americans experienced in the years 'after 1815 provided the resources
to make the United States a major world power by the end of the nine-
teenth century. The virtually complete security of "life" against external
threats that the federal government was able to provide continued into
the twentieth century, ending abruptly in 1949 with the Russians'
announcement that they, too, had the atomic bomb.

The result is that in 1976, as the nation enters its,third hundred years
of existence, the security of "life" seems to be more threatened than ever
before. In the face of the constant threat of nuclear war, and a possible
global ecological, disaster, the ability of the United-States government to
reasonably guarantee the most basic of all rights by means of conven-
tional foreign policy is no longer certain.

At the same time, internal threats to "life" command attention. Most
Americans, like most human beings, tend to give first priority to the
problems directly affecting their daily lives. In their own communities
they debate issues centering on threats to "life"crime, capital punish-
ment, abortion, euthansiathese are the sorts.of concerns that arouse
public attention and controversy.

Statistics compiled by the Federal Bureau of Investigation indicate
that the rate of serious crime in the United States has more than doubled
since 1961. That "fact" must be stated cautiously, because it may partly
reflect increasingly complete reporting by local law enforcement agencies.
Nonetheless, the crime problem, in the public mind, clearly reached
crisis proportions. The growth in gun sales, and security and alarm
devices alone, is indicative of how fear of crime permeates all parts of
the society. This is esriecially true because the sharp rise in the incidence
of crime in rural and suburban communities has subjected all Americans
to what used to be considered only an urban problem.

A recent study by a mathematician at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology projected that one out of every eleven children born in
Atlanta, 'Georgia, in 1974, would eventually be murdered if she or he
chose to live out life in that city. In this respect the words of a teacher
in an inner-city day-care center sum up the growing apprehension under
which many Americans live: "You are aware of crime all the time here.
Life could end at any time.""

The United States Supreme Court decisions prohibiting the death
penalty (1972) and legalizing certain types of abortions (1973),,
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together with controversy and litigation involving euthansia or "mercy
killing," aroused unprecedented public interest in the security of "life."
Whether the public's "right" to end the life of a convicted felon on
death row will be returned, or the right to "die with dignity" will be
legalized, is by no means certain. We now debate when ilk beinis and
when it should be considered ended. Our attempts to define and deter-
Mine such questions reflect the Jeffcrsonian assertion that life should not
be taken for granted. As Daniel G. Maguire noted in a recent article,
"Life is the good thing and the precondition of all good things. Any
decision to end it in any context, for self or for another, must be slow,
deliberate, and reverential.""

Less omnipresent in the daily lives of Americans, but ultimately more
lethal,,is the continuing threat of nuclear war. Unlike the immediaty of
the threat posed to "life by internal dangers, a nuclear holocaust seems
abstract and remote. The enormity of such a possibility doubtless pre-
cludes extensive preoccupation with its occurrence.

Then. too, the periodic announcements of nuclear arms control agree-
inents mz) provide the public with a limited sense of security. Because
of the seeming complexity of the nuclear arms jargon (ICBM, MIRV
or SLBM) most Americans have failed to recognize the limited, merely
cosmetic effect of these agreements. As former Defense Department
Director of Research Herbert York sadly noted, "after 30 years of
attempts to achieve some kind of serious -disarmament, not one single
vaponhas ever been destroyed or even moved as a result of an agree-
ment."" If anything, some arms control treaties have actually stepped
up the arms race_ The much heralded Limited Test-Ban Treaty of 1963
is a case in point. As a result of the ban on annospheric testing which it
imposed, the United States and Russia greatly expanded their under-
giound nuclear testing programs. One of the eventual results was, the
development of the even more frightening MIRV (multiple independ-
ently targeted re-entry vehicle). A review of Federal defense budgets in
recent years quickly reveals that nuclear arms control agreements result
at best in reallocations of funds rather than in any -reductions. In order
for the United States and Russia to break out of this vicious circle and
launch a genuine effort to avert the impending nuclear holocaust, the
words of John Stuart Mill should be heeded, "Against a great evil a
small remedy does not produce a small result, it produces no result
at all.""

The inexorable spread of nuclear weapons is another worrisome and
even less controllable facet of the arms race. The announcement on May
18. 1974, that India had exploded a nuclear bomb was a severe blow to
the limitation efforts of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
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Weapons that took effect in 1970. There are presently at least seven
more Countries that are non-parties to the 1970 NPT that already have
or soon will ,have the technological capability to construct nuclear
devices. These include: Argentina, Brazil, Egypt, -Israel, Pakistan, South
Africa and Spain_42 Because of the vast commercial potential of nuclear
energy, particularly in light of the current energy crisis, the temptation
to exploit the need for energy may soon result in even greater prolifera-
tion due to the covert conversions of materials from peaceful -to military
purposes. It is possible that the distribution of .nuclear weapons may
already be too extensive to prevent with any certainty the kind of human
error that formed the central theme of such popular films as Dr.
Strangelove and Fail Safe.

According to- some ecologists and environmentalists, nuclear war is
survivable in comparison to the systematic destruction of the earth's life-
sustaining ecosystem, destruction which they claim is well underway.
Paul Ehrlich likens the present world situation to that of a car speeding
down a hazardous mountain road with only failing brakes to rely on.
Skillful manipulation by the driver may keep the car on the road for a
time, but before it can reach the.bottcun of the mountain the continuing
increase in speed will make a crash inevitable."

Although some Americans have become more conscious of the pos- ,
sibility of environmental disasters due to the initiation of observances
like Earth Week, the tendency is still to discount the danger. Developed
countries like the United States are confident that their Vaunted capacity
for "technological fix" can avert any serious threats to the earth's
ecosystem. Unfortunately, the complexity of the chain of life may
obscure harmful alterations in the environment so long that human
restorative efforts mayibe too little and too late.45

In the last analysis, the ability of the United States government to
guarantee "life" in the future may well be predicated on whether or not
the concept of "spaceship earth", is substituted for that of "lifeboat
America." While the current Bicentennial observances tend to be
ethnocentric and often jingoistic in character, the possibility of a similar
Tricentennial observance in 2076 seems remote. Although it is unfor-
tunate that the Bicentennial observance has failed to alert Americans--
to the need for truly effective world leadership, self-interest may dictate
that course of action in the years ahead as the global threats to the
inalienable rights become more real.

It was the hope of Benjamin Franklin that someday respect for the
common rights of people would exist everywhere in the world. For most
of the past two hundred years the United States officially has articulated
its position as advocate and defender of human rights. Although the
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Estorical record reveals great gaps between rhetoric and reality, seme-
tim the gap has been narrov--;-Ceven closed. To fully square theory and
practiceto make the right to life mole than an empty promisethe.
Anietican-people must turn their attention to the preparation and im-
plementation of a Declaration of Interdependence to secure the tight to
life for every inhabitant of the earth.

Persistent Questions__
Related to the "Right to Life"-

Is the promise of the Declaration of Independence that
government is instituted to secure, the "right-to life' limited
to securing protection against unnecessary death? Or do
restrictions on life, not less that ,Leath itself, warrant atten-
tion?

What is the responsibility of government to secure a "mini-
mum standard of living" for all persons necessary to fulfill
the "right to life"? Does the right to "exist" also include the
right to "maintain" life?

Death in warfare and death as punishment for crimes illus-
trate two categories in which the community, through its
government, exacts, forfeiture of life, not protection of it.
How does' one define the individual "right to life" when
society, by law, alienates that "unalienable" right?
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TO SECURE THESE RIGHTS: LIBERTY (I)

The secendnamed of the triad of inalienable rights in the
Declaration of ,faclependence is "liberty," a single word, subject as
are all such words to an ever-changing, many faceted stream of
definitions. Lit erty is asserted to be an object for which
governments are created, securing liberty can be read in fuller
context by noting thatan Jefferson's vvords) governments that are
created to secure liherry '1:uuld derive their just powers from the
consent of the governed. Those concise words, understood within
the mix of understandings and commitments, andassumptions and
cont ictions of the Revolutionary generation, have a very specific and
precise meaning. The new United States, to be created upon the
foundations tit "self-evident truths" delineated in the Declaration,
was to be a federal republic.

A republic, to the jx- iple who made the Revolution, was not only
not a monarchy, it-was a reps esentativ e government. In their
structuring of constitutions for the new states. and in their federal
constitutions -first in the Articles of Confederation and then in the
Constitution of 1787- the Americans described the extent and
degree of representativeness upon which they would base their
Republic. Officers of gov ernment, both state and federal, would be -
chosen (elected in most cases, appointed by those elected in others)
from among the citizenry by some of the citizens.

Initially, no attempt was-made to describe or legislate a national
electorate_ Rather, that increasingly challenging responsibilitywas
left within the powers of the separate, sovereign states, As the 1787
Constitution prescribed the pr ,.ss, whoever was eligible under the
statutes of a state to part;4:pate in election of representatives to
the most numerous (lower) house of the state legislature
automatically was incorporated within the electorate competent to
choose members of .se federal House of Represerjtativest

The states, of course, varied consicter=a,biritiThe way they
described eligibility for participating in elections. Suffrage and
ritizenship were not the same, only part of the citizens was
encompassed vt,ithin the group allowed to choose, or be chosen,
officers of the i-ommmunity. Sex, age, race, religion,property,
holdings, bondage, length of residence- qualifications established
on these and other criteria set ere!) restricted the size of the favored,
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enfranchised group. For all otheis, the right to liberty did not extend
far enough to allow partiopation in the political processes.

A very traditional one might say, old fashioned, but nonetheless
.and- schema for describing political deve'lop nent in the American
Republic traces the increasing democratization of government since
the ratification of the federal Constitution. The ehminatiomof,
restrictions on suffrage and office-holding, and-the expansion of the
favored group vvho could qualify to participate in-electi.ms-form
central themes for explanation of change, especially &ping such
historical decades as the Age of Jackson and the Progressive bra.
The inalienable right to liberty., secured b} governments, may be
illustrated in apphcation, and measured as actual practice against
promise, in a variety of kftays. But one of the those ways (and a very
central one in the Americans' assumptions about who they have
been, and are, and what their society has been, and is, and should
Jei examines the opportunity --the.hbertv -to participate in political
processes,

Karen Tucker Anderson In in Washington, D.C. She studied as
an undergraduate at the Univ ersiIy- of Kansas and was awarded her
Ph.D. by the University of tVa,hington. Her professional interests
include women-s studies, Ijrnily history, and twentieth-century
America. ?

To it the promise and practice related-to the "right to
hberty,- she selected the story of Sc can B. Anthony's attempt to vote
in an election, and the litigation tha followed that attempt. As a
case study, it illustrates an occasion in the history of the American
people when a pronounced value of :he Revolutionary generatio
was directly tested, when a group within American society was
ton t inced that its members were being deprived of-their rights and
proceeded to the task of correcting that inequity. This story, of
course, like all the case studies in this *."--grbook, is illustrative and
representative only, iLs utility rests upon its illumination of an effort .
that extended over many decades and that was carried forward by
many persons-and groups in American society. What they shared
with each other was their determination to see that the practices of
their ..ocirly corresponded with the promises that the Revolutionary
generation had left as its endowment to posterity. Carl Ubbelohde
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The Issue: Whakhould Be the
Participatory Role of Women As Citizens?

. they who have no voice nor vote in the electing of represen-
tatives do not enjoy liberty, but are absolutely enslaved to those
who have votes and to their representatives, for, to be enslaved
is to have governors whom other men have set over us, and be
subject to laws made by the representatives of others, without
having had representatives of our own to give consent in our
behalf.Bejarnin Franklin'

. . by all the great fundamental principles of our free govern-
ment, the entire womanhood of the nation is in a "condition of
servitude" as surely as were our revolutionary fathers, when they
rebelled against old King George. Women are taxed without
representation, governed without their consent, tried, convicted,
and punished without a jury of their peers. And is all this tyranny
any less humiliating and degrading to women under our demo-
cratic-republican government to-day than it was to men under
their aristocratic, monarchical government one hundrad years
ago?Susan B. Anthony=

L1776 the leaders of the rebellion of the American colonies declared
their independence from England, justifying their action with a succinct
statement of Enlightenment political thought and a list of charges
against King Gcorgc III in support of their contention that his policies
were subverting their liberties. The break from the mother country cul-
minated &cars of conflict over the nature and extent of Parliamentary
jurisdictiOn in colonial affairs. The various attempts by the English to
impoSe ew and higher taxes in the New World and to strengthen their
control ver the recalcitrant colonists set.med to the Americans to signify
the exis,ence of a deliberate plot to extinguish their fundamental free-
doms. In the opinion of many Americans, submission to the lesser
encroachments on liberty posed the danger of more iniquitous inroads
on their rights at a later time.

The widening conflict spawned a series of inquiries into the nature
and source of political authority. British statesmen and theorists, and
their colonial supporter,s, insisted that the established authorities, and
the laws they promulgated, existed separately from and were superior to
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their subjects. They denied that sorerci,gnty was capable of division or
limitation. In his Taxation No Tyranny, a reply to the Americans who
were resisting British authority, Samuel Johnson contended that

There must. in every society be some power or other form from which there
is no appeal. which admits no restrictions, which pervades the whole mass of
the community, regulates and adjusts all subordination, enacts laws or repeals
them, ere-ts or annuls judicatures, extends or contracts privileges, exempt
itself from question or control, and bounded only by physical necessity?

Jonathan Boucher, an Anglican minister in the coionks and a Tory,
agreed with this position, asserting that "all governdent, whether lodged
in one or in,many, is in its nature, absolute and irresistible.. "* He further
argued that all civil authority derived its legitimacy from God, who
,enjoined obedience to it.

The assertion of Great Britain's unqualified right to administer its
colonies in whatever way it decided Contrib utcd to the disquiet among
American dissidents and prompted them, to rebut British notions about
the source of political authority. In support of the American viewpoint,
James Otis strongly denounced the position that the' rights of subjects
were dependent on the will of the sovereign, contending.that the natural
rights of 'an individual were derived from "the law of nature and its
author. This law is the grand basis of the common law and of all other
municipal laws that are worth a rush. ".5 Thelegitirnacy of the law and
of Inoituted authorities thus was based on their protection of the
individual's natural rights. In the words of Thomas Jefferson, "Kings
are the servants, not the proprietors of the people."6 The people were
the constituent power of sovereignty, giving up some of their freedom
for the common good, but only to the _end that their basic liberties be
preserved.

Haring stated that government could legitimately function only with
the consent of the governed, the American rebels declared their opposi-
tion to British taxes and other measures on the grounds that the British
laws had been promulgated without the consent of the colonists. The
Brifsh denied the charge that the coloniits were being taxed without
representation, contending that each member of Parliament represented
all British subjects and that therefore the Americans were virtually
represented in the law-making body. The Americans, however, had
already denied the identity of interest with the mother country implicit
in the doctrine of virtual representation and demanded a more direct
means of providing their consent to the laws which threaipned their
property an liberty. When American protests and requestsi for a just
redress of their grievances prompted the British rulers ultimately to
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assert their authority more emphatically, colonists chose to separate
themselves from Britain, and explained the causes which impelled them
to the separation in the Declaration of Independence.

Having justified their Revolution with Enlightenment political theory,
the leaders of the new American nation had an unprecedented opportt.-
nity to put principles into action, to restructure the major social institu-
tions to accommodate their new ideology. This restructuring had poten-
tially profound implications for many in the_society, including women.
Certainly the Revolutionary ideas challenged conventional American
values and practices regarding the status of women. The subordinate
position of women in all the major social institutions, and their depend-
ent and inferior legal status, clashed with the idea of human beings born
free and equal in regard to certain inalienable rights. The emphasis in
Enlightenment thought or human reason and its strength contradicted
the prevailing beliefs regarding women's intellectual inferiority and made
their vastly inferior education indefensible. The individualism of the
natural rights doctrine contrasted with the general perception that a
w'man was always to be dependent and have her identity submerged
in that of a husband. Moreover, the denial of the right to participate in
the political process was contrary to the doctrine of government by the
consent of the governed. .

That the Revolution prompted somc discussion of- woman's place in
American society is quite clear. Students at Yale University, for
example, debated the topic "Whether women ought to be admitted, into
the magistracy and government of empires and republics?' Some of the
Revolutionary leaders. including Thomas Paine. James Wilson, and
William White. criticized the subordination of women in American
society and denied the doctrine of female inferiority on which it was -

based. Hannah Lee Hall, a member of the prominent Lee family of
Virginia, boldly asserted that women deserved equal political= rights with
men and even persuaded her brother, Richard Henry Lee, that women
should vote, albeit only unmarried women of property. Its unclear
whether he actually tried to act on his conviction.

Another advocate of greater lights for women was Judith Sargent
Murray, a poet and playwright. -Shc wrote the only avowedly feminist
essay published during the Revolution. Entitled "On the Equality of the
Sexes," it appeared in the Massachusetts Magazine in 1790, although
it was reportedly written several years earlier. In it she made a strong
case for the intellectual equality of women with men and advocated
equal educational opportunities for women, a goal which she shared
with Abigail Adams. fit response to the idea that women's domestic
duties should be sufficient to provide fulfillment, Murray wrote.
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I would calmly ask, is it reasonable, that a candidate for immortality, for the
joys of heaven, an intelligent being, who is to spend an eternity in con-
templating the works of Deity, should at present be so degraded, as to be
allowed no othei ideas, than those which are suggested by the mechanism of
a pudding, or the sewing of the seams of a garment?7

The most famous and oft-quoted advocate of rights for women at this
time was, of course, Abigail Adams. Her opinions are recorded in her
letters to her husband. In one famous exchange she wrote:

. . . in the new Code of Laws which I suppose it will be necessary for you
to make I desire you would remember the La-dies, and ba more generous and
favourable to them than your ancestors. Do not put such unlimited power
into the hands of the husbands. Remember all men would be tyrants if they
could. If particular care and attention is not paid to the Ladies we arc
determined to foment a rebellion, and will not hold oursehes bound by any
laws in which we have no voice or representation?!

John Adams responded:

Depend upon it, we know better than to repeal our masculine systems.
Although they are in full force, you know they are little more than theory.
lye dare not exert our power in its full latitude. We are obliged to go fair,
and softly, and in practice you know we are the subjects. We have only the
name of masters, and rather than give up this, which would completely
subject us to the despotism of the pettkoat, I hope General Washington, and

talj our brave heroes would fight?)

John Adanis' colleagues within the Revolutionary elite shared his
conventional attitude, including his aversion to a wider politial role for
women. Thomas Jeffeaon, for example, disapproved of the inclusion of
women in the political and intellectual discussions which he witnessed
in Paris and contrasted French women to American women in a letter
to a Mrs. Bingham in 1788, commenting that: _

. our good ladies, I trust, have been too wise to wrinkle their foreheads
with politics. They are contented to soothe and calm the minds of their
husbands returning ruffled from political-debate. They have the good sense
to value domestic happiness above all others.10

Benjamin Franklin expressed very similar sentiments in a letter to his
wife in 1758:

You are very prudent not to engage in party disputes. Women never shoe ld
meddle with them except in endeavors to moncile their husbands, brothers,
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and friends, who happen to be of contrary sides. If your sex can keep cool,
you may be a means of cooling ours the sooner, and restoring more speedily
that social harmony` among fellow citizens that is so desirable after long and
bitter dissension.n

Despite their rejection of the ideal of virtual representation for the
colonies. the Revolutionary leaders were quite willing to accept it for
women, and others, in the new political order they were creating.

Given the social conservatism of the leaders of the Revolution when
it caet to the issue of women's rights, it is not surprising that the
Revolution prompted very little improvement in the status/of women.
.Although a few more schools to educate the daughters di/le-elite were
established, tht...se remained basically finishing schools and had no signi-
ficant impact on the general condition of women's educatOn. The legal
status of women also was little altered. Some states liberalized their
divorce laws, although this was not part of a large-scale movement. The
property rights of wvmen remained largely unchanged as well. As for
political rights. the un'o significant change was a shortlived experiment
with woman suffrage in the state of New Jersey.

Despite the failure of the Revolutionary generation to alter signifi-
cantly the status of women, the ideals of the Revolution provided later
generations of Americans with a legacy that could be utilized to pro-
mote such changes. Because the Declaration of Independence pro-
claimed the right of every person to life,, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness, it provided a ;allying point for all who were denied equal
rights in the new political order_ The doctrine of government by the
consent of the governed fostered a concern for widening the partici-
patory rule of citizens within the republic. The disparity between .the
professed ideals of the Revolution and the social conservatism that
facilitated the continued denial of equal rights to many Americans,
including women, blacks, and other minorities, created a dissonance
Within the American value system conducive to social conflict as these
groups attempted to claim their Revolutionary heritage.

Reform, Women, and Suffrage

The first such attempts occurred during the Jacksonian period in the
early nineteenth century when many Americans refocused their atten-
tion on the ideals of the Revolution and their implementation. The
sources of Jacksonian reform efforts were many and varied, but the
national values proclaimed in the Declaration of Independence offered
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essential justification for reform. With its emphasis on equal political
rights, equal opportunities to succeed economically, and the ability of
the common man to understand and mold his government and society,
the egalitarian spirit of the Jacksonian era fostered the growth of a
variety of reform movements dedicated to increasing human freedom
and improving the material conditions of life. This reform impulse was
unique in its size and scope and in one other significant aspectfor the
first time women actively engaged in activities in the public sphere as
they joined the ranks of the reformers in large numbers.

That they should do so seemed perfectly logical and appropriate to
these women. Certain religious and charitable work had always been
delegated to women because their womanhood was thought to imply
superior piety, altruism, and sympathy for the less fortunate. They had
traditionally been expected to care for the sick, to provide for the needs
of the poor, and to give freely of their time for church activities. The
Jacksonian reform impulse was firmly rooted in the religious revivalism
of the time, reflecting its emphasis on the conversion of unbelievers, the
elimination of ungodly behavior in aiiircipation of the millennium, and
sympathy for the victims of poverty, crime, and injustice. When the
churches sought to extend their influence beyond their parishioners into
the broader society, many_women believed strongly that the change
meant that woman's sphere must be appropriately enlarged so that she
could continue in activities traditionally associated with "church work."

With this in mind, women organized themselves into societies to
eliminate or moderate the use of alcoholic beverages, to suppress vice,
to encourage the observance of the Sabbath, to eradicate slavery, and
to accomplish a variety of other goals they considered desirable for
society Instead of the approbation that charitable activities had usually
promoted, the women reformers met with scorn, disapproval. and
hostility. The more active and public a woman reformer was, 'the more
controversy she generated.

The critics of women reformers complained that the women were
engaging in a variety of activities inappropriate for them, that they left
their homes unescorted to obtain signaturei on petitions, that they were
speaking in public, expressing opinions on political issues. These viola-
tions of cor,vertion triggered as much controversy within the various
reform movements as outside of them. Many organizations, especially
those with large numbers of women participating, such as those con-
cerned with temperance and abolition, split over the issue of women's
participation. The result, in several cases, was the formation of separate
women's groups. In New York, ftir example, women were allowed to
attend meetings of the Sons of Temperance, but not to speak at them.
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As a result, women withdrew and formed the Woman's State Temper-
ance Society.

The controversy generated by the action of the women reformers
indicated the extent to which women were accorded a subordinate status
within the political system and the genial unwillingness of most Amer-
icans, including even some radical abolitionists, to extend the principles
of self-government to women. The criticism of their reform activities
prompted some of th.e women to defend their actions and take an
avowedly feminist stance on the question of women's status within the
churches and reform organizations and within the larger society. Among
the earliest to do so were Angelina and Sarah Grimki, sisters from a
patrician South Carolina family who left the South because their reli-
gious and moral beliefs could not be reconciled with the institution of
slavery. Although their response to their critics was often based on
religious beliefs and interpretations, as in Sarah Grimke's Letters on
the &yolk, of the Sexes, the secular tradition of the American Revolu-
tion also contributed to their feminist thought. Angelina Grimke, for
example, wrote in 1836 in her Letters to Catherine Beecher that:

I believe it is woman's right to have a voice in all the laws and regulations by
which she is to be goerned, whether in Church cr State, and that the present
arrangements of society on these points, are a violation of human rights, a
rant :fcurpation of porer, a violent seizure and confiscation of what is
sacredly and inalienably hers....2

When she spoke before the Massachusetts state legislature in 1838, she
asked those who opposed political activism by women the following
questions:

Are we aliens, because we are women? Are we bereft of citizenship because
we are mothers, wives, and daughters of a mighty people? Have women no
country no interests staked in public weal no liabilities in common peril
no partnership in a nation's guilt and shame?33

Although other women reformers followed the Grimkes' example in
speaking out individuahy in support of women's rights, an organized
feminist movement was not begun, until more than a decade after their
pioneering efforts when Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott called
a meeting in Seneca Falls, New York, in July, 1848, for the purpose of
discussing the problem of the status of women. As did the Founding
Fathers, the organizers of this convention perceived the. historic impor-
tance of their undertaking and the need to explain the reasons for their
actions. They decided to draft a "Declaration of Sentiments" and
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modelled it directly on the Declaration of Independence, indicating `the
importance of the tradition of the American Revolution to the nascent
feminist movement.

In their "Declaration of Sentiments" the feminists asserted that "all
men and women are created equal." Substituting "man" for King
George III, the feminists listed 18 grievances against "him." Signifi-
cantly, the first two of these were that:

He has never permitted her -to exercise her inalienable right to the elective'
franchise.
He has compelled her to submit to laws, in the formation of which she had
no voice.14

But the grievances of the feminists went far beyond their political sub-,
Ordination, they decried also the laws and customs which deprived than
of educational and occupational opportunities, subordinated them to
their husbands, decreed different moral standards for men and women,
and limited the role of., women within the churches. Because they en-
sisioncd sweeping changes in all human relationships and social insti-
tutions, including especially the family, the feminists created a docu-
ment that was, in fact, much more radical than the original on which
it was based.

Somewhat surprisingly, thC only resolution adopted at the Seneca
Falls convention which generated any controversy during discussions
was that demanding that women be enfranchised. To many of the con-
sention participants it seemed the most radical of all the proposals and
the most likely to cause opposition to their movement and thus jeopar-
dize their other demands. After speeches by Stanton and by Frederick
Douglass, who pointed out the imporance of the vote in securing their
other goals, the resolution was passed. Although suffrage remained only
one plank in the nineteenth-century feminist platform, its significance
to the movement grew in the succeeding years as many feminists became
convinced that its passage could be accomplished.

The Seneca Falls convention spawned a series of subsequent meetings
organized to further the cause of women's, rights, including one in
Rochester, New York, held also in 1848. Among those who attended
the Rochester meeting and signed its resolutions were Daniel Anthony, ,

his wife, and their daughter, Mary. Their actions were significant be-
cause they were to mark the first contact with the nascent feminist
movement for anothc: daughter, Susan Brownell Anthony. Although she
was Izter to become a single-minded and indefatigable leader in the
cause of women's rights, Anthony's initial reaction to feminist goals was
reserved. As a pacifist Quaker, she had little sympathy for the demand
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for suffrage because she believed that one should not vote in,..or other-
wise support, a government which waged war. Moreover, she was ,at
that time very involved in temperance work and saw no need to embrace
another cause.

In many ways_ Anthony's evolution into a feminist' mirrored the
experiences of other women of her time. She was born on February 15,
1820, near Adams, Massachusetts, into a middle -class home and was
raised in her father's Quaker faith. She received the best education
available to a woman at that time, studying at the Friends' Seminary in
Philadelphia. Because it was the only profession open to women,
Anthony became a teacher and advanced to the position of head of the
Female" Department at the Canajoharie Academy in upstate New York.
Influenced by her father's example, she became involved in temperance
and abolitionist activities, where she encountered the prejudice against
women common in reform circles. Although this was important fit her
development as a feminist, her introduction to Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
in 1851, was probably even more crucial. From the beginning the two
women forged a deep and lasting friendship and an effective working
partnership in the women's rights movement.

Although she continued to work primarily for temperance in the
early 1850s, Anthony's introduction to feminist thought informed her
other reform work and became her dominant concern by the end of the
decade Within the temperance movement she provided a strong voice
for an equal participatory role for women and led the walkout by
women at the 1852 convention of the New York Sons of Temperance.
In that same year she also spoke out at a state teachers' convention in
behalf of equality for women in the teaching profession. Her request
to speak before the group was unprecedented and was allowed only
after extended debate and a close vote in her favor by the men present.
By 1854 Anthony Was devoting her time to a petition campaign to se-
cure for women the right to their earnings, to their children in the event
of a divorce, and to vote. Her organizational abilities contributed sig-
nificantly to the growing numbers and influence of the feminist move-
ment of the 1850s.

The Civil War created both promise and perplexity for the American
women's rights movement. As is always the case with war, it created
the dilemma of whether to continue active work for reform causes or
to put aside such considerations in favor of total support for the war
effort. Many feminists chose the latter course, curtailing their wome is
rights activities and giving of their time to the U. S. Sanitary Comm s-
sion and other such organizations. But for some feminists, including
Anthony and Stanton, it was not possible to completely abandon ac-
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tivism for bandage rolling. In 1863.they helped found the Women's
National Loyal League in older to ensure that the war brought freedom
'to the slaves and to promote the principles of democratic government.
Once the North had. won the war, the former goal was rapidly accom-
plished as the Thirteenth Amendment was ratified by December, 1865.
The institutionalization of democratic principles, both for the newly
freed blacks and for women, was not to be so easily accomplished; -
however.

Having tied their cause closely to that of the slave, both before
and during the war, many feminists assumed that the granting of suf-
frage to the freed blacks would be accompanied by its extension- to
women as well. For that reason the introduction of the Fourteenth
Amendment extending the vote to all mole citizens created alarm among
feminists and caused a division in their ranks as to the appropriate
response to the situation. Anthony and Stanton promptly organized a
petition campaign against the introduction of the word "male" into the
Constitution. Despite their efforts, their traditional supporters in abo-
litionist and Republican ranks persisted in their endorsement of the
amendment as worded, contending that the enfranchisement of black
men was politically possible, whereas the inclusion of woman suffrage

in the effort would only alienate-advocates of black suffrage and cause
the defeat of both causes.

While their former supporters in Congress settled for what was
polio ally expedient, the women argued the justice of their cause. Eliza-
beth Cady Stanton, for example, noted that "the same logic and justice
that secures suffrage to one class gibes it to all. The struggle of the last
thirty years has not been merely on the black man as such, but on the
broader ground of his humanity?"' In a memorial to Congress in 1866
the National Woman's Rights Convention observed that:

We propose no new theories. We simply ask that you secure to ALL the
prautu.al apply-awn of the immutable principles of our government, without
distinction of race, color or sex. And we urge our demand now, because
you have the opportunity and the power to take this onward step in legis-
lation. The nations of the earth stand watching and waiting to see if our
Revolutionary idea, "all men are created equal," can be realized in govern-
ment."

Her pleas were to no avail, however, as the Fourteenth Amendment
was passed. Its passage was a blow to the feminist cause, further insti-
tutionalizing the political subordination of women and dividing the
feminist ranks. Not all pioneers in the women's rights movement agreed
with the uncompromising stance taken by Aritt.ony and others. Lucy
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Stone, for example, supported the amendment, commenting, "I will'be
thankful in my soul if anybody can getout of the terrible pit."" As a
result of this and other disagreements, separate suffrage organizations
were formed in 1-869. The National Woman Suffrage Association, or-
ganized first by Stanton, Anthony, and their followers, adopted a radical
stance on a variety of issues of concern to women, including marriage,
divorce, And theology. In contrast, the American Woman Suffrage Asso-
ciation, led by Stone, decided to concentrate its efforts on winning suf-
frage for women and to avoid alienating support-for the vote by espous-
ing other controversial issues. Fed by ideological differencesand per-

_
sonal antagonisms, the split persisted until 1890..

Although it was only one of many goals important to the NWSA,
suffrage remained a vital concern to Anthony and her supporters. The
organization at first sought to gain suffrage through Congressional ac-
tion, supporting the introduction of bills granting women the vote in the
District of Columbia and the territories and the introduction of a federal
woman suffrage amendment. In their efforts on behalf of these mea-
sures, the women constantly returned to the theme of suffrage as a
fundamental right of democratic citizenship. In the first NWSA con-
vention Stanton pointed out that this theme had been important in suf
frage arguments from the beginning of the movement. Answering the
criticism that they had been making the game speeches for twenty
years, Stanton observed that their arguments were:

. . . the same our fathers used when battling old King George and the
British Parliament for their right to representation, and a voice in the laws
by which they were governed. There are no hew arguments to be made on
human rights, our work to-day is to apply to ourselves those so familiar to,
all, to teach man that woman is not an anomalous being, outside all laws
and constitutions, but one whose rights are to be established by the same
process of reason as that by "wbich he denlands 'his own.18

Congress, however, was, as unwilling to consider the enfranchisement
of women as a separate issue as it had been to include it in the Four-
teenth Amendment and defeated all attempts to extend the vote to
women.

Having failed to obtain their goal by legislative means, the NWSA
announced in 1872 the "new departure" for suffrage activities. It was
based on a constitutional theory first propounded by Francis Minor, a
pro-suffrage attorney' from St. Louis, at the 1869 NWSA convention.
Briefly summarized, the Minor theory held that the Fourteenth- Amend-
ment had actually given to women constitutional guarantees of their
right to vc`:, rather than explicitly denying it to them as had been pre-
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viously thought. Because the amendment had defined citizenship to in-
clude all persons born or naturalized in the United States and had for-
bidden states to "make or enforce any law which shall abridge the priv-
ileges and immunities of citizens," Minor reasoned that women should
be able to vote because they were citizens and that suffrage was a priv-
ilege of citizenship. Moreover, he claimed that the denial of the vote to
women violated the constitutional requirement that-eaeLstate provide
its citizens a republican form of government. -----

In order to test the Minor theory, feminists began attempting to vote
in local elections as early as 1870, and in 1872 the NWSA urged
women to claim* their constitutional right by attempting to register and
vote in the state and other elections. In addition, the organization called
upon Congress to pass a declaratory act affirming that women could

\vote under the Constitution. Although supported by the leaders of the
nization in appearances before Congress, the latter tactic assumed

less 1 portancc for the suffragists, who were by that time relying pri-
marily the courts to grant them the right to vote. Having consistently
adopted tke position that the denial of suffrage to women constituted
a direct abiidgement of their natural rights, the suffragists were finally
turning to thejudiciary as the fundamental protector of those rights in
order to seek a icdress of their grievances.

Although thei?-,consVtutional argument provided the legal under-
pinpings for their acq:;ns, the suffragists approached the proceedings
in the hopes that the,courts would declare, in the words of suffrage_
attorney Francis Miller, "that the Declaration of Independence has
been enactedinto law, and that you will see that that law is enforced."i9
He expressed this hope in one of the first cases to reach the courts
under the "new departure" of the NWSA, a civil suit brought by
seventy women who were denied the right to register and vote in the
District of Columbia in 1871. In addition to providing a detailed de-
fense of the proposition that the Fourteenth Amendment had actually
conferred suffrage on all citizens, attorneys Miller and Albert Riddle
also sperit much time arguing that the right to vote is a corollary to the
right of self-government and thus is a natural right antecedent to all
governments.

In contrast to the natural rights argument used by the plaintiffs, the
court responded that the determination of voting tivalifications was
within the power of state governments, adding that:

. . we do not hesitate to believe that the legal vindication of the natural
right of all citizens to vote wotlid, at this stage of popular intelligence,
involve the destruction of civil government.
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This eel:v.:boon dernoristrate. that the right to vote ought not to be, and is
not. an absolute right. The fact that the practieal working cif the assumed
right would be de-Aiiieti-%e of cisilization is decisive that the right does not

In its deeiion, the court referred to the practice of allowing all men
in the Luce enies to vote. contending that it caused "political profligacy
and violence ve:ging upon anarchy" with the result that "men of con-

. seienee and eapaeity are discarded. to the promotion of vagabonds to
power "" These remarks i licate to us the extent to which the demo-

= tratie faith of the Re:3w lu t had eroded by the late nineteenth cen-
tury. in part because of the .oblems created by large -scale immigration
and urbanization. To women intc.-ested in gaining suffrage, however,-
commentary on how men bchaved at pulling places was not the issue.
Undaunted by the setback, the NWSA continued urging women to
%Lite. and Susan B. Anthony. in the best tradition of leadership. con -
eluded that the time had Lome to apply in practice the principles she
was asserting.

Case Study: The Trial of Susan B. Anthony

The must notorious case to come'from the "new departure" began
Olen Susan B. Anthony opt.n,c1 her morning paper at her home in
RoeheAer. New 't ork, on November 1, 1872, and read the following:

Now Register? To-day and to-morrow arc the only remaining opportunities.
If sou were not permitted to vote. you would fight for the right. undergo
all prnatiorr, for it. face death for it. You have it now at the cost of five

minutes time to lie, spent in seeking your place of registration, and having
your name entered. And yet. on election day, less than a week hence, hun-
dreds of ,you are likely to lose your vote because you have not thought it
worth while to git-e the use minutes. TO-day and to-morrow are your only
opportunities. Register now! 22

After persuading her sister to join her. Anthony proceeded to the
Eighth Vward Registration Office and tried to register, rn order to per-
suade the officials of the legality of her actions, she cited sections of the
New York and United States constitutions, including the Fourteenth
Amendment. Unprepared fur such a confrontation and possibly sympa-
thetie to woman suffrage, the Republican officials were inclined to allow
the women to register. The Democratic registrar, however, refused to
cooperate, after the U.S. Supersisor of Elections advised him that he
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would he liable for prosecution under the U.S. Enforcement Act of
1870. .-- --

Having lost the first skirmish. Anthony and her sister left the office
only to return later in the day with 14 other women. After Anthony
promised to pay for any let costs which might be incurred by the
registrars. they agreed to all the women to register for the coming
election Similar scenes weie enacted elsewhere in the city of Rochester
as 34 other women sought to register, but the election officials in the
other wards remained steadfast in their refusal to sanction voting by
women When the day of the election arrived, the 16 women registered
in the Eighth Ward appeared at the polls and vast their ballots. Later in
the day Anthony sent a letter to Elizabeth Cady Stanton, describing the
momentous occasion. She wrote:

W.11. I have been and gone and done it positively voted the Republican
ticket --straight this A.M. at seven o'clock, and swore my vote in. at
that So we are in for a fine agitation in Rochester on this question.23

Indeed the agitation had hardly begun. The Rochester Union and
4dverliter, a Democratic publication, editorialized against the actions
of the women, contending that the lawlessness of their deeds proved
women unfit for the ballot. The local Republican press responded with
a staunch defense of Anthony and the right of women to vote. The
issue was not to be tried in the press, however, and the state and federal
authorities had to determine what to do about the incident. For reasons
which remain unclear; it was decided to charge the women with viola-
tion of the federal Enforcement Act of 1870 rather than to try them
under state laws. The situation was ironic in that the women, moat bf
whom were radical Republicans, were being prosecuted under a law
which had been passed under the Radical Reconstruction program to
prevent illegal voting by southern rebels and to outlaw intimidation of
black voters.

On November 28, 1872, Thanksgiving Day, Anthony and the other
women were summoned to the office of, U.S. Corurnissioner William
Storrs When they refused to go, marshals were dispatched to get them.
The ensuing arrests were handled with a degree of decorum highly
unusual in law enforcement circles. Anthony's summons was served by
yiarshel Keeney, who appeared at her door quite fashionably attired
and engaged her in small talk until she demanded to know the reason
fror his visit He produced the warrant for her arrest and escorted her
to the court building. She was joined there by the other defendants and
they waited for several hours, after which they were told that the assist-
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antilistrict attorney had not arrived to question them and so they had to
return the next day.

They did so, entering pleas of "not guilty" to the charges against
them. Bail was set at $500 for each of them. but Anthony refused to
pay it. Her lawyer. Henry Selden. defied her wishes in this regard and
posted the bail. When she reprimanded him for this, Ni replied, "I could
not see a lady go to jail."11 His chivalry was to prove costly, howiser,
as it would Ultimately cost her the basis for an appeal to a higher court.
In January, 1873. the grand jury brought indictments against Anthony
and the other women voters and against the thFee, election inspectors.
The indictment against Anthony charged that she had voted in a Con-
gressional election without the legal right to do so because;

. . (the said Susan Anthony being then and there a person of female
sex). as she. the said Susan B. Anthony then and there well knew, con-
trary to the form of the statute of the United States of America in such rase
made and provided, and against the peace of the United States of America
and their dignity.2z.

Despite her indictment, Anthony continued the suffrage travels and
lectures made even more imperative now that she had to raise money
to pay the legal expenses related to the trials. Every time she left town.
Marshal Keeney saw her off at the train station, as he attempted, al-
ways to no avail, to dissuade her from leaving because the conditions
of her bail prohibited her leaving the county. She further demonstrated
her contempt for the proceedings against her by voting once more in
the city elections of March 4, 1873. The indicted election inspectors
had wanted all 16 women who had voted in November, 1872, to do so
again, but only two others joined Anthony, the rest having been intimi-
dated by the prospect of further le,,,a1 action against them.

As the May 12th trial date drev closer. Anthony resorted to a most
extraordinary tactic to ensure a verdict of "not guilty.: She launched a
series of lectures in Rochester and the. rest of Monroe County on the
topic "Is it a crime for a United States citizen to vote?" In so doing
she was deliberately attempting-to so influen,e the prospective jurors in
her case that a guilty verdict would be impossible to sei.ure. Needless
to say, her actions angered District Attorney Richard Crowley, who

jpointed out that she was undermining the impartiality of trial by jury.
he threatened to have the trial site changed. Anthony. retorted that she
was only reading and explaining the Constitution to her audiences.
Crowley. however, fully understoOd the real intent of her actions and
believed that her lectures had actually converted many of the local
residents to her point of view. For that reason he appealed for a change
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of venue and it was granted; the trial site was moved to neighboring
Canandaigua in Ontario County. With only three weeks left before her
new trial date, Anthony immediately began a whirlwind lecture tour of
Ontario County with the aid of her friend, Matilda Joslyn Gage.

Newspaper 6lion to Anthony's lectures ranged from amused ap=
probation toc6utrage. The New York Commercial Advertiser corn-
malted as follows:

it is a regular St. Anthony's dance she leads the District Attorney; and in
spite of winter cold or summer heat, she will carry her case from county
to county precisely as fast as fhe venue is changed. One must rise very
early in the morning to get the start of this active apostle of the sister-' hoodP1

The Auburn Bulletin agreed, adding that "again we say, she ought to
vote "27 Tn contrast, the Rochester Union and Advertiser found nothing
amusing about Anthony's insistence on delivering woman suffrage lee-

= tures in order to influence the jury, stating that "it is nothing more nor
less-than an attempt to corrupt the source of that justice, under law,
which flows from trial by jury."28 ..

Whatever the legal or moral implications of Anthony's tactics, they
illustrated a deep dilemma facing suffrage advocates at the time. The
suffragists had relied on lecturing and lobbying as the mainstays of
their political efforts to secure the vote for women, but had failed to
make much progress toward their goal. As a result, they decided to take
their contention that their natural rights were being denied to the courts,
where supposedly a dispassionate hearing on the constitutional and
legal principles involved could be secured. Yet by her actions Anthony
was making the trial a political one. Although it is doubtful that the
courts themseltres could be impervious to the political and f ocial con-
troversy surrounding the issue of woman suffrage, as the decision
in the District of Columbia demonstrated, Anthony was not helping
the situation by actions.

More ver, it is not clear that a verdict of "norguilty" would best
serve the 1 ts of the suffrage cause. At best, it .vould only secure
voting privileges for women in Monroe County and, at that; those priv-
ileges would be dcf,endent on convincing the election efficials in each
ward, including the Democrats, to register them and accckt their ballots.
Because a "not guilty(' verdict would prevent an appeal to a higher
court, all provisions of federal and state constitutions and statutes dis-
franchising women would remain on the books. A climate of opinion
sufficiently favorable to voting by women to prevent prosecutions under
those laws would also be conducive to the repeal of the laws and the
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establishment of woman suffrage through established politital channels.
But whatever the drawbacks to Anthony's approach, it is clear that

she was too much of an activist to sit on the sidelines while her fate
and that of her cause hung in the balance. She had to make it clear that
it was the law and not Susan. B. Anthony that was on trial. In order to
do so, she and Gage barnstormed Ontario County, making 37 speeches
in 20 days. In those speeches Anthony returned again and again to the
natural rights argument and the historical precedents established in its
favor in the Revolutionary period. After asserting that governments an.
established by the consent of the governed to protect their inalienable
rights, she asked, "How can 'the consent of the governed' be given, if
the right to vote be denicd? "' After citing Benjamin Franklin, Thomas
Paine, and other Revolutionary leaders in support of her position,
Anthony asserted that:

the entire womanhood of the nation is in a A.ondition of servitude- as
surely as were our revolutionary fathers, when they rebelled against old
King George. Women arc taxed without representation, governed without
their consent, tried, conviaed, and punished without a Jury of their peers.
And is all this tyranny any less humiliating and degrading to women under
our democratic-republican gosernment to-day than it was to men under
their aristocratic, monarchical governme..t one hundred years ago? There
is not an utterance of old John Adams, John Hans.ocor Patrick Henry.
but finds a living response in the soul °Lever) intelligent, patriot. woman
of the nation. Bring to me a common-sdr41: woman property holder, and I
will show you one whose soul is fired with all the indignation of 1776, every
time the1 tax-gatherer presents himself at her door.'-"

On June 18, 1873, the tolling of the courthouse bell in Canandaigua
signalled the-beginning of proceedings against Susan B. Anthony. Con-
fident that she would soon be vindkated, Anthony entered the court-
house, accompanied by her lawyers, Henry Selden and John Van
Voorhis, and several friends. In addition to several of the other women
voters, the trial had attracted a large number of people from the sur-
roundingarca, including ex-President Millard Fillmore.

District Attorney Crowley made his opening remarks, emphasizing
that the facts of the situation were not in dispute and, that so far as
the prosecution was concerned, the law was equally clear. He called
as witnesses those election officials who had registered Anthony as a
voter and accepted her ballots, documenting that Anthony had indeed
voted. Then, in his concluding remarks, he cited -the New York state
laws and constitutional piuvisiuns prohibiting women from voting and
the federal Enforcement Act of 1870, which provided criminal penalties
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for anyone who voted without the legal right to do so. He further con-
tended that voting qualifications were under the proper authority of the
states to regulate and that the defense's assertion that the Fourteenth
Amendment superseded the states' rights in these matter. was wrong
because voting was not a privilege or immunity of United States citizen-
ship, but rather of state.citizenship.

In contrast to the brevity and simplicity of the prosecution's case,
the presentation of the defense was hanipered by the courfs refusal
to allow Anthony to testify in her own behalf and was quIte complex,
involving the use of many constitutional precedents in order to buttress
the seemingly novel constitutional interpretation which provided the
foundation of the defense. The dubious ruling by Judge Ward Hunt that
Anthony was not competent to act as a witness in her own behalf, ap-
parently because she was a woman, was made even more questionable
when he allowed the prosecution to call Assistant District Attorney
John Pound as a witness in order to enter into the record the testimony
given by Anthony when she appeared before the grand, ury in January.
The defense contention that Anthony should not be convicted because
she had thought that she had the legal right to vote when she had done
so, indicating a lack of criminal intent, was thus undermined to some
extent by the court's denial of her right to testify. As a result the only
witness in Anthony's behalf was her attorney, Henry Se lden, who stated
that she had asked his advice prior to voting and that he had told her
that she had a legal right to do so.

In his concluding remarks Selden relied heavily on the idea that the
right to vote was a privilege of citizenship essential to democratic gov-
ernment and protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. He began by
pointing out that "the only alleged ground of illegality of the defendant's
vote is that she is a woman" and that "the Lritne, therefore, consists
not in the act done, but in the simple fact that the person doing it was
a Woman and not a man."" The absurdity of the situation, he claimed,
was exacerbated by the fact that women had no voice in the creation
of the laws which punished them fur behavior ,..ons;dered admirable in
a man. This situation, accord* to Selden, violated the principles of
government by the consent of the governed "upoh which our .Govem-
ment is founded, and which lie at the basis of all just government.. . 7 22

After giving an impassioned plea in favor of woman suffrage -as a
just and wise measure, Selden concluded his remarks with the consti-
tutional argument that state laws or constitutions could not deny
women the right to vote because suffrage teas one of the privileges and
immunities of United States citizenship protected by the Fourteenth
Amendment. In the opinion of Selden, to exclude it from the other con-

,
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stitutional guarantees of life, liberty, and property made no sensc be-
cause "the possession of this yoke, in the making and administration
of the laws ... is what gives security and value to the other rights... :33

Se lden's oratory was to no avail, however- After the prosecution had
addressed its final remarks to the court, Judge Hunt read from a state-
ment he had prepared ahead of time explaining his conclusions regard-
ing the legal issues involved. Citing various legal precedents, Hunt con-
cluded that voting was a right or privilege of state, not United States,
citizenship and thus was not protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.
As a result, he stated,'Anthony had voted although she had no right to
and thus had to face the penalties prescribed by law. lie consequently
ordered' the jury to find a verdict of "guilty.- When Selden objected that
the question of Anthony's guilt was for the jury to decide and asked
that the jury be polled, Hunt dismissed the- jury without ascertaining
its decision. The next day Schiffn asked for a new trial on the grounds
that Anthony had been denied her constitutional right to trial by jury
and that the court's decision that she had no lawful right to vote was
erroneous. Not surprisingly,,Bunt denied his motion.

Before he pronounced' sentence, Judge Hunt asked Anthony if she
had anything to say. Having sat mute throughout the trial, Anthony
had a great deal indeed that she wanted to say. Now that she had been
given the opportunity, she lashed out at the court's decision and the
political system which had denied her an equal voice in her govern-
ment. She said to the judge,

. . . for in your ordered verdict of guilty, you have trampled underfoot
every vital principle of our government. My natural rights, my civil rights,
my political 'rights, are all alike ignored. Robbed of the fundamental priv-
ilege of citizenship, I am degraded from the status of a citizen to that of a
subject: and not only myself individually, but all of my sex, arc. by your
honor's verdict, doomed to political subjection under this so-called Repub-
lican government.31

ti
Despite several attempts by' the judge to silence her, she continued

her indictment of the system which had made her a convicted felon.
When Hunt insisted that her trial had been conducted "according to
the established forms of law."' she responded that those forms of law
were;

, all made by men, interpreted by men, administered by men, in favor of
men. and against women. . Women, to get their right to a voice in this
Government. (must] Take it, and f have taken mine. and meati to take it
at every possible opportunity?'
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After he had succeeded in ending the defendant's speech, Hunt sen-
tenced her to a fine of 5100 plus court costs. When she vowed she
would not pay a penny of the fine, Hunt refused to have her jailed
pending payment of the fine_ As a result, Anthony had no grounds for
an appeal of the decision despite the many irregularities in the trial
proceedings.

Judge Hunt's decision and his questionable handling of the cue pro-
%oked outraged-opposition from both supporters and critics of woman
suffrage. Anthony called the trial "a, mere farce" and labelled Hunt's
conduct "the greatest outrage."37 Henry Selden called the decision
"iniquitous,- adding that Hunt "had as much right to order me hung
to the nearest tree, as to take the case from the jury and render the
decision he did."'" The author of an anonymous letter to the. editor of
the St_ Louis Globe agreed, commenting, "I have been pained to wit-
ness, on the part of some of our newspapers, a disposition to treat this
decision with indifference, by some even with levity. Has it come to
this. that because she is a woman the defendant can not get a fair and
impartial triar"" Some critics objected to the prosecution of a person
whose qualifications fur noting had been certified by the appropriate
eletiun offiials. TN. Philadelphia Age, for example, editorialized that
there had nut been "a case of more gross injustice ever practiccd under
forms of law, than the carnation of that lady for a criminal offense in
%oting, with the assent of the legal election officers to whom her right
was submitted."' Others questioned how the judge could consistently
..ontend that the regulation of suffrage was a state matter while con-
%icting Anthony under a federal statute. The Washington Star asked
in response to Hunt's decision, "If hit views are to prevail, of what
effect are the suffrage amendments to the Federal Constitution?'"

The con% iction of Anthony for voting did not entirely settle the con-
tro% asy. Charges against the other svomen voters were dropped after
Anthony's trial, but the election officials who had allowed her to vote
stall faced prosecution. In contrast to thc treatment accorded Anthony
at her trial, the inspectors were allowed to testify in their own behalf
and Anthony herself was also called as a witness. Why Judge Hunf
found her competent to testify at the others' trial and not at her own
remains unexplained. Whcn Hunt gave his instructions to the jury in the
later trial, he pre them almost as little discretion regarding their de-
cision as he had in Anthony's case. He repeated his earlier conclusion
that the women had had no IcE,al right to vote and stated that the elec-
tion officials were equally wrong in accepting their ballots. As a result,
according to Hunt, thc jury had no decision but to render a verdict of
"guilty." When defense counsel, John Van Voorhis, asked why the issue
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should even go to the jury, Hunt responded, "As a matter of form."12
The jury brought in the recommended verdict, and Hunt fined the three
inspectors $25 each anti court costs. They refused to pay and, after
several months delay, were imprisoned for their failure to comply with
the sentence. Within a week, however, they were pardoned by Presi-
dent Ulysses Grant.

Although Anthony was denied her opportunity to take the issue of
woman suffrage to the U.S. Supreme Court, a related case did reach
the nation's highest tribunal in 1874. It also began in the 1872 elections
when Virginia Minor, a woman suffrage advocate and the wife of the

\attorney who first contended that the Fourteenth Amendment had
granted women the vote, attempted to register .to vote in St. Louis,
Missouri. When .the election officials refused to include fier name among
those eligible to vote because only males could legally vote in the state
of Missouri, she sued Reese Happersett, the registration official, for
$10,000 in damages. After decisions in favor of the defendant in the
SL Louis Circuit Court and the Missouri Supreme Court, the case
reached the U.S. Supreme Court in October, 1874. Not surprisingly, the
arguments by the plaintiffs in the case closely paralleled those made by
the defense at the Anthony trial. Unfortunately for the cause of woman
suffrage, the decisions in the two cases were remarkably similar as
well.

Briefly'suminarized, the high court decided that suffrage was not a
privilege of United States citizenship, that voting requirements were
traditionally and legally left to the state to determine, and that the
denial of suffrage to women was consequently consistent with long-.
established practice and the express provisions of the Constitution,
including that which required that every state establish a republican
government. On the latter point, the court claimed that the Founding
Fathers' acceptance of state constitutions which disfranchised women
indicated that they did not consider universal suffrage a prerequisite
for a republican government. The court's finding that "the United
States has no voters in the States of its own creation "" was particu-
larly interesting in the light of the fact that black males had been en-
franchised through the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments and that
Anthony had been convicted for violating a federal statute regulating
Voting practices.

The Supreme Court -decision in the Mihor case marked the end of
attempts to gain voting rights for women through the courts. The "new
departure" of the NWSA had represented the high point in the develop-
ment of the advocacy of suffrage as an inalienable individual .right
belonging to women al well as to men. When the courts rejected the
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feminist? argument that suffrage was an essential right of citizenship,
thcy blunted the effectiveness of the argument from justice which had
been such an important part of the feminist ideology up to that point.
If the judicial system, which was supposed to safeguard fundamental
rights, failed to recognize the claims of women to political aqd legal
equality as citizens of a republic, then such claims would. be even less
credible elsewhere.

Thereafter feminist efforts centered on political activities designed to
persuade the American public and its lawmakers to expand the rights
and opportunities of women. The argumcnts used by feminists to con-
vince Americans to grant women the vote relied more and more on the
social utility of doing so _rather than on the natural rights principles
which had been such an important feature of earlier feminist speeches.

abandoned to some extent the argument from justice, some
suffrage advocates, including Carrie Chapman Catt, even went so far as
to play on the nativist fears of many Americans by pointing out that
white middle-class women _voters would increase the preponderance of
votes against immigrants. Moreover, many suffragists increasingly em-
phasized the ostensible differences between men and women as a reason
for giving women the vote. They claimed that women's superior,morality,
altruism, and public spirit would purify the political process of the
corruption, immorality, and inefficiency that had chdraeterized male rule.

Despite the setback in the courts occasioned by the Anthony case,
and by its own disorganization, the woman suffrage movcmcnt experi-
enced some successes in the post-Civil War years. As early as 1869 the
territorial legislature of Wyoming granted the vote to women, followed
by Utah in 1870, Colorado in 1893, and Idaho in '1895. Considering
the amount of time and effort expended by the supporters of woman
suffrage throughout countless referenda campaigns in the last decades of
the nineteenth century, these successes in the West were minimal. indeed.
It took a successful alliance with the Progressive movement,.which em-
phasized the need for increasing popular participation in government,
to bring the final victory to the suffrage movcmcnt.

In its alliance with Progressive reformers, the woman suffrage move-
ment found that its new appeal emphasizing the expediency of granting
women the vote (women voters would aid in reforming society), and
minimizing the feminist threat involved in suffrage, worked to increase
the membership in the National Amr rican Woman Suffrage Association
and to attract popular support for ,ts goal. As a result, the Susan B.
Anthony Amendment granting women the vote became law in 1920. As
a long -term legacy for substantial improvement in the status and condi-
tions of American worIten, the suffragist resort to the argument from
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expediency did not serve women well, however, as the demise of the
feminist_ movement after 1920 indicates.

That the passage of the suffrage amendment heralded no revolution
in the status of women should have come as no.surprise, however. The
failure of the suffragists to attack the prevailing definition of the nature
of woman and the social roles appropriate to it meant that the deep-
seated prejudices which had Worked to inhibit the integration of women
into the traditionally male political.system of the United States, and the
institutional arrangements which reflected this prejudice, remained un-
challenged. For women the prOblem of becoming equal participants in
the political process has been made especially difficult by their failure to
create amorg themselves a self-conscious interest group voting its own
interest Lacking such a constituency, modern American femirfists have
turned to a variety of tactics to promote the election of women to public
office and to create support for reforms particularly important to women.
Major feminist organizations have focused their efforts on providing
expertise and voluntary help for women 'Seeking public Office.

In contrast to their forerunners in the suffrage movement, modern
American feminists realize that major social changes are essential if
women are to achieve equality of, opportunity within all major institu-
tions, including those that are political. In order to achieve that goal,
it will be necessary to undermine the System of social values which
mandate's the delegation of virtually all positions of authority in Amer-
ican society to men. Thus, feminist attacks on, discrimination against
women in the law, employment, and education are directed as much
against the attitudes which underlie such practices as against the prac-
tices themselves. Because increasing the participatory role of women in
American government implies such far-reaching changes in all inktitu-
tions, its accomplishment will require much time and effort.

The Importance of "Consent of the Governed" Today

Another group in American society which has had to fight prejudice
and discrimination in order to participate fully in the political system is
American blacks. Although black men theoretically possessed the right
to vote as a consequence of- the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments,
black Americans found the promise of the American Revolution an
empty one until the Voting Rights Act of 1964 outlawed the discrimina-
tory laws and practices which effectively denied them the..r\ight to par-
ticipate in electing lawmakers in the South. The recent renewal of that
law indicates the importance of continual vigilance to ensure that Amer-
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ica's minorities retain their fundamental right to vote. As with women,
a full participatory role for blacks in government awaits their attainment'
of equality of opportunity in all major institutions of American_society.

As the experiences of women and minority groups indicate, access
to the ballot box alone is not sufficient to guarantee a meaningful par-
ticipatory role for citizens. In contrast to the agricultural and commer-
cial_ society of the Founding Fathers, twentieth-century America has
become industrialized and urbanized, with the result that all social,
economic, and political institutions have developed a complexity un-
imagined in the eighteenth century. In order to lend stability, order, and
coherence to such a society, the power of the federal government has
increased dramatically. As a result, the American citizen has found that,
while the impact of government on his or her life has been growing, his
or her ability to understand and influence the actions of the government
has diminished considerably.

A variety of situations has contributedto this erosion of the citizen's
ability to give informed consent to the laws by which he or she is
governed. In the first place, the vastly increased size and scope of federal
authority militates against the voter who wants to remain informed on
governmental activities in order to hold the elected officials accountable
for their actions. Few citizens have the time, ability, or background to
become experts on the federal tax structure, the defense needs of the
nation, the impact of federal policies on economic development, and a
myriad of other equally complex questions which confront our elected
officials. In fact, the lawmakers themselves have great difficulty keeping
track of all the legislation introduced into each sessionand providing
themselves with a solid grounding in the nature of- the problems to be
solved and the probable impact of each piece of legislation. For that
reason the executive and legislative branches of government have turned
increasingly to the use of experts in the determination of policy. To
complicate matters further, the experts in any given field can differ
widely in their interpretations of public policy matters, leaving the public
officials and the voters with the problem of deciding which viewpoint is
correct.

In order to increase their understanding of political issues, Americans
have increasingly turned to television as their source of information on
the operations of their government and of interpretations of their signifi-
cance. This development has been a mixed blessing. From the civil fights
drama of the 1950s and 1960so the Vietnam war, television has forced
to the attention of American citizens the great political, social, and
moral questions of their day. The immediacy of television has made real
to many Americans events which, described on paper, night have..,
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seemed less compelling and important. On the other hand, television
tends to emphasize sensational aspects of events at the expense of other
equally important issues which are lets dramatic or less suitable for the
visual presentation of television. Moreover, the necessary brevity of the
daily news program has contributed to the simplification of complex
issues and-the omission-of many stories.

In addition to its growing role in providing information to theme,
American voter, television has profoundly affected the American political
process through its central role in modern political campaigns. Because
it offers an easy way to reach large numbers of people at once, the
political commercial has come to dominate campaigns for state and
national offices. The reliance on the 30-second television spot has done
little to encourage reasoned, thorough debate on the issues at stake in
an election. Instead it has contributed to an increasing use of the
packaging and public relatidns techniques' characteristic of the adver-
tising industry, with the result that concan about images replaces con-
cern about issues, and the positions of the candidates are often obfus-
cated. Moreover, it denigrates the American voter to the status of a
malleable entity to be manipulated by rhetoric and slogans. At its worst,
the political commercial allows an unscrupulous= candidate to smear his
opponent in a last-minute media barrage and, at its best, it is far
removed from the democratic electoral process envisioned by the
Founding Fathers.

The growhig media domination of political campaigning has also
added substantially. to the skyrocketing costs of running for office and
{he consequent reliance on large contributors to finance campaigns. As
the Watergate revelations indicated, -the potential for abuse in such a
situation is substantial. Recent legislation has limited the amount of
money an individual can give to a particular ;candidate and has provided
for limited public funding of national campaigns, but such reforms
cannot completely sever the close ties between private wealth and those
who seek public office. Whether through forinal lobbying or informal
contacts, wealthy individuals and represebtatives of large corporations
will continue to possess a great deal more influence in the formation of
public policy than does the average citizen.

In addition to illuminating the problems created for a democratic
system by the high costs of campaigning, the Watergate scandals also
underscored the threat to democratic processes posed by the vast and
hidden poWers of the presidency. The Nixon administration's zeal for
wiretapping without prior court approval and its willingness to resort to
'burglary in order to obtain information regarding the sources of Teaks
to newspapers, all in the name of national security, indicate the extent
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to which individual rights-to privacy and free speech were disregarded.
The use of "dirty tricks" by the Committee to Re-elect the President in
order to sabotage the campaigns of political opponents, and the creation
of the White House Enemies List, along with the plans to use 'various
government agencies to gather data on the designated political- foes in
order to ham-CS-firth, hardly conform to the dictates of democratic
theory regarding the need-for the free expression of dissenting opinions
in an open political system.

Moreover, the wrongdoings of the Nixon administr4tion focused
attention on the growing power of the White House staff, a group of
people appointed to their positions by the President without any manda-
tory review by the elected representatives of the American people in
Congress. The practice of delegating the _responsibilities traditionally
exercised by cabin-et-members to those of the presidential staff has
become more commonplace' in recent administrations, diminishing the
accountability of decisionimakers to the American public. Not only can
such persons acquire vflst powers over the formulation and administra-.
tion of American laws. they can do so in a way that -often eludes the,
spotlight, making them virtually unknown to the majority of American
voters. .

-

In response to these and other impediments to citizen participation in
decision-making, a variety of proposals for reform has been made.
Among the most common is for a brake on the accretion of power at
the national level and a return to a federal system in which substantially
more power is exercised in smaller units of government. This would
mean not only the reassumption of authority by state and local govern-
ments in matters now handled by the federal government, but also a
restructuring of municipal government so ;that neighborhoods would
have a greater voice in matters affecting their interests. Advocates of
decentralization contend that these changes would facil;tate meaningful
citizen participation in-public affairs by increasing the opportunities for
such. participation and by bringing government down to a more manage-
able level.

This approach, however, also has its problems. The growing apathy
of the American voter has -been nowhere more apparent(than at the local
level, where the turnout at the polls is even lower than that jn national
elections. Moreover, the centralization of power at the federal level has
been a product of the inability or the urwillingness of local governments
to handle the problems they faced. Had the states, especially in the
South, been willing to extend to blacks their fundamental rights, includ-
ing that of suffrage, then it would have been unnecessary for the federal
goverrment to intervene. Moreover, many of the public policy questions
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facing Americans today transcend municipal and state bsiundanes and
require some kirld of coordination, either regional or national. In the
final analysic, diminishing the power of the federal government will be
a very difficult goal to accomplish.

Although some reform of our political institutions can be utilized to
cheek the power of government over individual lives and to give citizens
more voice in the lawmaking process, it is questionable whether institu-
tional reorganization alone is sufficient to accomplish these goals. The
Revolutionary generation's faith in the concept of government by the
consent of the governed was predicated on a belief in the willingness of
,sitizens to participate in the political process and in the ability of-those
who hold office toexemise their authority with restraint and a concern
for the geFieraI welfare of the nation, The legacy of the American
Revolution in this regard served the nation well in the struggles to
extend the right to vote to all adult Americans, but it faces an even more.
difficult challenge if the concept orparticipatory democracy is to be
made viable in the complexities of twentieth-century American society.

Persistent Questions
Related to the "Right to Liberty"

Ti. what extent have the values represented by the Declara-
tion of Independence been superseded by other competing
values in regard to the Social and political status of minority
groups and women in American socielyf

Is the concept of government by the consent of the governed
viable in the realities of twentieth-century American society?
Or have we reached a point at which the eighteenth-century
value is incapable of application?

Are there any groups within American society still deprived
of their suffrage? Or have the American people concluded
the process of democratising in that specific senseTheir
basic political system?
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Freedom from Government

CASE STUDY: THE MORMON FRONTIER EXPERIENCE
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TO SECURE THESE RIGHTS: LIBERTY (U)
The inalienable right to liberty, secured by got ernments denting

their powers from the consent of the governed, could hardly he
misunderstood in the context of ideas of the Revolutionary era.
Processes for involvement and participation by citizens in public
affairs rapidly were delineated by the new states and nation, and
there soon began the transition by which republican forms were
democratized to extend opportunities for participation. But liberty,
in the context of the times. also pointed in another direction. The
Declaration and the eve:nts it was constructed to explain and justify
centered on a desire to be. free from government as Britain governed
her American provintes. The "right of revolution" also was
described in the Declaiation, set down in an equation by which
revolt against constituted authority could be sanctioned ."whenever
any form of Government becomes destructive of these Ends fthe
enumerated rightsJ, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish
it, and to institute new Government...

Once American independence was secured; and the basic
descriptions of processes for securing public order were agreed to,
the states and the nation now th, legitimate, sanctioned authorities
naturally assumed the posture of such authorities. The rules wert
completed. and those who participated in them or were governed
by them were expected to follow the processes detailed. Insuring a
wide/fie)a for citizen involvement, considerable latitude of-dissent
from majority decisions was conceived as tolerable and useful. Bills
of rights, establishing safeguards for freedom of speech, assembly,
press and petition, were incorporated into the rules.

The concept was quite clear, policies and programs established in
accordance with the rules might be freely challenged in the market
of public opinion. by speech and by writing. if dissenting opinions
or minority interpretations were persuasive enough, the opinions
would become majority opinions, and the process would allow
change as desired. So long as the process was open anti unclogged,
and citizens were patient in their willingness to accept current
conditions in the knowledge that changecould be effected, there
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wou)'8 be no need to employ the engines of relulution that Jefferson
and his colleagues described as legitimate.

Two hundred years of experience demonstrate that, toln
astonishing degree, Americans have tolerated delay in effecting
change. accepting present-day i?equities and abuses while slot-king
-within the system" to convert Minority views to majority pckcies
They have, consciously or otherwise, exhibited actions consonant
with the Declaration's further words. "Prudence, indeed, will dictate
that governments long established should not be changed for light
and transient Causes, and accordingly all Experience hath shown,
that Mankind are more disposed to suffer, while Ev its are sufferable,
than to right them ekes by abolishing the Forms to which they are
accustomed.-

But there also h ev idence that, at G.-nes, the formula did not hold.
The Civil War, the most traumatic experience in the history of the
Republic, is illustrative of that fact. And every generation has seen
less costly and less bloody similar illustrations_ In each case, the
pattern has been similar.

Committed to concepts different from, or hostile tu, majority
policies, those wishing to be free from government, trtorder to
pursue their owt; social-or economic or religious objectives, have
had no difficultly doing so unless, or until, majority America has
decided it could no longer tolerate deviation and dissent from
majority views and has moved to force conformity. Then, what to
majority America has been a legitimate exercise of the "pubhc will,"
to the minority has become oppressive government, depriving it of
the inalienable right to liberty.

Sometimes the oppression has been actual and real, at other times
it has only appeared as likely, or prodictable, or anticipated. In either
case, in responie to a moral imperative, a religious calling, a higher
law. and impatient or despairing of success in converting sufficient
numbers to become itself a majority, the minority has sought other
means to secure its rights. Those means, at times, have been forceful,
even violent The attempt to balance freedom and authority liberty
and order has failed, as the des-re to be free from government
considered oppressive has generated a crisis in public affairs.

John R. Wunder is.a student of American legal history. Born in
Iowa, he earned his B.A., MA., and JD. at the University of Iowa,
and then completed his Ph.D. at,the University of Washington. He
combines an interest in constitutional and legal history with an
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interest in the history of the American frontier. He has edited the
Proceedings of the Criminal justiceSymposium, Region X (1974) and
a Pacific Northwest Sourcebook (1974). He taught at Green River
Commurity College and at Lewis andClark College before .
becoming a member of the faculty at Case Western Reserve
University.

To illustrate how the promise of the Revolutionary era inherent in
a concopt of liberty (freedom) from oppressive government fared in
actual application, Wunder selected as a case study the history of
the Mormons (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) in
nineteath-century 4 erica.That history, pictured on a spatial
cans as stretching from New York state to the great valley of Utah
and extending in timefrom 1830 to the closing years of the century,
provides us a window through which we may view ideas and values
in action Carl Ubbclohde

The Desire for Freedom from American Government
. . . whenever any form of government becomes destructive of
these ends (life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness!, it is the
right of the people to altec to abolish it, and to institute a new
government, laying its foundation on such principles, and or-
ganizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their safety and happiness.'

The Declaration of Independence, formulated by Thomas Jefferson
in 1776, justified the grievances American colonists had against George
III and it also made a statement of general social policy justifying revolu-
tion. The document asserted that all persons haw. certain inalienable
rights, including the right to life, and to liberty, and to the pursuit of
happiness. The purpose of government is to secure these "natural rights"
of the people. -Government gains its power from the people and when-
ever it does not secure the people's heritage, they have the right and duty
to uo away with that government.

Basic to the Declaration of Independence was the realization of a
compact formed between Americans and their government. Because of
the exalted position of the people, only government could breach that
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compaet Certainly it was easy for Jefferson and his co-signers to decide
that George III had abrogated all governmental responsibility, but when,
on other occasions, would one know that government was not fulfilling
its duties to the people? In essence, American tradition in the written
form of the Declaration encouraged a strict monitoring of government
.end revolution. but h did not provide a set,answer for the conditions
under vv hich freedom from government should be sought.

Jefferson aw:rtcd that unly some revolutions were justifiable. Indeed,
11,- stated that the right to freedom from government was a conditional,
not an absolute., right_ No government should be deposed because of
-transient" factors. instead. extreme despotism had to be exhibited by
leadership to justify any mutiny on the ship of state.

Thomas Jefferson also believed that government per se was inevitable
and that a democratic form of government within proper checks and
balaaees th, best types. Majority rule with minority rights symbolized
hi+ philosophy Jefferson, perhaps more than any other early American

r,, ,gnized tit,. problem of maintaining a revolutionary posture
under .t stable framework of government.

And yet. at times, Jefferson himself infringed upon the rights of
is.:r.on, in fundamental disagreement with his policies. As President he
prejudg.,d Naron Burr before his treason trial and found him guilty. He
T..1`ntain:J that Burt's mysterious and abortive military expedition down
the ,:ppi River br.ached national security. In an unusual display
cf prcsident:al ;ntertIrcnt.c with the judicial process, the stern advocate
of the Bill of Rights gathered evidence, interrogated witnesses, and
demanded depositions in order to destroy.Burr.

During another incident as President, Jefferson reacted as strongly as
h,: had in the Bun ease. In 1807, at his urging, Congress enacted the
Frnhargo .Net. designed to prevent the United States from becoming
:nv olveci in the wars of England and France. This law, and three others
,if a nature, presented Americans from cxcrcising their tradi-
' ona! tr.,JL rclationships. When Vermonters who shipped logs over Lake
Champlain to Canada were not to be deterred, Jefferson viewed their
defiance as a r,gional insurrection. He sent in the army and the navy to
pan- 1! the fl,)rdcr areas, and he vigorously urged treason trials prosecuted

their fullest against the dissidents. Jefferson's actions aroused the ire
even of his, own Republican judicial appointees, who believed the
Presicknt's aLtions were not 'proportionate to the infractions of the
statutes.

Thomas Jefferson also strongly believed in the sanctity of individual
liberties under government and, very early in his political career, he

rewlutiunary ideas as the abolition of slavery and respect
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for Native American cultures. Yet he could not ever bring himself to
free Sally Hemings, his household slave and confidante, and other blackshe ownedaand it was Jefferson who fathered the concept of Indian
removal, the forced evacuation of all tribes from cast of the MississippiRiver to the lands of the Louisiana Purchase that perpetrated great
hardships and monumental stresses upon the Cherokees and other
Native Americans. Cherokees, Sally Hemings, Vermonters, and AaronBurrall had reason to wish to be free from Jefferibn's government.

It should be noted that Jefferson was a man of another time, an
eighteenth-century revolutionary and an early nineteenth - century, leader
of government, who quite naturally could not maintain an absolute
harmony between theories and practice. Still he foresaw the onus per-
petrated by a despotic government and the counter force created to
end oppression. The new nation and its new government, built to protect
the ideals of liberty, has found, as did Thomas Jefferson, that the
dynamics of freedom from government are firmly imbedded in the
American experience. It has discovered no way, in almost two c.enturies,
to cease struggling with the 'onceptual seeds of anarchy.

Many persons and groups in those two centuries have sought freedom
from constituted government. Majority rule may be oppressivein
theory or in factto minorities. Outstanding examples abound. In the
eighteenth century, western Pennsylvanians attempted to rebel against
a tax on whiskey. In the nineteenth century, Henry Thoreau repeatedly
sought refuge from the evils or responsibilities placed upon him by his
"governors." Nat Turner and his black followers attempted to overturn
the shackles of legalized slavery. And in the twentieth century, Mid-
western farmers during the Great Depression rejected an edict of govern-
mental authority and-for a time prey,ented iforeclostes of mortgages on
their lands. More recently, pacifists hid, fled, or were jailed for rejectir
the central government's demands for participation in the wars of South-
east Asia. Indeed, it could be argued that AInericans have revered
freedom from their government as freqUently as they have paid homage,
to that government itself.

Freedom from American government sometimes has meant the
triumphof individuals or groupsover conflicting majority policies
and programs, and perhaps nowhere was independence more readily
attained than on the American frontier. Without fully developed com-
munication and transportation networks, the hinterland inhabitants often
enjoyed a relatively extended degree of freedom from government.
People became squatters on the rich faimlands of the Midwest, or fur-
traders in the rugged Rockies, or miners oh the creeks and rivers of
California, or loggers in the forests of the Pacific Northwest, in part
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because they could nut be touched by established order. The promise
and maintenance of a high level of individual freedom was a major
motivational feature of the westward movement.

When confronted with the inevitable need for order, members of the
frontier advance might resist American government or advocate a
government under American law with hegemony vested in local control.
One homogeneous frontier colony that actively pursued and occasionally
achieved autonomous minority .rights within the American nation
directed by majority rule was thai of the Mormons. Throughout the
nineteenth century rite Mormons struggled against what they considered
oppression, trying to achieve freedom from government.

Case Study: Mormonism in the Nineteenth Century

Mormonism, one of America's rare original contributions to religion,
was founded by its prophet Joseph Smith in 1830. Religious fervor,
eLonomit. solidarity, political autonomy, community ostracism, frontier
treks, murder, war, and semi-capitulation before the United States

--Supreme Court and Congress highlight its early history.
Joseph Smith was born in Sharon, Vermont, on December 23, 1805.

When he was ten years old his family moved to Palmyra, New York,
and shortly thereafter they settled in Manchester, New York. At four-
teen. young Joseph began to concern himself with his life's calling arid
purpose. This was not surprising considering the era and location of his
home. Upper New York was a center of periodic "soul-searching tradi-

tions of predestinarian Calvinism,"? and aptly came to be termed the
Burnt-uver District. Smith becainc awnte of great diversifies in Christian
Protestantism, each branch of which claimed perfection;\ and after his
initial imestigatiuns further reflection seemed necessary. Then, according

to Smith. on September 21, 1823, a messenger angel, Moroni, appeared
and informed him that he "was chosen to be an instrument in the hands

of God to bring about some of his purposes in this glorious dispensa-
tion:" Joseph also claimed that Moroni told him of golden plates

engraved with hieroglyphics.
Four years after Moroni's visit, Smith began the translation of the

plates. For two years Smith related what was said to be the message of
the plates aloud for several eomrade secretaries who recorded his
interpretations. By 1830 the Book of Mormon was finished and pub-
lished in English, and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
had been constituted with Joseph Smith as its leader.

the Book of Mormon related the history of Lehi and his people who
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fled Jerusaleth around 600 B.C. Lehi, his spouse Sariah, and their four
stIR.$. Lamar'. Lemuel, Sam, and Nephi, were warned by the Lord to
escape into the wilderness before Jerusalem, tainted by the inhabitants'
iniquities, was destroyed. The family of Lehi suffered greatly in its
travels, moving from Palestine across the Arabian peninsula, probably
to the lhdian Ocean, whereupon they built a boht which would transport
them to the land of fulfi1lment-4America. Unfortunately Lehi died
shortly after the landing and his sons became enemies and progenitors
of conflicting peoples. The Nephites, according to the Book of Mormon,
were generally honorable, wholesome, and white; they moved'northward
away from the evil influences of the Lamanites who, according to
Mormon doctrine, because of their sinister ways, were cursed with a
permanent skin darkening by God. The Lamanites became the ancestors
of the American Indian.

Aside from a brief generation of peace when Jesus Christ appeared
among both' peoples, the Nephites and Lanianites constantly fought
bloody battles in which the white Nephites usually prevailed over the
dark Lamanites. But eventually the Nephites developed into a sinful
people, God's confidence in them eroded, and the Lamanites destroyed
all the living Nephites in America save Moroni, who buried the epic
of his kin on golden plates that would be made known to an extra-
ordinary prophet. Th 1if prophet was to present the sacred revelations to
all it\the world.

Fo \those who ad and accepted its words, the Book of Mormon
represented a divine textual call for a new religion. But this different
dogma required more than intellectual belief. Inherent within this
guide were the seeds of group solidarity ana group separatism. When
Mormnn, father of Moroni, concluded that his people, the Nephites,
had strayed from God's will and that the Lamanites would overthrow
them. according to the Book of Mormon, "it came to pass that I
[Mormon] did go forth among the Nephites, ard did repent of the oath
which I had made, that I would no more assist them. . ."4 Mormon
rejected his own law and institutional frameworks on the basis of his

.own interpretive higher order. He echoed these sentiments in his last
accounting and reminded future followers, "And Ch 'st hath said,
'If ye will have faith in me, yc shall have power to do w iatsoever thing
is expedient in me'." Thus, the revelations to Josepl S pith encouraged
the individual to develop the psychological edge necessary to proclaim
one's freedom from oppression and one's ability to reject established
order.

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was well founded in
rudimentary Christianity. Its religious promulgations included "worship
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of a personal God, acceptance of the Bible . . . as divine scriptures, and

an emphasis upon vdwzation and group progress."6 But Mormons also
believed the Book of Mormon to be equally as divine as the Bible, and
Joseph Smith to have sacred authority to lead a newand the only true
church. These latter characteristics made early proselytization slow

among frontier Christians and also contributed to an initial persecution

by a majority society.
The reaction of Joseph Smith's neighbors to the revelations varied.

Stephen Harding, a Nun-Mormon and future governor of Utah, recorded

that the so-called golden Bible ". . was found by a young man named
Joe Smith, who had spent his time for several years in telling fortunes
and digging for hidden treasures, and especially for pots and iron chests
of money, supposed to have been buried by Captain Kidd."' To Harding,
in 1830, Smith was a harmless adolescent capable of generating enor-
mous fantasies. Samuel Smith, brother of the prophet, met more open
resistance. While on one of the first Mormon missions, Samuel tried to
peddle the Book of Mormon to an innkeeper. Upon entering ,thepotel,
he attempted to persuade the landlord to buy copy Of Whatiie termed

a history of Indian.

do not know," replied the host, "how did you get hold of it?"

"It was translated," rejoined Samuel, "by my brother, from some gold
plates that he found buried in the earth."

"You d---d liar!" cried the landlord, "get out of my houseyou shan't
stay one minute with your books."

Samuel left without a sale, but later that summer his efforts resulted in a

small number of successful conversions; notably that of Brigham Young.
Others treated the early Mormons with greater disdain. New York

frontier residents saw the Smiths as "blasphemers," and they deliberately
destroyed a dam built by their followers for baptisms. After the font was
re-created, a mob harassed Joseph and his church members, forcing
them into a farmhouse. That evening a hostile constable served Joseph

with a warrant based upon fabricated "facts" charging him with dis-

orderly conduct.°
Joseph pndured two trials, two acquittals, and many verbal threats

and epithets from those who attended the court proceedings. By 1831,

in addition to their neighbors' growing intolerance, the Smiths faced

bankruptcy, probable loss of their farmlands, and the pressures of the

new converts to get on with the business of organizing the "true church."
When Sidney Rigdon, a highly successful evangelist, a former Camp-
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bellite (a sect later to become the Disciples of Christ), and a recent
Mormon convert, invited the prophet to relocate in Rigdon's colony at
Kirtland, Ohio, Joseph readily accepted.

The Saints in Ohio and Missouri

The first of several Mormon migrations gave a renewed spirit and
composition to the Saints, members of the Mormon Church. Approxi-
mately one hundred and fifty converts at Kirtland doubled the size of the
congregation, and many more were moving to Ohio's Western Reserve
daily. Among the new Saints were two influential men, both of whom
said they were converted by miracles.

Ezra Bunt, a popular Methodist evangelist, came to Kirtland w:th a
Mrs. Johnson, who was partially paralyzed, to interview Joseph Smith.
Booth baited Smith to heal Johnson, whereupon the prophet silently
arose, took the woman's limp arm, and demanded, "Woman, in the
name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I command thee to be whole!"" Calm
prevailed over the room as Mrs. Johnson raised her reclaithed arm. -
Booth and the Johnson family were immediately converted to Mor-
monism. Symonds Ryder, a well-known preacher for the Campbellites,
was also converted but on the basis of a lesser miracle. When .a young
Mormon woinan correctly predicted the catastrophic Chinese earthquake
in 1831, Ryder was so impressed that he joined the Mormons and
promptly began to proselytize for his .iew faith. Both Ryder and Booth
lent credibility to the young sect, but in time they would cause it con-
siderable strife as well.

Joseph Smith's move to Kirtland had brought his movement its first
major success. Significant conversion milestones had been reached in
numbers and in the social status of some of the new adherents to
Mormon d'Octrines. Land bad been cleared and farming commenced,
and an ambitious temple project had been started. The colony's pros -
pc'ity allowed for the seeding of another colony which arose in Jackson
County,WiiSouri, under the guidance of Joseph and the express direc-
tion of confide.nts Parley Pratt and Oliver Cowdery.

In these good times, Smith claimed further revelations that cemented
Mormon social and economic dogma. All property was to be allocated
and regujated by the church leadership on the basis of group interest,
fairness, and stewardship. Such communal unity gave the Saints
unusual, strength, but it left the order open to dangerous splintering
dissent.

When economic conditions changed, individuals {minority interests)
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within the Mormon community began to question "majority" Mormon
rule. The ei.onumk and social harmony of the Mormons disintegrated
in the panic and depression of 1837. Joseph, like many Americans of
the 1830s, had invested heavily in highly speculative banks. When the
erash occurred, the Mormons lost -much of their hard toiled wealth.
Their debts left their lands in jeopardy, and some blamed their leader.

Even before the panic, rumblings among the converts had surfaced.
Smith himself endured a physical attack and a tar and feathering by a
riotous group that included Booth and Ryder. Ryder was especially
upset with the prophet because he had aisspelled his name. Ryder
asserted that "if the Spirit could err in spelling, it might have erred in
calling him to the ministry as well."" The mob set upon Smith who
recorded his fedings of fear and humiliation:

I ruade a desperate-struggfe, as I was fureed out. to extricate myself, but only
',feared one leg, with which I made a pass at one man, and he fell on the
door steps. I was immediately oserpov,ered again, and they swore by G--;
they would kill me if I did not be still, which quieted me. . . .

They then seized me by the throat and held un till I lost my -breath. After
I came to, as they passed along with me, about thirty-rods from the house,
l'saw Elder Rigdun stretched-out eat the ground where they had dragged him
by his heels. I supposed he was lead. I began to plead with them, saying,
You will have mert..y- and spare my life, I hope." To which they replied,

"G d--- ye, call on yer God for help, we'll show ye no mercy." . . . They
held a eouacil, and as I i.ould oceasic.nally overhear a word, I supposed it

`ts
was to know whether or not it s,as best to kill me. They returned after a
while. when I learned that they had concluded not to kill me, but to beat and
!mate!' me well, tear off my !tart and drawers, and leave me naked. One
cried, "Simonds, Simonds, where's the tar bucket?" "I don't know," answered
one, "where 'us, Eli's left .t." T1t.y ran back and fetched the bucket of tar,
when one exclaimed with an oath, "Let as tar up his mouth", and they tried
to force the tar-paddle Into my mouth, I twisted my head around, so that
they could not, and they cried out, "G-- d--- ye, hold up yer head and let us
mt. ye seine tar." They then ttied to farce a v;a1 into my mouth, and broke it
in my teeth. All my clothes were torn off me except my shirt collar; and
one man fell-on me and scratched my body with his nails like a mad cat,
and then muttered out, "G-- d--- ye, that's the way the Italy Ghost falls t n
folks!"

They then left me, and I attempted to rise, but fell again, I pulled the tar
away from my lips. so that I equld breathe more freely, and after a while
I began to reeuver, and raised myself up, whereupon I saw two lights. I made
my way towards one of them, and found ;t was Father Phnson's. When
I Lame to the door I was naked, and the tar made me look as if I were
covered with blou-d, and when my wife 54% me she thought I was all crushed
to pieces, and fainted, . .12
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Joseph Smith responded to the challenge to his elations and divinity
by damning the dissenters and moving his church of true believers lo
northern Missourithe greater, Zion. To the prophet, his troubles had
not been caused by an angry God. a cancer from within, or a mistaken
faith in a shaky national economy. He believed that the Gentilesthe
non-believers and majority Americans . desired the elimination of- the
Saints and their sacred leader.

- The reiocation from Ohio to Missouri marked a fundamental shift in
- -doctrinal emphasis for the Mormons. longer would their society

suffer from Gentile political control. They had already seen that a
degree of economic independence could be achieved, and now they were
prepared to grapple for control of their own political destiny. Sidney
Rigdon spOke for the Saints on July 4. 1838, when he cautioned. "We,
will naer be the aggressors, we will infringe on the rights of a: people::
but [we! shall stand for our own until death." Rigdon warned' all Non-
Mormons to stay away from their seftlement. If they did not heed-these
words. anyone .vho disobe.ed ". . shall atone for it before he leaves
this place ." Indeed. Rigdon caught the spirit of the Declaration of
Independence and the American tradition of freedom from go "ernment
when he intoned, ". . . we proclaim our liberty on this day. as did our
fathers And we pledee this day to one another. our fortunes, our lives.
and our sacred honors, to be delivered from the 'persecutions which we
have had to endure for the last nine years. or nearly. that." After only
sixty-two years since the signatures had dried on the United States'
most revolutionary document, Mormons declared their independence
from oppression. -We this day then Proclaim ourselves free, with a
purpct.e and a determination, that never can be broken, 'no never! no
never?! NO NE% F_R!'! """

Joseph Smith and h:s followers had good reason to express their
disgust at goi.rnmcnt A -group of Jackson County Missourians had met
on Ju!i, 2U. 1833. to rid their county .of what they considered to be
12.000 heathen fanatics. They passed a five-point declaration which they
pledged to implement with force if necessary. No more Mormons could
mole to Jackson County. All 'Mormons presently there had to leave
"within a reasonable time," All Mormon newspapers mu': cease publica-
tion and all Mormon shops had to close."

The Saint: considered the Jackson Det.'.aration to be illegal, and
they petitioned Governor Daniel Dunklin of Missouri to prevent any
forced deeortations. Dunklin urged them to appeal to local courts for
relief. but all of me Jackson County legal officialsjustices of the peace.
lawyers. Zonetziblea, and deputies had signed the document oitlering
the Morrriooe to cease and desist. Angered at what seemed a deliberate
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delay, mobs of Gentiles began a guerilla war designed to force the
Saints into compliance. Night raids 'resulted in burnt houses and
physical depredations on Mormon men. Then on November 4, 1833,
the Mormons decided to meet violence with yiolence. Poorly armed,
they were humiliated by the Missourians. That winter, the Saints evacu-

ated Jackson County.
Moving east. the Mormons decided to set up their own settlements,

Far V% est and DeWitt, and their own county, Caldwell. Here they might
be safe from Gentile incursions. In the summer of 1838, the church
purchased 250,000 acres from the federal government for $311t0a0 and
opened up apee.,ximately 2,000 farms. At Far West schools, dry goods
stores, groceries, blacksmith shops, and over ISO houses were con-.
structed.

Soon, however, the Far West settlement would become embroiled in

war, turmoil, and collapse. On August 6, 1838, at a local election Pre-
4,in; Dayiess County, a citizen challenged a Mormon as a legal voter.
Harsh v,or& were exchanged, then clubs and knives were brandished.
The Liberty, Missouri; Western Star reported that the Mormons
gathered, "armed -and equipped for war. . . ."I5 Young Saints drilled
and trained fur the expected confrontation; similarly local Missourians
prepared for 'civil strife to protect themselves against thti "Mormon

Plot" to take o'er their lands and villages.
The Missouri civil war lasted for three months in the autumn of'1838.

I he state-authorized $200,000 for military expenses. Both sides seemed

wining to sacrifice blood and life. Skirmishes, pillaging, burning, and
the highjacking of an ammunitiojttrain characterized the confrontation.

A minority within what-they considered a hostile, oppressive majority,

the Mormons challenged the authority of state and, indirectly, the
Republic. Convinced of their cause" they prepared for war'to be free
from a government they refueecl to acknowledge as legitimate.

Joseph. on October 14th, called all of his,pcople to the center square

in Far West. He extolled the Saints to united action: "I have a great
reverence for the Constitution, but for the laws of this state I have no
regard whatsoever, for they were made by a parcel of blacklegs. " He
urged the crowd to fight until death. Those who shirked their responsi-

bility to the cause" could expect to have their property confiscatetfand

to he prodded with bayonets and pitchforks to the front of the battles.
Word of Joseph's inflammatory remarks, as well as rumo :s that the

Mormons had burned and looted two settlements, reached Governor
Lilburn Boggs on October 25th. Two days later he issued a declaration

of war to his militia. Mormon defiance of law,, to Boggs, justified pun
unrestricted prosecution, "The Mormons must be treated as enemies,"
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ordered the governor. "and must be exterminated or driven from the
State if necessary for the public peace."21:

Only three days after Governor Boggs' extermination order, nineteen
Mormon men and boys were bludgeoned and blown apart by a savage
mob. An eyewitness. Joseph Young, remembered the slaughter. "Amongthose slain I will mention Sardius Smith. son of Warren Smith, about
nine years old, who. through fear, had crawled under the 'Mows in
the shop, where he remained fill the massacre was over, when he was
discovered by a Mr. Gaze, of Carroll County, who presented his rifle
near the boy's head, and literally blowed off the upper part of it.'"

The massacre led Mormon leaders to reconsider their fate and sue for
surrender. But capitulation almost resulted in the execution of the
prophet Joseph Smith. Sidney Rig,don,_and five other leaders were tried
before summary court martials and sentenced to death by gunshot.
Fortunately for these Saints, General Alexander Doniphan refused to
carry- out the execution, and turned the beleaguered Mormons over to
civil authorities After t-_:x months in jail. Joseph Smith and hip friends
were freed when the sheriff and deputies deliberately got drunk and
urged their prisoners to escape. Smith fled to Illinois where approxi-
mately 12.000 destitute Mormon refugees had huddled, temporarily
united under the able guidance of Brigham Young.

Nauvoo sand the Murder of the Prophet

The prophet- coon saw, in frontier Illinois a chance to play competing
interests off against each other for the good of his people. The states
two political parties, the Democrats and the Whigs. were evenly matched
at the polls. Hence, both parties willingly welcomed a significant voter
influx controlled by a common ideology and a single leader. Smith drew
up a charter for the proposed city of Nauvoo to be located on a swampy
bend of the Mississippi River, The charter granted the Mormons a
pseudo-independent status of city-state within the borders of Illinois.
Nauvoo city officials could receise almost unlimited,powers, includin
the right to_set up their own judiciary and to staff and train their own
militia When the prophet tempted both the Whigs and the Democrats
in the Illinois Assembly with Mormon support for the upcoming 1840
election, he demanded passage of the charter_ The Whigs succumbed.
passed the charter, and Joseph Smith, as mayor of Nauvoo, lieutenant-
general of the Mormon militia, and president of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, came to hold what some would describe as
a lawful political dictatorship within the limits of nineteenth-century
American democracy.
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Feeling hi, new found pohtica: strength. Smith personally petateed
President Martin Van Buren fur federal monies in compensation for
Mormon losses in Missouri. Van Buren refused Smith's request. and the
prophet tented his thoughts toward the President. . -in/ as fir as
my den . for the chair of _gate. for ai: dog make an effort to protect
his abused and insulted master. whip the present ehief magistrate will
not so much as lift his finger t.. relieve an oppressed and persecuted
community of freemen...."''

Nau.eo grew quickly and prospered teen without the compensation
funds. The holy city contained some 15.000 Saints by 1844. many
more people than any other city in Miner& An elaborate Morn on
temple. approximately 2.000 brick homes. and social small industries
and shops dotted the landseq,. One traveler obserted of Nautoo. "I do
not beliete that there is another people in existence who could hate
made such.improvements in the same length of time, under the same
cireumstanct:.".:. It was Kirtland writ large. But. like the Kirtlarkd
experience, the prophet did nut know how to handle success. Instead
of consolidating and retrenching. he pushed forward toward greater
pow C1%,

Smith alienated both Whig and Democratic supporters by promising
and then rejecting polibeal agreements. He refused to reeognize any
Illinois law unless he approted it in writing. He demanded that Congress
create a federal Territory of Natitoo. free from all state interference.
Finally. he announced for the Presideney himself. ad:mating sue!) un-
popular positions as lice-mg all political prisoners and slates and annex-
ing land in Canada. In shoe:, Joseph Smith alienated what Gentile sym-
pathies the Mormons had venerated in their flight to Illinois.

Then. with his last retelation. he planted the spores of schism within
his own ranks. In July. IS43, the prophet resealed that. justified on
biblical foundations. polygamous marriage, were sanctioned for Mormon
religious leaders In statutory language. Joseph declared, if any man
espouse a .irgin. and desire to espouse another. and the first gite
her consent and if he espouse the second,' and they are tirgins, md
hate used oa no other man. then he is justified, he cannot commit
adultery.... Smith also informed his wife Emma. who might .rot
hate con,ented to such a relationship. that he, Joseph, had been speei-
tieally by the Lord to take more wises. And if Emma "will
not abide this commandment she shall he destroyed. ,oath the Lord.
'for I am the Lord thy God,' and will destroy her if she abide not in
my law ---

Emma Smith deeepted her hu,kind's radical social pronouncement,
but many Mormons revolted Led by V't ;Ilion Law, and sescral other
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high church officers, a Luton opposed to the prophet's iron-fisted
leadership and his polygamy icvelation established a rival newspaper in
Namoo. the E-pt.ino,_ Its first issue appeared on June 7, 1844, and the
message was a clear denunciation of Smith's new social ideas. The
Eltpantor urged the unconditional repeal of the Lit} charter to correct
the abuses of the unit powcr,'' thereby %tripping Joseph of all but his
religious powers..

Smith reacted immediately with vengeance. As mayor, he called a
meeting of the city council which deemed the schismatic piper a nui-
sance that should preyed) be destroyed. As commander of tall law
enforcement, he ordered his marshal and 300 armed deputies to smash
the press. to eliminate. alLeopes of the first issue, and if resistance was
encoentered, to -rip them from the guts to the gizzard.''''' The prophet's
desires were satisfied. and the editors fled Nausoo for neighboring
Carthage,

Non-Mormous in pi v vanity of Nauveu; had been nursing anti-Mormon
grievance's ever sine. edlony had been planted on Illinois soil. The
stories of polygamy, political repression. and now destruction of a basic
constitutional right freedom of the press ocemed to demand action.
Mobs agitated and gathered. The displaced editors swore out a warrant
for Joseph Smith's and his brother Ilyium's arrest, and a constable was
si..nt to apprehend the pwphet. The warrant was served. but Joseph
promptly issued his own wr-it of hjiveas corpus. and sent the constable
back to Cartilage empty-handed.

Anti-Mormons ..ow were livid.- Joseph -in delianee of con-
stituted authority. had flaunted law and order.- Cries for blood and
extermination on again could be heard in the heartland. Fearing civil
war. Governor The ford ealled out the Illinois militia. He proposed
to guarantee. Hyrum And Joseph Smith's safety. assuming they would
come peacefully to the Carthage jail. Joseph meanwhil.: had crossed the
Mississippi intendine to flee west. but friends persuaded him to'return
heeause 'of apprehensions that Nauolo would he attacked. Smith con-
s,rited. and, together with his brother and two others. was escorted to
the Carthage gaol.

Joseph Smith said he had a_prernonition about his fate. He' believed
he would die soon, ind accordingly he urged streneth and fortitude to
his wife. friends, and followers. Meanwhile Goecinot Ford attempted
to control what thteatentel to he an ugly episode, When he realized that
his militia 1.41!, outspokenly anti-Mormon. he dismissed all but a trtzted
guard detail. Some of the militia elopers,e: but a company from Warsaw,
Illinois, remained. They turned into a mob hunt upon murder as they
stormed the. jail. the pad 9tnekly overtaken, and shy militiamen
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and others clambered up the wooden stairs. They tried to break down
the door, but the Smiths and their two companions used all of their
strength to hold it shut.

Then, shots and screamsHyrum was hit in the neck, lurched back-
ward and died. Now the door could b,e pried open and the murderers
burst into the cell, firing at Joseph. According to Dr. Thomas Barnes.
Carthage physician,

It is said they must have hit him and probably disabled him. as he
staggered across the floor to the opposite side of the room, where there was
a window It is said that there he gave the hailing sign of the distress of a
Mason. but that did him no good. In the room behind him was armed men,
furious men, with murder in their hearts. Before him around the well under
the window there was a crowd of desperate men, as he was reLeiving shots
from behind, which he could not stand, in desperation he leaped or rather
fell out of the window near the well, where be breathed his lwt. When 1
found him soon afterwards he was lying in the hall at the foot of the stairs
where his bloaliad as I believe left [an) indelible stain on the floor.

Thus, on June 27, 1844, Joseph Smith, foundT,r and prophet of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, was brutally assassinated.

The Mormons in Utah

Reaction to the murder carted. Some Illinois residents hoped for a
civil war to be perpetrated by the Namooites The New York Herald
predicted the demise of the sect. "They cannot get another Joe Smith.
The holy city must tumble into ruins, and the Latter-day Saints have
indeed come to the latter day.'" For the Saints, the loss was excru-
ciating. Some seemed disoriented, others %owed retaliation to 'avenge
their blood," if not in their time, then in their children's time.

But prntical and strong leadership had to be found, arid, fortunately
for the Mormons, Brigham Young emerged as a nineteenth-century
Moses to lead many of them out of the morass to.the promise', gardens
of peace and political sovereignty.

In fact, Joseph Smith had contemplated moving from Nainuo some-
time before his death. Ile had planned an exploratory cAps.dition to the
Rocky Mountains to a suitable area for settlementaway from the
reach of Arnericaa go%emment. Aft.r Smith's death, Governor Ford
advised Brigham Young, "California not+ offers a field for the prettiest
enterprise that has been undertaken in modern tin. , . Why would it
not be a pretty operation for your people to go out there . . and
establish an independent government 9"-r7
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Whether or not Brigham Young specifically considered Governor
Ford's suggestion is not recorded, but as early as the winter of 1845-
1846, the Saints began planning their final trek to their last zion.
Mormons sold their homes and personal property at ruinous prices, and
they prepared x;agons for a major trip. All the while anti-Mormon mobs
threatened to invade Nauvoo. Then in February, 1846, 1,600 Mormons,
including Brigham Young and the church hierarchy, braved the frozen
Mississippi River and set up a temporary settlement at Sugar Creel,
Iowa Here they waited for the main contingent of refugees to join them
and 'or a pioneer force sent ahead to build shelters. plant crops, and
stockpile supplies.

The advance team reached Colwell Bluffs by June at the same time
as the main congregation set out from Sugar Creek. The migration
moved smoothly and efficiently across southern Iowa, and by October,
1846. over 12.000 Mormons had established Winter Quarters on the
NTebraska banks of the Missouri River. There they would try to survive
the severe cold and snows of a typical Great Plains winter.

During the-Great Migration of 1846, Brigham Young and his attend-
ants kept abreast of continental political developments. Clearly they
desired a, much hegemony as possible. and therefore they had to choose
lands that were relatively isolated from other potentially covetous
settlers and that would not be the object of intense American govern-
mental concern.

Although Younifs original choice was vaguely articulated as "Cali-
fornia," he soon gained suflieient geographical knowledge to designate
the Great Basin as the most appropriate site. It was a much better
selection than. lifornia. Young note.; that the Basin of the Bear River
and the Great Salt Like would make ". . a point where a good living
will require hard labor, and eonscquently will be coveted by no other
people. while it is surrounded by so unpopuluus but fertile a country.":"

Young also realized that to aehieve at least quasi-independence, he
would need to emir's:tate with federal authorities. Fortunately fu; this
strategy, a means was available. The election of 1844 had resulted in
the triumph of the candidate of manifest destiny the. bellicose Tennes-
seean Limes Knox Polk. He appealed to many in America with his calls
to annex Texas and occupy Oregon. By January, 1846, Texas had
joined the Union. an at that made war with Mexico appear inevitable.
Me ...cans held Americans responsible for the Texas Rebellion, and they
refused to recognize the southern boundary, of their lost territory, Polk
foresaw an opportunity to provoke Mexico, and perhaps to gain Cali-
fornia, on January 13. 1846, he sent a troop detachment to the Texas-
Mexico disputed border tt,pon. Three months later the awaited con-
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frontation occurred in,the form of a Mexican ambush on an American
party. The United States declared war on its southern neighbor.

Young had dispatched Jesse Little to the East that same January to
obtain any federal governmental aid available for the westward trek. The
Mexican War provided the vehicle for securing money and federal pro-
tection for the Saints. President Polk offered to guarantee safety to the
Mormons' settlement and $42 for each enlisted man (or $21,000 per
battalion), advance pay for a year of service. Young responded quickly,
ordering 500 of his male followers into the Mormon Battalion that
would march with General Stephen W. Kearny through New Mexico
and on to California. The money procured for the refugee: the needed
supplies fir the last leg on their journey. Meanwhile. the federal promise
of protection, and indirect recognition of the Mormon raison diare,
seemed to promise the desired opportunity for freedom to practice
religious and social beliefs that were different from those of most
Americans.

Having delayed their departure from Winter Quarters for one year to
insure adequate preparation and replenishment. Brigham Young and
146 men anti women in 73 wagons began the final stage of the Mormon
Trail in April, 1847. Their goal was the Great Basin. Young ordered his
mission to follow the Oregon Trail, only travelling on the north side of
the Platte Riser sa as to avoid any encounters with rcntdies of a
Gentile sort. By June. the Young band had reached Fort Laramie,
and :lies' pushed on to Fort Bridger. where crusty mountain man Jim
Bridger urged them to go to the \' illiamette Valley rather than the
harsh deserts of the Great Basin. Even though Bridger foreboding.b
wagered Med SII) for the first ear 14 corn produced in the Salt Lake flats.-
Young ienored such pronouncements of doom and his party forged
onward into the rough Wasatch Mountains of northeastern Utah.

Then onJuly . a scouting party reached the summit of a pass where
the Valley of the Great Salt Lake could be viewed. Word was sent back
to the main body of trawlers where Brigham Yuun. ill with mountain
fever, exhorted his compatriots to hurry forward. On July 24. Young
emerged from his v.agon hid to be brought in a wheelbarrow to the edge
of a cliff There. according to Wrmon legend. he charged his brethren.
.'This is the place.- And there. the has of the Mormon enterprise in
the trans-Mississippi West was founded.

Immediately upon their :mital. the Mormons began to plan for the
building of the first American thcot talk state since Puritan immigration
to New England in the sewnteenth century. Brigham Young and his
fellow leaders investigated buying cattle. and directed the digging of
irrigation ditches and planting of crops. Young further claboratc0 upon
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Smith's 4eonumic proclamations declaring all land and resources, espe-
eially water, subject to allocation by the church-state, and soon L5(i0
more settlers joined the Utah community.

The winter of 1847-1848 was a time of general suffering, the Great
Basin proved to be a relatively inhospitable environment. Lack of food-
stuffs, clothing, and shelter look their toll of life, but the spring and
summer broueht renewed and successful efforts at planting crops, and
1,800 more Saints arrived.

Two events outside Utah during the first months of the new year,
1848, signifieantly affected the Moragons. On January 24, gold was dis-
eovercd on the American Rives in California. The Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, signed on February 2. ended the Mexican War.

The California gold rush start:d in mid-1848 and reached its zenith
in 1849 and 1850. Salt Lake City screed as a way station, and by mid-
1849 an estimated 40.000 would-be miners had passed through Utah,
many needing supplies. Generally, the Mormons accommodated the
travelers, gaining needed trade goods and a 1.10% respectable reputation
in the East.

The eonelusion of the Mexican War found the Mormons once again
on American terntory. Young foresaw two possible means by which his
people could avoid federal interference: in their affairs, and he proceeded
along both routes s;multaneously. Both options rested on the creation of
the State of Deseret in 1849. Deseret encompassed the present day
Mates of Nevada and Utah and portions of Oregon. Idaho, Wyoming,
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, and California.

This new State of Deseret could be a nation-state. A strong, inde-
pendent Mormon sanctuary, out off from the United States by the Great
Plains. could exist and thrive..To achieve total freedom from American
government, and to eteate a theocratic national organ, Young began to
implement planned settlements in a "Mormon Corridor," stretching
from the Great Salt Lake to San Diego, the new nation's outlet to the
seas. By i 856, more than 22,000 Mormons had settled such com-
munities An the Corridor as San Beinardino (California), Las Vegas
(Nevada), Cedar City, Parowan, and Provo (Utah).

The State, of Deseret could also-be an instant state within the Amer-
ican federation. In Mardi, 1849, Brigham Young called a convention
which adopted a constitution typedl o: existing states, and petitioned
Congress for immediate statehood. Young and the Mormon leadership
hoped to preserve their theocracy by severing the sovereign powers of
a state within the American Union.

When Congress opened debate over the proposed State of Deseret,
heeame obvious that Nformun wishes would not be granted. Senators
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and representatives thought the designated area was too large, the
population too small, and.the Mormon Church too deviant.

Statehood was impossible to achieve, so the Mormons wisely opted
for territorial status. On September 9, 1850, Utah Territory was created,
as part of the legislation labelled the "Compromise of 1850." Although
not as ambitious as the State of Deseret, the Territory contained all of
present-day Utah. most of Neyada. western Colorado, and the south-
western corner of Wyoming. The statute provided for a governor, a
secretary, and three territorial supreme court justicesall federally
appointed- and a two-house legislature--elected by the Territory's
inhabitants. The majority of the first territorial supreme court and the
secretary were staffed by eastern Non-Mormons. However, the Mormons
controlled the Assembly and, more important, Brigham Young was
named the first governor, The initial division of offices in the territorial
government set the stage for testing whether the local "minority- could
prevail over the federal "majority."

Minority Freedom from Majority Rule

The Mormons sere able to ach...ve a relatively high degree of freedom
from the federal government by controlling the executive and legs dative
branches of the Territory and bypassing the judiciary. But the prospect
of any outsiders governing the Mormon cPlony in the face of any shared
Mormon political power made conflict manifest, and by 1851, Gentile
grievances were in Congressional hands.

Utah Territory Supreme Court Justice Perry E. Brocchus of Alabama
documented .chat he thought were scurrilous blasphemies of American
government. He noted that the Saints had every intention to avoid
any contact and control by Gentiles and that Brigham Young encour-
aged excessive behavior toward that end. On July 24, 1851, most
Mormons gathered to c...lebrate the fourth anniversary of the founding
of their last lion. On this occasion. according to Broechus, Governor
Young

denounced. in the most sacrilegious tams. the memory of the illustrious and
lamented Genaal aril President of the United States. who has lately gone td.
the grace. and over whose tomb a nation's tea:s have scarcely teased to AA..
He exclaimed. "Zachary Taylor 15 dead and gone to hell, and I am glad of
it"' and his sentiments were &roe ' gay a loud amen from all parts of the
assembly. Then, rising in the excess of his passion >to his trooes, he vocif-
erated. '1 prophesy, in the name of lesus Christ, by the _poli.cr of the priest-
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hood that is upon me. that any other President of the United States, who
shall lift his finer against th:s people,.wdl die an untanc4 death and go to

Brocchus later addressed a commotion of the Saints,, defending the
United States government and eritiLizing Young as governor. Brigham
Young arose with a rage, denouneed the jurist, and suggested certain
governmental leaders might have their throats Lut. The crowd lunged
forward "like hyenas" to ...law Brocthus to death, but he escaped. Shortly
thereafter, Brocehus, Supreme Court Chief Justice Lemuel Brandebury,
and Secretary B. D. Harris fled Salt Lake City.

The Mormons defended their honor. They believed that they had
been sent unqualified appointees, and that Bronchus, in partieular, had
been insulting. The day of his near-Latastrophe, he had provoked the
community by implying improprieties on the part of Mormon women.
According to Jedediah Grant, mayor of Salt Lake City and one of
Brigham Young's closest confidants, the judge had remarked. "It reminds
me, by the nay, that I have commission from the Washington Monument
Asso dation, to ask of you [the ladies' a lolocle of marble, as the test of
ye) r citizenship and loyalty to the govern h." of the United States. But
in order for you to do it acceptably, you must become virtuous, and
teach your daughters to become virtuous, or your offering had better
remain in the bosom of your native mountains."3o

Disputes with nun Nlormon territorial officials continued until they
readied a climax in 1857. TV0 years earlier three vociferously anti-
Mormon jurists were appointed to the Utah Supreme Court. The
Assembly responded to their actions by vesting concurrent jurisdictional
powers in the lesser courts, depriving the judges of legal business.
Espeeially piqued was Justice W. W. Drummond, and his resignation
letter to Congress sct off a national series of complaints against the
Saints. Dcummonsd accused Young of treasonous dictatorshiF, the
subversion of American law, and the unspiratorial mu rs of an army
captain, a former territorial secretary, and a territorial supreme court
iustiee. Although Drummond was later, el.emed an unreliable source, and
other rumors, were never substanti President James Buchanan
reacted to the reports by sending 2.500 troops under the command of
Albat Johnston to/depose Brigham Young and to restore federal control
ktver Utah. On tye CNC of the Civil War, sharing few other convictions.
the North and)the South could agree on the "Mormon Problem."

The Mormons panicked. Another army, sanctioned under American
government, oas marching to enslave and despoil them. Brigham Young
&elated martial law, exhorted his followers to repel the invaders, and
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issued a Mormon Declaration of Independence. Young proclaimed.

CITIZENS OF UTAH: We are invaded by a hostile force, who arc evidently
assailing us to accomplish our overthrow and destruction.

For the fast twenty-five years we have trusted officials of the government
[United States], from constables and justices to judges, gos zrnors, and Presir
dents, only to be scorned, held in derision, insulted, and'hetrayed....

The issue which has thus been forced upon us compels us to resort to the
great first law of self-presenation, and stand in our own defence, a right
guaranteed to us by the genius of the institutidns of our country, and upon
which the government' is base%;. Our duty to ourselves, to our families,
requires us not to tamely submit to he driven and slain, without an attempt
to preserve ourselves, our duty to our country, our holy religion, our God.
to freedom and lit erty. requires that we should not quietly stand still and
tee those fetters 'forging around us which are calculated to enslave, and bring
cb. in subjxtion to an unlawfulsniplary despotism. such as can only emanate.
in a counay of consfutional fair, from usurpation, tyranny, and oppression.51

The Utah wa`r commenced.

Mormon 'military plans called for guerilla operations to delay
Johnston's idvance while the main body of Saints retreated into the
desert, destroying everything as they left. The anticipated invasion
generated Mormon anxieties and angeranger that they vented upon a
hapless wagan train of approximately 140 Arkansas and Missouri
immigrants ,'bound for California. On September 7, 1857, the unsus-
pecting piofieers, frightened by Indian raids, were lured out of their
camp near Cedar City by fanatical Mormons who brutally murdered all
but seventeen children.,'

The Mountain Meadows Massacre enraged the nation. Many (le-
mand:d Mormon blood in retribution. t federal officials desired to
avoiti confroutation, seeking inst ad an expedient ompromiae. Colonel
Thomas Kane and new cocrnor $1.kignate, Alfred Cumming, sought out
Brigham Young for negotiations. At a conference in April of 1858, the
Mormon le,aders agreed to a,..knowledge the legitimacy of American
law_ gove'rnment, and Officials in return for a general pardon issued
by President Buchanan.

Although the Utah War was limited to no more than several guerilla
skirmishes before it was quickly terminated, the Saints still imple-
mented their scorched-earth policy. They evacuated Salt Lake City so
completely that when the army arrived, only a guard (win instructions
to burn the city if the army stayed) could be found. The army did not
remain; as it left, the territorial officials entered the city, and the
Mormons; returned.
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The generation of Morm'ons who lived in the years following the Utah
War enjoyed outstanding eeonomic successes. They strove for and nearly
achieved self-sufficiency. During the same decades, the federal govern-
ment. from Congress through the territorial officials, tried to establish
political and social eontrol in Utah Territory. Legislation and litigation
were directed toward the objectives of- eliminating polygamy and weak-
ening the political power of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Elimination of polygamy became the price necessary for Utah to
reach statehood, the political power of the' Church would remain.

The federal Anti-Polygamy Act of 1862 embraced both of these
objectives. All persons practicing polygamy were deemed guilty of
bigamy and subject to a fine not exceeding $500 and a jail term of not
more than five. years. All territonal statutes countenancing polygamy
were voided. In addition, no association with religious purposes could
acquire more than $50,000 worth of -cal property, all other property
would be forfeited to the United States...The substance of this law con-
stituted a discet attack upon the church and religion of the Mormons.

Rather-Aan challenge the constitutionality of the Act, the Mormons
merely circumvented it, adopting a policy of de facto nullification. The
church permitted only one civil marriage, the others came to be termed
sealings.- Church property was simply deeded over to Brigham Young.

He kept it in perpetuity, and when he died, much o it eventually was
vested in the name of his successor, John Taylor.

Thwarted in that effort to being Utah into confo y with national
norms, Congress debated, and sometimes enacted, alternatives. attempt-
ing to prohibit church leaders from performing marriages, placing the
Nformun militia directly under federal officers, authorizing a Utah Corn-
missicin to supervise the registration of voters, excluding any who, prac-
ticed

tor
believed in the practice of polygamy. Eventually, Congress (the

American majority) registered victory. After Brigham Young's death in
1877, with dissent surfacing from within, the Mormons bowed to the
wishes of the federal government.

Wilford V oodrufT, then age 80, assumed the presidency of the church
in 1887.X1 oodruff and many Mormons were tired of the polygamy con-
troversy. Perhaps ',tearing away the "national stigma" might allow his
followers to live in peat', and in control of their own institutions. On
September 24. 1890, Woodruff.%issued the Manifesto. No longer would
polygamy .be encouraged .r a church doctrine, the Saints would live
within Amtrican law. Four years later, Utah entered the Union, decades
after the neighboring states of Nevada and Colorado.

An aecommodation had been reached. After a generation of persecu-
tion am. counter- reaction Utah had achieved home rule-a secure
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Mormon enclave within the American Union. as not a total victory
for the Motmons. But they had realized a n, semi-free of federal

'interference, in part sanctioned by the very system they had for so long
considered their mortal enemy.

The Idea of "Freedom from Government" in Our Times
The desire for freedom from "oppressive" government. as they

depicted it, led Mormons to commit extreme actions during their early
history in the nineteenth :entury. They sought and obtaihed local hege-
mony so that they could practice their religious beliefs and apply their
economic and social ideologies. They sometimes claimed that they were
reliving basic tenets of an American heritage grounded in the Declara-
tion of Independence.

Of course the Mormons were not the only Americans who have
expressed desire for freedom from majority rule. The history of the
United States is checkered with examples of individuals and groups who
planned, and sought, and sometimes achieved greater degree., of liberty
than the majority (the government) might have intender/ to allow. The
delicate balancing of majority and minority rights and interests remains
a most central challenge to those who would make andthose who would
apply public policy.

In our own times we have seen a variety of examples that, indicate
anew that no magic Mrdiula ever has been devised by Which easy, simple
reconciliation of such divergent interests my be attained, To Eree piem-
selves from-oppressive application of focal aws, and tyr bring their real
circumstances into harmony with the theor tical (and dationalty codified)
rights, presumably guaranteed all perso s in society, black men and
women engaged in passive resistance unfair laws and to laws applied
unfairly. Under leaders like Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., using tech-
niques of civil disobedience and, at times, more dramatic _methods,
American blacks educated majority white Amerit:ans by demonstrating
their desire to be free froM oppression as tliey sought remedies for their
grievances within the structures responsive to majority rule, Iii so doing,
they established patterns that'dther minorities in American society have
followed as they have sought freedom from what they consider suppres-
sion of their rights by the majority in society.

Indeed, we have lived and are now living in an era in which attention
to minority concerns has reached its fullest devdopment in the history
of the Republic. Native Americans, Chicanos, homosexuals, and the
largest minority (technically, the numerical majority), women, along
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with many other groups. all have sought relief from social repression
that has deprived them of tights proclaimed as inalienable in the
D..,14rativn Indi.pndeni.e. Our era, which has witnessed technological
advames, such as television, that scan especially designed t9 bring con-
formity and uniformity. throughout American society. also has seen the
flowang of. and partial realization of. artkulated demands for recogni-
tion and protection of minority rights.

v!r*"
The gov ailment. in the hands of the majority, has not been unrepOn-

so,c. If Least and state s..Lides of law are represshe., either in themselves or
in their 4.xceution, thi.n federal authority has been interposed to correct
thi. situation. While Presidents and Congress sometimes have wielded
.hat federal authority. special attention can be awarded the Supreme
Court Led by civil lib&tarians like Earl Warren, and Hugo Black. and

illiain 0. Douglas. the Court hJs struck major blows at political and
sal and ei.onomiL injustices. Bryn %. Board of Education, Baker v.
Carr, Gi.:ton v. Wain vright, and numeious ether determinations by the
Court identified and secured rights and liberties for individuals and
minorities.

Thus federalism, a concept funilamental to the Founders' structuring
of the Amenan Republic, has continued to provide routes through

grievances e.tuld be remedied. But there are illustrative examples
to warn us that the federal government, interposing itself to correct
inequtws in state and loyal circumstances. is itself a flawed instrument.
Piist-Uatiagate Americana have come to understand that the very instru-
ments b, which individual and group 'rights are to be secured have been
employed to VIiilate the rights they wen; meant to monitor and protect.

The list is long and depressing. invasion of privacy. sabotage, of
politmal prouts:w.s, planned assassinations, harassment of citizens. corn-
puteriz,d files.- infiltration of organizations, burglary, theft, laundered
monies. doctored evidence" the examples of misconduct by officers
and agent,s of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Central Intern-
genefiAgeney.,and others. continue to be revealed.

To take only one, and not the most dramatic, circumstance: ever
since its creation as an agency, with the constitutional amendment
allowing a federal income tax, the Internal Revenue Service has de-

u on American citizens to police their own taxation. It has
concentrated on a bury limited enforcement process, since most citizens

'have volunteered their taxes and their time to calculate those taxes by

attempting to follow eurreetly an increasingly complex, often ambiguous,
and sometimes quite unfair code of tax laws. What, then, can be the
response when ...miens are apprised of the fact that the Internal Revenue
Service was used for political purposes, and its functions distorted at
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the direction of officers in the highest positions in the federal govern-
ment? How willingly will Americans wish to continue their volunteer
-responsibilities- as taxpayers if they lose confidence in the government
their tam support? How free from "government as tax collector will
they wish to become?

The loss of confidence in government by American citizens constitutes
a ril of first magnitude. It is exhibited against almost all levels of
goo rnmentlocal, state, and federal- -and threatens the values and
concepts upon which the Republic was founded, two hundred years ago
It is composed of both substantive and procedural concerns, but the
latter arc the more serious. We have, after all, lived through other times
when it seemed that the th:n elected officers of government were incom-
petent to devise wise and fruitful policies appropriate for 1.11:: antes. If
only the substance of policies is challenged, or debated, the process
presumably allowed correction with replacement of unwise officers, as
near in time as the next election.

Loss of confidence in procedures, however, offers less pleasant projec-
tions. Some Americans believe today that no group of officers, and no
political party, is competent to care for society's needs. Others are
distressed at the knoodedge that those who hold positions in government
themselves scorned the constitutional processes they swore under oath
to defend. Unless that trend is reiersed, the hemorrhaging of confidence
from constitutionally structured processes inevitably will lead to ignoring
of rules and laws in a wish_ to be free from government that can com-
mand little loyalty and It's respect. Such actions, too often in human
L tory, have generated increasing insistence by those in authority that
the law" must be followedthe beginnings of justification for tyran-

nical rule.
What then of the future? How will the values and concepts of the

Revolutionary generation fare in the decades to come? There is, of
course. no answeryet. But as episodes that illustrate the desire of
Americans to be free from oppressive government help us to understand
the strengths and weaknesses of a nation committed to the ideals of
the Declaration of Independence, so they may also enable us to predict
that such desires will continue to provide substantial challenges to future
generations.
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Persistent Questions
Related to the "Right to liberty"

%Mat %alues are found in the desire of Americans to resist
their own governing institutions?

11'111 the American tradition of achie%ing iteedom from
goi,ernment help or hinder the search for solutions to
complex cohtemporary, and future, problems?

1Vouid substantial decentralization of guseinmental author-
in Amenca enhance or injure the protection of minority

rights?
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CHAPTER FOUR

Opportunity, Achievement, and

Corporate Power in Amerjca

CASE STUDY: THE STANDARD OIL COMPANY

C. Joseph Pusateri
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TO SECURE THESE RIGHTS:
THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS

Americans in.the generation that made and explained the
Revolution int orporated into their ideology borrowings from many
political theorists, but perhaps from none more fully than John
Locke_ Locke's tt ritings had instructed provincial Americans in their
natural rights, identified as including the right to life, and to liberty,
and to property. But through a process of restatement, principally by
Jefferson% fellow Virginian, George Mason, Locke's triad was altered
to Nilerge in its Anierie an form as we knots it in the Declaration of
hidependence_ life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

Thos the word property, extended into the phrase the pursuit of
happiness, +tas broadened in 16 implications and opened to shifting
interpretations extending in directions far beyond the narrower
confines of its original form. Pursuit then might have meant a
professional "calling -such as to pursue the last, or medicine (as
historians hate instructed use. But other Americans, in succeeding
generations:. placed emphasis on the total phrase and especially on
its final word. happiness,. In that way, spiritual and psychological and
many other personal goals could he accommodated within the
natural right.

Yet property was nut ignored, and many, perhaps most Americans,
have translated pursuit of happiness"' into concrete terms that
include, in varying measure, the struggle for or possession of
material tt ealth Properly has not, by itself, satisfied definitions of
pursuing happiness, but definitions of pursuing happiness
custo aril). have seemed incomplete without inclusion of property,

To secure the inalienable right to the pursuit of happiness, then,
goveinments in America, at all let els, have fashioned laws and
processes pros ;ding opportunities for individuals toachieve
happiness which often is equated with property. Property might be
owned, managed, set ested, exploited, given, sold, bequeathed,
combinrd, consumed and many other thingsunder ever
increasingly complex codes, As succeeding generations saw wisdom
in 5o doing, those codes were altered and modified in response to
changing circumstances and aspirations.

111
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from 11-e f,ef.-nrimg,1-f.ss el cr. a duahsin in concept, and values
a, cter pre_ent pursuit of merial wealth. ss heiher defined

a, that rece,sorf for minimal maintenance of life, "or modest and
rat hlerate, (Jr extended even so far a. to satisfy greed, was an
inalienable indisidual right. which got ernments were to-secure. Bit
inet itably,, one man's or one v.oman's success in the pursuit of .

material wealth closed off opportunities for others to attain
happiness. Thus the actions of some persons depth ed others of
Mc,' rights, The dilemma IN inherent in the %dues and concepts, at
best, balancing of indisidual and society's rights must in this, as in so
man: tither aspects of sh mdal ordering, challenge those who develop
and those Who administer public policies.

The response to that challenge has been an ever changing
esperience. Increasing numbers of Americans hate sought changing
forms of wealth. from the agrarian and limited commerce of

, ,day to the industrial and finance capitalism of the present
era Atrd, belatedly , Americans have come to understand that their
material resources arc finite and not inexhaustible.

Prior to the Civil War, those who were accorded the opportunity
to aeh,e.e material happiness only infrequently were challenged to
consider the inherent contradictions b2tween society's and
individuals- interests. But in the last decades of the nineteenth
century that contradiction no longer could be masked or ignored.
America stood at a cht iding point, and-the pursuit of happiness
demanded new definition.

C Joseph Pusateri i s flvirman'of the Department of History at
Loyola 1..,nit er,ity in Amp, dean,. He studied ac an undergraduate
at tiotre Dame and at ':$1.,(puus Un.yersity, he was atsarded his Ph.D.
from the latter school. ithfiloy mint ,s a financial reporter and
analyst by Dun & Bradstreet pros iclecl.a -real life- experience
taluable to a student of American business history, He was a
member of the facul of lohn Carroll Un'irersity for six years prior
to his appointmenra- vloycila. His competence as a scholar is well
documented ,n publications such as Big Business in America. Attack
and Defense 1975,, Historians and Businessmen, A Changing
(' /,mate in the Carroll Business Bulletin Fall. 1967'. and -Teaching
,About (;wine in American History. One Approach to the Problem"
in The History Teacher /November, 1972

In his ,elei lion of a case study to explore and describe the
difficulty of applying the values associated with "the pursuit of
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happiness,- Pusateri chose episodes concerned with the first
American "trust" the Standard Oil Company of Ohioits architect,
John D. Rockefeller, and the public antitrust laws. The reader will
encounter, implicitly and explicitly, in those episodes, an illustrative
example of collision between differing assumptions originating in
the promise of the Declaration stipulating the right to pursue
happiness.Carl Ubbelohde

American Attitudes Towards
"Competition" and "Monopoly"

Traditionally, the funaioning of the American economy has centered
upon the contributions of individuals following their own interests and
seeking their on goals. Producers and consumers have reacted to each
other's tastes and aspirations and thereby allocated the available re-
sources of the nation. The economy thus became the sum product of
acts of individuals. past and present. In the last century, however, the

_ most_ suLLessful. of _these individuals gained_ prominencc and exercised
their influence colleamdy rather than singly, by working through the
lugal and artifieial person of the modern corporation. This development,
w' ate% er its benefits in cfficiemy of output and costs, ,vas not congenial
.to many Americans. who saw the new developments as closing too many
doors to material dt.bicAcmolt formerly open to enterprising men and
women acting on their own initiative, and not aligned with larger
organizations.

The ideal of an equal opportunity for each citizen to acquire and to
operate his or her own business died hard. Dating back to the colonial
period. case of entry into small business had been a most important
difference between the Ohl World of Europe and the New World in
Amerka. Skilled workmen'had readily gone into business for themselves
in a colonial Massathusetts, unhampered by difficulties in securing
official permission or guild acceptances. But all that appeared to be

changing by the late nineteenth century, and to many Americans it

seemed perfectly obvious that democracy could not survive when a
society was dominated by what they regarded as "anonymous economic

units." For them the anonymous man of modern industrialism" was
really no man at all.'
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To a certain extent, the responses to the rise of big business in
America were reflective of attitudes and values which arc usually asso-
ciated with pre-industrial society. In that sense they testified to the con-
tinuing strength of the agrarian spirit in America. While 'manufacturing
was hardly an unknown aytivity in our colonial experience, market and
transportation limitations dictated that factories had to be widely dis-
pyrsed.rathcr than gyog,raphically cc,ncentrated and the strength of their
influence was not great. Meanwhile, the advocates of agrarian values
spoke with considerable authority,

No stronger advoy.ite-of_the latter spirit could be found than Thomas
Jefferson. In his Notes on Virginia he preached the gospel of agrarian-
ism. \\ wing before the Declaration of Independence, Jefferson argued
that Americans should confine their activities to cultivating the soil and
lit rurope inohre ihelf in manufacturing. "While we have land to labor
then. ILA us never wish to see our citizens occupied at a work bench.. .."2

Rut the ..grarian Jefferson was not to remain so .ill his'life. Changing
tt 0/0 )1»11, londitions altered his views on manufacturing, so much so

that he you'd write 13emamin Austin in l816. "You tell me 1 am quoted
by t1 who wish to continue our dependence on England for manu-
factures. I here was a time when f might have been so quoted with more
candor. but within the thirty years which have since elapsed, how arc
circumstances changed!" Ile could by 1816 write. "We must now place
the manufacturer by the side of the agriculturist," aid he could add:
Experience has taught me that manufactures are no as necessary to

our independence as to our comfort, and if those wh quote me as of
a diffetent opinion. will keep pace with me in pt rchasing nothing
foreign where an equivalent of domestic fabric can b obtained without
regard to difference of price, it will not be our fault f we do not soon
have a supply at home equal to our demand, and wrest that weapon of
distress from the hand which has wielded it." -

l'he views that Jefferson came to express were, of course, those held,
much earlier by his former antagonis't, Alexander Hamilton. The Report
on Manajacture.s, subnutted by Hamilton as Secretary of the Treasury
to Congress in December 1791, was a classic statement in defense of
industrialism and of government assistance for nascent industries. Manu-
factures promote the public good, argued the aggressive Treasury head,
because they harness the artificial force of mechanization to aid man,
because a division of labor is created which results in heightened effi-
ciency, because new employment is provided furnishing "greater scope
for the diversity of talents," and because the agricultural sector of the
economy benefits from new markets for its produce and for the natural
resources of the nation. Iramillon had concluded "that a manufacturing
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interest would not only be socially useful but would form an indispensa-
ble part of America's harmonic economic development."'

Interestingly, some critics of Hamilton's-Report were manufacturers
themselves. Small artisans and shopkeepers approved of the general
applause for manufacturing but feared that Hamilton's relish for a
government-business alliance, and its promotion/would result only in
creating a steamroller against which they themselves would not be able
to contcndthc large scale, incorporated, heavily capitalized manufac-
turing enterprise. Such organizations, in the words of one critic, would
"inevitably destroy the infant manufactures of our country, and consign
the useful and respectable citizens personally engaged in them to con-
tempt and ruin."' NEvertheless, Hamilton built better than he knew, for
his Jeffersonian opponents would one day occupy his ideological posi-
tion. "His philosophy remained a basic ingredient in American tradition,
though the idiom was to change from time to time. "6

It was not, however, so much the heritage of- America's early agrarian
.spirit that brought Americans to protest against the emergence of cor-
porate combinations after the Civil War. It was instead a long tradition
of commitment to the principle of free competition as the `perfect
economic regulator and vigorous opposition to the destroyer i that
compe...ionmonopoly power. For Americans, indeed for pnyone
claiming an Anglo-Saxon heritage, the word2monopoly" carried more
than simply economic connotations. There were social, political even
emotional attachments to the word.' ) \.

The United States has given more sustained attention to the issMes of
competition and monopoly than any other /nation. Problems invting
freedom in the marketplace have influeneed,our public policies since the
founding of the Republic. To most Americans, little trained in econo ics,
the definitions of "competition" and "monopoly" seem clear enoi gh.
Competition implies many buyers and sellers in _a- market with no single
firm or individual able to control price, demand, or supply. On the other
hand, the monopolist is the only seller of a particular commodity fOr
which there is no close substitute and the market is his to comniand?

Obviously, this clear distinction does not describe a real market situa-
tion where neither pure competition nor pure monopoly exists. Each
market situation is a complex compound of varied forces. Nevertheless,.
Americans ascribe value to the concept of competition as the ruling
force, believing "that producers and sellers `put forth their best efforts
when threatened by effeLtive rivals, that -the economic desires of society
are fulfilled when no individuals or groups within the marketplace
possess the power to exploit, in short, that competition as a market force
compels the best possible economic results."8
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Anti-monopoly ( or, as Americans came to refer o it, antitrust) senti-
ment dated from sixteenth-century English origins The word "monop-
oly" itself was first used by Thomas More in 15161 and the first
recorded common law case involving the monopoly issue ,vas decided in

1599. The case, Dal enant Hurdis (also referred to as The Igerchant
aihns' case), involved a rule passed by the London tailorS,'guild in

1571. It required each merchant belonging to the guild and ,having

finished by outside labor to have at least half the work done by guild

members. But Davenant, merchant member, refused to obey the rule

and later refused to pay the fine imposed by the guild. When the guild

ordered Llurdis to take from Davenant goods equal in value to the fine,

Davenant charged hum with trespass. Davenant's attorney, the great Sir

Edward Coke, argued that the guild rule Was illegal since it tended
towards the creation of a monopoly. The court accepted Coke's reason-

ing. holding that "a rul of such nature as to bring all trade or traffic
into the hands of oihe company, or one person, and to exclude all others, \
is illegal.""

A quarter of a century later came what has been termed, "the hi h

watermark of Englyi anti-nionoNly policy." Tlie Statute of Monop

olies passed by Parli4ment in 1624 and the first major legislation on the
subject of monopoly put an end to tl*e granting of private monopolies

by the Crown. It "reflected the general aversion of the law to monopoly

based on special privilege:2" Such sentiments would not bf... long in
making the transatlantic crossing to North America.

Monopolies were opposed with as great a vigor in the English colonies//
as they had been in the mother country. This was so because a princip ,pl

reason for colonists leaving England had been their aversion to unjus-

tified privilege, and because monopoly power was the antithesis of the in-

dividualistic spirit characteristic -of life in the new land. To a substantial

extent this spirit was the product of the favorable economic condition
prevailing in colonial America, and it soon became "part and parcel of

the nation's democratic faith." Both religion and philosophy buttressed

the belief. Evangelical Christianity placed its emphasis on personal

regeneration'. and transcendentalism. with its identification of the in-
dividual soul with God, served the same purpose."'

f he word "individualism" itself was, appropriately, first coined in the

English translation of Alexis de Tocqueville's Democracy in America.

Of the Americans he observed, Tocqueville remarked: "They owe
nothing to any man, they expect nothing from any man, they acquire the \

habit of always considering themselves as standing alone, and they are

apt to imagine that their whole destiny is in their own hands." But while \
Tocqueville regarded such an attitude as a social danger, Mhericans
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celebrated it as the ideal.*7 Irs.)Aie.ally, the unintended result of the cult
of the unrestrained individual would be to accelerate the forces of
organization that would bring its era to an end. Such a possibility was
nut anticipated prior to the Civil War. however, as most businesses were
forcedby the period's economic restraints to operate as local enterprises.
But with the rise of larger opportunities folloiving the War, the new

Manager found, himself "in the favored position of operating
in an eeonenny dedicated-to the idea of freely competing individuals. yet
left unhampered by the ordinary restriefion... Under such auspicious
circumstanci, he won outdistanced unoreanized rivals in the race for
wealth:" -

It was not difficult for a John D. Rockefeller to announce, shortly
after the beginning of the twentieth century, that ''the day of individual
competition in large affair., is past and gone- and that large-scale enter-
prise -has time to stay -that is a thing that may be depended upon.
He had had a good +al to,do with the one age closing and tit,: flat
beginning." .-

In colonial times American hostility to monopoly w s not lessened
by the filet that some of the most objectionable exercis of Eno and's
power on this cumin,. were the 'practices and privileges of c rtered
royal trading companies. In a sense it could be argued that the depositing
of the British East India. Company. tea in Boston harbor in 1773 was
simply a more romantic than usual form -for anantitrust action. It was
also the legislature of eolonial Massaehasetg that decreed "there shall
be no monopolies granted or allowed among, us but of such new inven-
tions as are profitable to the country. and that for a short time." Boston
had also beenzihe 1639 site pf merchant Robert Keay ne's legal chastise-
ment on the grounds of charging extortionate prices. Fur demanding
what was regarded as beyond a reasonable price for a bag of nails and
various other items, Keayne was not only fined heavily but was very
nearly excommunicated from The church as well.v5

A number of states expressed the desire to sec an anti - monopoly
provision .in the Constitution, and certainly the monopoly issue was
raised when Hamilton proposed the, ;bartering of the First Bank of-the
United States. It fell to the Jacksoni ins, however, to riiin trie monopoly
iNsme motif vigoiou.sly during the i-curse of their war against the Second
Bank of the United fa. es. In th_ message accompanying his veto of the
bill rechartering the Lank, Ja-kson warned. "In the full enjoyment of
the gifts of Heaven and the fruits of superior industry, cconcmy, and
virtue. every man is equally entitled to protection by law, but when the
laws undertake to add to th :se natural and just advantages artificial
distinctions . . . to make .he rich richer and the potent more powerful,
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the humble members of socict} .-the farmers, mechanics, and laborers
wholave ncither the time nor tfi-e-inans of securing like favors to
themselvt s. have a right to complain of the injustice of their Govern-
ment.' The veto message. more. demagoi. Clan economic, was an
unsubtle attempt at the cmplo3mcnt of long-standing American views
on monopoly in a poliocaleampaign being ;arried on by Jackson against
partisan enemies. The Bank was not a monopoly and it is questionable
whether many astute followers of the President ever honestly thought
it so.

Meru were other institutions besides central banks against which the
cry of monopoly was also raised in ante-bellum America. One of the

st unpopular of these was the exclusive right to operate steamboats
on the waters of New York State and in the West won by the partner-
ship of Robert Livingsttop and Robert Fulton. In March, 1824, Chief
Justice John Marshall. speaking for a unanimous Supreme Court of the
Unitcd,Statcs. struck down the steamboat monopoly in his Gibbons v.
0:An opinion. Unlike must Marshall decisions, this one met with great
popular approval as newspapers all across the country praised it as
profound. masterful, and farsighted:* It had freed American commerce

from the grip of special privilege.'7
Somewhat the same fCars were being expressed regarding corporations

in general as were bcing voiced against the Livingston-Fulton steamboat
monopoly. The view that corporations were somehow evil in themselves
stenimed from our Ent:ttIsh and Lolonial- heritages. Corporations and
their predecessors. the joint stock companies, came into existence only
by special actions of political bodies includ7ng the King himself. The
special consideration involved in granting corporate privileges to private
individuals formed together as an artificial entity smacked of public
favoritism and seemed to vialate our tradition of equality of opportunity.

Then corporation charters. following Revoluiionary, War, con--
timed to he awarded by special ac;,-. of state legislatures, suspicion alsp
continued unabated. Between 1783 and 1801 alone almost 350 business
corporations were crcatcd within the United States to participated in the

surge of the new nation's ecoriomy."- Complicating the issue was the
fact that. overwhelmingly. the corporations receiving charters in these
years and thus,. shortly afterwards could be classified in the public
service or utility cattgory. They provided what economists term "social
iiverbea,' ,apital.- turnpikes. bridges, canals, and water systems; and
because they operated within the public sphere and supplied necessary
services, it was not uncommon for them to receive monopoly privileges
of one type or another as part of their franchise.

The generous state authorities were also not unmindful of the political
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influence of many of the individuals involved in the fledgling enterprises
when these sarric liberties were bestowed. Nevertheless, influence or not,
many would-be eorporations were forced to invest considerable time and
money in eonvinciug state 14.slaturs that their charter requests should
be granted. The promoters of the Delaware and Radian Canal Company,
for example, saw two }ears of work and some $3,000 lavished on the
New Jersey legislature before a charter was finally secured."

Given such circumstances. it was not surprising that many Americans
regarded the corporation as a new threat to democracy. Only a handful
of citizens could afford the investment required to take advantage of
the corporate form. The issue thus became onevof deciding upon a
pubtic policy towards the corporations. Somet, particularly those radizel
Jacksonians known as the Locofotos, urged the destruction of all such
devices. The} claimed that all specially chartered enterprises were
"monopolies, inasmuchse thty are calculated to enharxe the power of
wealth, produce inequalities among the yea*, and to subvert liberty."
In the same /ein it was contended. 'To have the land scattered over
with incorporated companies, is to have a class of privileged, if not
titled, nobility.' =°

The corporation was not, of course, without its vigorous defenders.
From the judicial bench John Marshall played that role in decisions
such as the one rendered in the Dartmouth College case. Daniel Webster,
who had in fact appeared as attorney for Dartmouth College in that
litigation, u, likewise proved a champion of corporate ventres. Recog-
nizing that the i:orpuration usually represented significantly larger ac-
cumulations of capital than either proprietors or partnerships, he argued
against the popular fears of its greater size. Webster contended that there
were no ideas more unfounded and disreputable. "than those which
would reprdsent capital, collected, neces.tarily, in. large sums, in order to

, carry on useful processes_in which science is applied to art, in the
production of articles useful to all, as being hostile to thc common good,
or having an interest separate from that of the majority of the com-
munity. All such representations, if not springing from sinister design,
must be the result of great ignorance, or great prejudice."21

The compromise finally arrived at was the enactment by the states of
general incorporation laws. Under these laws state offizials were author-
ized to issue charters to any ..qualified applicants without acts of the
legislature being required. In effect, the process had been democratized
and some of the old complaints about the corrupt methods used to

. secure privileged franchises monopolies could no longer be sus-
tained. The first statutes of this type were passed in Massachusetts in
1809 and in New York in 1811, but it was not until after the Panic of
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1837 and the long depression following that crisis that a substantial
number of stales. followed suit. Not until 1875. however. did the number
of state-. featuring general incorporation laws exceed those still charter-
ing., by special legislative acts.--4

Given this heritage of opposition to monopoly and centralized power,
it was inevitable that Americans adversely affected by the sweeping
economic transformation taking place following the Civil War would
react angrily. As historian John Tipple has pointed out. the large indus-
trial corporation was out of place in a society whose "institutions had
been built around the social and political concept of the free individual."
It quiekly beearra elc.a that "as an artificial person created by charter
and eornprising many individuals and their wealth, the corporation was
infinitely greater in size and power than the isolated individual about
whom American soeiety had been coneeiv ed." A. a result an immediate
question was posed. What was to be dune with such a monster? Either
the corpoiation had to be made to conform to American institutions and
prineiples or those institutions and principles had to be changed to
accommodate the eorporation.--1

Case Study: The Standard Oil Company

On the afternoon of October 12. 1898, two men faced each other in
the New Amsterdam Hotel in New York City. They had not seen each
othcr in sornc years and now they found themselves, as they had so often
in the past. on opposite sides in a legal proceeding. The slighter in
statur.:. and somewhat younger of the two men approached the other
with hand extended in a gesture of friendship.

How, are you. George? We are getting to be gray-haired men now,
ar...n't we.? Don't you wish you had taken my advice years ago?"

fhc older the two. pointedly ignoring the proffered hand, replied
bitterly. Perhaps it would have Feen better for -me if I had. You have
certainly ruined my business, as you said you would."

Surprised at the vehemence of the reply to his greeting, the younger
man drew baek, denying the charge. The attacker persisted, however:
But f say it is so. You know well that by the power of your great

wealth you have ruined my business, and you cannot deny it!"
Seeing no puha in continuing what he considered to be a hopeless

eons ersation. the first man turned away, commenting to the small crowd
of onlookers as he left the room that there was not one word of truth
in the accusations.

The incident was closed only for the moment. Four days later
,.
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Sunday, October 16a description of the encounter was printed, amid
a fall page article detailing the older man's charge, in one of the nation's
most widely read newspapers, The Neu- York World. The World head-
lined its account with the banner. "How I Was Ruined by Rockefeller."
The author of the story, the angry attacker during the New Amsterdam
incident a few days before, was George Rice of Marietta, Ohio. Tits
antagonist was one of the most powerful and feared men in the United
States, John Davison Rockefeller, creator of and dominant force in the
globe-straddling Standard Oil empire.24

The twin stories of Rice and Rockefeller reveal much of the devel-
oping history of a key industry in the American economy, an industry
that has been marked by controversy from its inception in 1859 until
our present-day headlines of Arab i..i1 embargoes and rising energy
costs. Yet Rice and Rockefeller also symbolize much more. In many
ways they stand as personal embodiments of two converging forces in
the evolution of the nationthe concern and the passion to maintain
equality of economic opportunity for all Americans on the one hand,
and the desire and drive to amass thc most stupendous material achieve-
ments possible in the most efficient manner available on the other.
Opportunity and achievementtwo goals between which a choice was
often forced because frequently one could not be sought without sacri-
ficing a measure of theother.

For many Americans, freedom itself has come to be defined in pri-
marily economic terms. One contemporary scholar has written that in
large part freedom today is "the right to tarn a living in the way of
one's own choosing, to launch an enterprise, to save and invest, to on
property, and, above all, to share in. the income and wealth that a pto-
giessive economy gene rates."25

For the individual who takes utmost advantage of his or her granted
opportunity, there has always been a special kind of popular approval
Fellow citizens have looked upon such persons with particular admira-
tion. They have become legendary germsthe self-made woman or
man. As Irvin G. Wyllie has stated, the self-made man "represents our
most cherished conceptions of succ.ess, and particularly our belief that
any man can achieve fortune through the practice of industry, frugality,

and sobriety."'m
Such a figure was George Ricc. He was born in Swanton Falls, Ver-

mont, just four miles below the Canadian-American border, in 1835.
:le had entered the infant oil business at a relatively early age, first
operating as a producer, owning oil well properties in the Pennsylvania
fields of the 1860s. Then in the 1870s he switched the bast of his
operations to Ohio and took on the additional task of n.fining thc crude
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oil secured from his wells into kerosene, the principal petroleum prod-
uct of that era. In 1875, he and Charles Leonard established the Ohio
Oil Works on the banks of the Ohio River at Marietta. Two years later.

<Mee bought Leonard out and operated thereafter as a sole proprietor
until he shut the plant down permanently in 1896.

His operation., in the refining field were always relatively small scale.
He once noted to a Congressional investigating committee that "The
executive part of the business is done altogether by my family. One
daughter keeps the books, another daughter does nine-tenths of the
correspondence, and my son-in-law is ti... general manager." Rice him-
self claimed to tend to outside matters. meaning the marketing of his

'illuminating oil output.'-'7
The world of George Rice was not to be a happy one. however. He

sought his markets first in the (Treat Lakes region and later in the
Southern states. but in each instance he found himself confronted by a
truly formidable, enemy - the overmastering competition posed by the
operations of Roadellers-burgeoning Standard Oil organization. Thus
the Icte war between the two men began. ...,

Stanlird Oil can-be regarded as representing the second of the two
influences in ,Nmeriean economic life mentioned earlier- material
achievement. In the two decades after its emergence on the petroleum
scne, it trans:orthed an industry marked by chronic excess capacity,.
instabilit4, and geneial aimlessness into one of tin cutting edges of
enormous Amerman 0-vnornie expansion. During the Rockefeller years
the United States displaced Great Britain as the leading producer of
manufactured goods in the world. a position that this country was
never again to relinquish. - .

But one means tv reach the end of material achievement lay in.com-
bmation, the merging aid consolidating of ,A cc molt` and ever larger
units of capital, labor, technology, and managerial expertise.. Observers
simplistically but aeeurately called the resulting combinations "big
business,- and a new age was ushered in. «'b& there was little doubting
the effeetiveness of eombin..:ion, there was also little doubting that the
price that had to be pat.; lay in the sacrifice of a measure of the equality
of opportunity held dear by the Founding Fathers. GiirdonS. Wood
has noted that the generation of-the Declaration of Independence "who
hoped for so much from eq assumed that republican America

- would be a community where & would be too rich or too poor, and
yet at the same time believed that men Is....uld readily accede to such
distinctions as emerged as long as they were fairly earned.- It was
said by some early writers that what was required was a "fundamental
law. favoring an equal or rather a general distribution of property."

1
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The very author of the Declaration itself, Thomas Jefferson. had written
that an equal division of all inheritance: would be the ideal corrective to
"overgrown wealth." thereby. in the words of another Founding Father.
"giving every citizen an equal charm: of being rich and respectable.--

But eumbination implied inequality, it signalled that some would be
rich and some would be pour whereas the Revolutionary generation
had assumed "that equality of opportunity would necessarily result in
a rough equality of station.' Nevertheless, and here is where a quan-
dary of policy emerged, combination was also desirable because it
allowed firms to attain greater efficiencies, taking advantage of econo-
mies of scale available only to the larger enterprises. If the savings
were then passed on to customers in the form of lower prices. individual
real incomes were thereby inreased.' Of course. combinations might
nut pas on those savings to consumers. they might, indeed, find adv an-

-tage-in using their real power to fix prices artificially.
For John Rockefeller, however, the choice was not a difficult one

as he unhesitatingly ..hose the path of combination and defended his
choice vigorously all the days of his long life. As he readily admitted.
"1 have been frank to say that I believe in the spirit of combination
and cooperation when properly- and fairly conducted in the world of
commercial affairs, on the principle that it helps to reduce waste, and
waste is a dissipation of power."'"

Rockefeller's willingness to adopt the strategy of combination, or
cooperation as he often preferred to call it. was deeply tied to his own
ingrained passion for order. An insight into his motivations can be
gained by a brief look at his early life. He was born in western New
York state in 1839. His father engaged in a variety of occupations
including that of an itinerant patent medicine salesman. Even after his
son had become ,.normously wealthy and a dominant force in a major
industry, the father -continued traveling a circuit of western towns.
billing himself as "Dr. William Rockefeller, the Celebrated Cancer Cure
Specialist." He was a flamboyant figure, powerful of physique, jovial
in manner, aettrcssive in style, characteristics whieh, with the excePtian
of the last, were not to be shared by his eldest son. The mother of the
family. on the other hand, was a startling contrast. Infected with a
deep puritan "piety, she was frugal in her habits, sada-laced` in her be-
hav ior.ond a firm believer in stern disciplines The personality of the
sun clo'ely resembled that of his mother though the, vision and business
shrewdness of his father were obviously not lost upon him.

Significantly, the uncertainties of John Rockefeller s early home life.
frequent changes of residence and long paternal absences while "Doctar"
Rockefeller rode the circuit, created in the young man a distaste for
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uncertainty. a rekshing of order and s.ceurity, and a zeal for structuring
each situation he might encounter. Most of all, he abhorred waste. His
,mother's favorite maxim. -willful waste makes woeful want." repeated
endlessly it seemed, was not without its effect on her children.11

The Rockefeller family moved to Ohio in 1853. and it was in Cleve-
land two years later that John secured his first full-time employment,
as an assistant bookkeeper for a local commission, merchant. He threw
himself into the new-found world of business with unbridled enthusi-
asm. He found his work place "delightful to me all the method and
system of the office."31

Four years later the same year that saw the birth of the petroleum
industry with Edwin Drake's successful well in Titusville. Pennsylvania
Rockefeller went into business for himself, forming a partnership to
operate. as a commission merchant in agricultural products and other
miscellaneous goods. The firm. Clark and Rockefeller, was successful
from the start and generated sufficient profits to allow the partners to
look fur other areas of potential investment. Petroleum offered such a
possibility.

Eschewing the wildly speculative drilling and production phase of
the petroleum industry, Rockefeller chose to invest in a refinery trans,
forming the Pennsylvania crude oil into kerosene for illumination and
a then small number of by-products. Refining required only a mod-
erate amount of capital in c. ':r to begin operations, the demand for
kerosene was expanding. an.. Cleveland, by virtue of its location ore
several rail lines and Lake Erie, was well suited to tap most western
and many eastern marhets. By 1863, when Cleveland boasted twenty
refineries and was fast becoming the center of the rapidly developing
industry. Ruekefeller and Clark accepted the proposition of Samuel
Andrews. an experienced and talented refiner, that together they build
a plant. The first two men were to provide the necessary capital and
Andrews the technical ability. By 1867. Rockefeller had dissolved the
commission business and was concentrating completely on refining- in

a new partnership styled Rockefeller. Andrews, and Flagler. the imme-
diate predecessor of the Standard Oil Company.

The history of Standard Oil to its `Rockefeller years fell into three
general. overlapping phases. The first of these, that of "combination,"
lasted from the inception of the corporation in 1870 until the end of
the decade. the impetus fur this phase stemmed from the then current
eonditions in the refining industry. With little capital required for entry
into the petroleum industry. unrestrained competition was the rule.
Prices fluctuated wildly. failures among producers and refiners alarm-
ingly increased during the 1860s. and waste was everywhere. "Lack of
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balance hetwi.Ln fundioas was Lbruni,.. fast production would outrun
the throughput by refine's, the manufacto ,ng capacity would exceed
both current produLtion,of r, mati.rial, and the rate of consumption
of finished products. Oilmen knew front bitter experience that their
business %as wasteful. risky. hai-irdous. ar I unstable."3!

The response of the Standard ," ,)any management, headed by
RoLkefellcr. was in accord with the maternal dictum. willful waste
makes woeful %ant. Following what its chief executiNe officer called
our plan." Standard Oirs policy was to eliminate the `'wasteful'-' com-

petition by cony imam: other manufacturers to either cease operations
or to join the Roekefelk.r group in a loose alliance. Standard Oil pos-
-,ssLd two substantial adantagLs in working its will on its competitors.
It :hi. most efficient produLcr. and it had decloped dose tics with
the rillioids it utilized for its freight shipments. In order to reduce
unit Lost,, the firm had begun to engage in a ariety of auxiliary enter-
priss including the prtnision of its own chemicals, barrels, and trans-
portation equip in. FurthLr thL railroads proled quite willing to grant
discounts or rcbalLs" on freight charge. to an expanding operation
like Standard OW.. and welt aLhantages (Amid print: decishe in a com-
rilitii.e struggle.

,Crams of the RoLkeleller organization castigated it se%erely for its
use of the rLbaie %Lapon. George Rice himself railed continually
aeamst the combined hosts of the Standard Oil Company and its co-
conspirators. Iho railroads. woo to allow him "the same rates,
adyantagcs. and Cm-attics. in all respects. the most favored 'or larger
shipper has, in order that we may be abl4 to compete in the general
markets," But what was calkd the utterl'. unscrupulous manipulation
of railroad rates by -the Rod, their associates in order to
destroy competition" ti,as c, n in a quite different light by Standard
Oil eecutises.

RockelLlicr dolled the Lharges of unfair competition. He claimed:
The profits of the Standai!, Oil Company did not come from advan-

tages gio.n by railroads. The railroads. rather. were the ones 'who
profited by the traffic of the Standard Oil Company, and whatever
athantatte it n.i.cied in its constant efforts to reduce rates of freight
teas only (mi. 4,1' OIL ninny Llenu.nts of lessening cost to the consumer
tthich enabled us to increase our olume of business the world over
because we could reduce the selling price"'

By 1:"139. Standard's combination effort had probed so successful
that its alliance of Lompanks Lontrolled 90 percent of the relined petro-
leum sold in the Unite(' States. As important, "they showed a pro-
found faith in thc of the industr=y, a belief not generally
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held in years when the petroleum business was characterized by insta-
bility, rapid exhaustion of produeing fields, and doubts about-the appear-
ance of new ones."37

In the second phase of its history, that of "consolidation," Standard
Oil welded its loose alliance of companies into a tight amalgam, cen-
trally controlled and rationally organized and administered. The device
utilized to bring about the consolidation was the "trust," a system
whereby Standaipl stock as well as that of other allied companies was
placed in the hands of nine trustees who thus wielded a control over
the combine which was complete and unquestionable. And with the
control of the Standard Oil Trust. as the new structure was called,
came control over the industry as a whole. Never before had Americans
witnessed such an enormity of.power centralized in so few hands.

Consolidation was completed with the perfection of the trqt agree-
ment in 1882. But even prior .to That date, Rockefeller and his asso-
eiatcs had begun a third phase of the organization's development
"vertical integration." In actual fact, Standard Oil had been emphasiz-
ing vertical integration since before its chartering as a corporation in
1870. As early as 1864, at Rockefeller's urging, it had begun making
its on barrels and even purchasing its own tracts of land to provide
the timber. In 1866 Rockefeller had recruited his younger brother
William into the organization to set up a New York office specializing
in the marketing of petroleum products for the export trade. In the
years after the establishment of the Trust, Standard Oil faced a series
of ehallengcs from both foreign and domestic sources, challenges which
led it to speed the process of integration. The bulk of Standard's mar-
ket lay overseas, and the development of Russian oil competition
prompted the creation of tanker fleets and foreign subsidiaries to meet
the Russian threat in Europe and in Asia. In the United States the con-
tinual discovery of new crude oil fields and the appearance of inde-
pendent refiners leStandard Oil, for the first time, into crude produc-
tion on a massive wale an4 to eontrol over a network of trunk pipelines
linking the fields to the refineries. By the close of the 1890s, Standard
Oil had completed the fashioning of a rag, vertically integrated struc-

- ture involved in every aspectof its industry.34-
The achievements of the petroleum industry in its Rockefeller years

were indeed impressive. From a production of only a few barrels in
1859, output had soared to nearly sixty million barrels yearly by the turn
of the century. The bulk of this crude oil production was refined into
kerosene, the world's first inexpensive illuminant. As one historian.of the
industry has noted. Few products associated with America have had
so extensive an influence as kerosene on the daily living habits of so
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large a proportion of the world's population." But illumination was
not the sole application for petroleum. By 1900 some two hundred by-
products accounted for at least half of the industry's sales, and num-
here-d among them were the lubricating oils essential to the development
of industrialization. .Moreover, this expansion of output was being
aehieved while prices to consumers were being reduced. The wholesale
price of kerosene, for example. declined from 45C a gallon in 1863 to
about 6c by 1895, a dceline faster than any other drop in the general
wholesale price level of commodities 3'

Petroleum men had every right to feel prom: of themselves, theirs
was a truly impressive material aecomplishment. Yet. they found the
public reaction to their record contained as much wrath as it did ad-
miration. Many Americans argued strongly that the social cost of eco-
none progress had been too great, that this progress had required the
rise of big business as embodied in the giant corporation. and that that
instrumentality was destroying America's traditional role as a land of
opportunity. Very often the persons who joined the fight against big
business were those whose jobs or businesses had been directly and
adversely affected by the economic transformation. ,

A small manufacturer such as George Rice. determined to maintain
his independence in the fake of a galloping combination movement.
would speak out against the phenomenon in cataclysmic tones. Of
Standard Oil he wrote. "History proves that there. is no crime in the
calendarsave possibly murder- -of which it is not guilty or capable.
It is the blue-ribbon enemy of everything moral and religious, although
it includes within its corporation canting hypocrites who occupy front
sqls beneath the _altar in churches that are desecrated by their pres-
ence," And harkening hack to the example of the American colonists
and their revolt against George HI, he warned: "The last resort is for
the people to retake into their own hands the power that has been deld-
gated and abused, Vieance Committees have more than once had a
purifying influenee. There may he conditions which will again render
them a necessity. There is a limit to human forbearance. has that limit
yet been reaehed?"1"

After 1880 more and more of the attention of concerned Americans
focused upon the industrial corporations. especially (nose that had by
the process of eombination Lome to dominate a key industry. In March
1881 a young Clueago journalist. Henry Demarest Lloyd, fired what
might he regarded as the starting gun in the race by the public and its
representatives to cheek the aeeelerat;ng power of industrial enterprise.
In that month-Lloyd published in the A thoni, Monthly an article titled,
"The Story of a Great Monopoly," dealing with the success of the
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Standard Oil Company. The article, so popular that the issue had to be
reprinted six times, brought to the attention of most Americans for the
first time the fact that the petroleum industry had come to be dominated
by a single organization. From that point on, thc glare of the spotlight
was never shifted from the oil giant and its officials. Pamphlets, speeches,
articles, books, state and federal investigations remained dramatically
focused upon the operations of Standard Oil. It came for most Amer-
icans to particularly typify their new and uncertain industrialized society,
and when in 1890 in response to a tidal wave of public pressure, Con-
gress placed upon the statute books the Sherman Antitrust Act, it could
be said with only slight exaggeration that the law had been passed with
Standard Oil primarily in mind.

But enacting an antitrust.i-.w, it soon became clear, was not the same
as solving the problem of monopoly power in the United States. During
the decade of the 1890s, a imbination of lukewarm presidential interest
in antitrust prosecutions, iadequate .financing by the Congress of a
miniscule-Justice Departme lit, and unfavorable judicial interpretations of
key sections of the at resited in little progress in the campaign against
the trusts. The Standard Oil Company had itself apparently made
government action against it more uncertain by abandoning the old trust
framework and adopting instead, in the late 1890s, a holding company
structure.

The Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) now became the parent
corporation for the family of firms that formerly operated within the
trust umbrella. Thus despite the passage of the Sherman Act specifically
outlawing the trust device as a means of controlling an industry, thc oil
trust continued in existence under the guise of a new legal form. No
wonder that Georg Rice could write his friend, Henry Demarest Lloyd,
in 1897 that "surely the devil is at the heliti to guide the Standard Oil
Trust in all its devilish work, and there seems to be no overruling prov-
idence to demur or stop them, and laws are of no accout.t, and our
national emblem becomes a fraud and a farce." 4'

The ;890s had been busy years for Rice. He continually besieged the
Justice Department with requests for antitrust action against Standard
Oil. The Department did not respond favorably to his call, however,
and during the McKinley years it even informed Rice that the "alleged
combination, against which you complaii.ld" was "not of an interstate
character. "'

More sympathetic to Rice's aims was Flank Monnett, an ambitious
and energetic Ohio Attorney -General. Acting upon evidence and even
funds supplied by Rice, Monnett instituted a suit against the Standard
Oil Company of Ohio in 1898 seeking a forfeiture of its corporate
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...hatter. Despite. a Lonsiderable body of sensational testimony and even,
the faLc-to-fact; New Amsterdam IlotLI confrontation between Rice and
Ro.-kefe dLss.nbed earlier, the Supreme Court of Ohio dismissed the
suit in De %Amber. 1900. For Frank Monnett the decision had become
a. adtmi. as his Republican party had denied him renomination as
Attorney General in 1899 in punishment for his aggressive activities in
the antitrust field. Rice thus lost an influential ally.43

Three years later, in 1902. Rice was supplying a fresh ally, Ida
Tarbell, with the facts of his oil industry experiences, details which
would shortly appear in her Moor) of the Standard Oil Company series
for McClure's Magazine. RiLe was portrayed in that work as a dogged
and embattled defender of American free enterprise against the on-
slaughts of concentrated economic power."

At the .amt time. not entirely through with the judicial process, Rice
had returriLd to the courts., In between testifying in antitrust actions in
states ranging from Nebraska to Texas, he also filed suit in the United
Statues Court of Appeals in Trenton, New Jersey. charging the Standard
Oil Lombination with violation of ths. Sherman At and asking for triple
damages totalling three million dollars. It was his contention that
Standard Oil had destroyed his Marietta business. The suit was still
pending at the time of his death on February 28, 1905. and was later
dismissed by the Court on technical erounds.45

In his obituary. the New Yurk Times stated that Rice's life "had been
spait in hip fight for what he considered the right, and he often declared
that be would rather ba right than rich." The Petroleum Gazette added;
"It is within the facets to ssy that no other single individual has been so
instrumental as Mr. Rice was in forcing revelatioris of the inner work-
ings of the Standard Oil Company.'"' The comments of other reform
journals echoed a similar tone.

Ms.,: was to receive a posthumous vindiLation of sorts as Standard Oil
soon faLs.d what appcarLd to be a final wllision with the federal gcnern-
mcnt. A 1905 Congressilinal resolution mandated an investigation of the
petroleum situation,by the recently established Bureau of Corporations.
Unfortunately for Standard Oil, thL LomMissiona of the Burs.au, James
R. Garfield. had lately been taken" to task by the press for a report on
ths. meat industry that the public regarded as insullieiLntly givai
the Lurrent popularity of Upton Sinclair's graphic nor!, The Jungle.
Garfield. therefore, apparently resolved that tits. Bureau's oil report
would not sufkr the same fate. Its release in May 1906 vas a body blow
to the officials of Standard Oil, who had cooperated fully with the,
investigating agency.

Gartield'supported many of the allegations leveled at Rockefeller's
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organization over the years and thereby set in motion further actions by
Washington. On ?ovember 15 of the same year, the Justice Depart-
ment, with the encouragement of an increasingly progressive Theodore
Roosevelt. filed suit in the U.S. Circuit Court for the Eastern. District of
Missouri against the Standard Oil Company (New.Jersey)and the other
corporations of the combination. It was thc government's contention that
Standard Oil, by its past conduct and present stance in the petroleum
industry, stood in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act. Hearings on
.the suit began in the fall of 1907 and continued for fifteen months.

Despite a vigorous defense, a four-judge\ circuit court rendered a
unanimous decision unfavorable to the Standaidtompanies. On Novem-
ber 20, 1909, that court found Jersey Standaid and most of its sub-
sidiary corporations to be in violation of the Sherman Act. as an illegal
monopoly. Not surprisingly, the ruling was quickly appealed to the U.S.
Supreme Court. There arguments and briefs were again presented by
both sides with a fipal decision- not rendered until May 15, 1911.
:When it was announced, it merited banner headlines in every news-

paper in the land. The Supreme Court, upholding the verdict of the
lower circuit court, ordered the oil giant dismembered. Thirty-three
companies were to be severed from the parentage of Jersey Standard,
including 16 of its 20 largest affiliates.47

Ironically, the Court's holding that Standard Oil did constitute a
monopoly was reached at the very moment that the orgahfzation was
losing rather than retaining control over.Its industry. With Rockefeller
himself in retirement from the active management for over tern years,
Standards share of the market in 1911 was the smallest it had been for
decades. The opening' of irw crude fields ev.eii* fa-ster than it could
expand operations to keep pace, the rise of aggressive, integrated com-
petitors such as Pure Oil, Gulf, and Texaco; a reduced demand for
kerosene, Standard's staple, and a new demand for fuel oil, gasoline,
and other products, and a top management in the Jersey structure
marked by inereasing age an& conservatism, all contributed to reducing
its share of the nation's refining capacity to just over 60 percent by
1911.'

But It would not have been to George Rice's pleasure to have known
that the Standard organization, or at least the stockholders of its various
companies, seemed to ha% e actually benefited from the Court:ordered
separation. All Jersey Standard shareholders received their ratable pro-
portion of stock in the subsidiaries of which the holding company was
forced to divest itself. They found tfl.-e..elves in many instances sharing.
figuratively, in multiple gold mines rather than a single lode_ Dividends,
of the individual companies generally increased in the following year,
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4th! siva prices in a number of.instanees more than doubled after the
.1.=solut:on. Th. I m,..tin14 publie. through the information disseminated
',.rang the lengthy legal struggle. gauged fur the first time the enormous
:cal Aorth of the liarious Standard entities and began to bid for the stock
accerdingly. The principals holding the greatest interests in those corn:
13..nic,, and most notably John Rockefeller. found that the Supreme
Court of the United Statcs had made them ewn wealthier than they had
been before;

Naturally, the concern for the maintenance of economic opportunity
Id no; melt away with the pronouncement of the Supreme Court's
Standard O. dec.s.on. The trust issue remained a live question. pantie-
elarly in Ameriean .politieal debates after 1911. In the very next year
A probed to be the single most discussed subject in. the td-cornered
campaign of wootirtm Wilson, Theodore Roosevelt, and William

Taft for the Presideney, though in the decades following its
importance diminished.

Attitudes Toward "Competition" and "Monopoly"
in Recent Times

-

Riehard liofstadter unix eharacterize:Nhe years prior to 1914 as the
eta of the rounding Fathers of antitrust, while the quarter of a century

114 he termed "the era of neglect." Statistics would seem to
heat out fh. conclusion regarding the latter period. Prosecutions in-
,littitcd by the Justk; Department fluctuated between a low of only
three in some years to a high of just 22. eonsiderably short of the 29
begun in 191: Isiin antitrust ssas_the major issue and not even remotely
close to the S5 instituted in 1940!'"

The intrusion of World 1t an I and the necessity for the Wilson admin-
-ir,ition t.. base the support of the business community in the dart

Ncearc a 1,h-tory in an international conflict, the return to power in
of business- oriented Republican administrations, the better public

/iThaq.2.- of capitalist, fostered by the substantial philanthropic efforts of
Rockefeller, Carnceie. and others, and a conscious effort on the part of

ranklin Roosevelt during the sarly New Deal years to achieve the
rid 102,ti I ill rehabilitation of the depressed nation through a partnership

of all elements in the economy . all contributed to the relatively low
.,11hotii.tt, of the antitrust moc anent, This era of good Wing toward
but busii.ess terminated with Roosevelt's appointment in 1938 of
Thurman Arnold. an artie,.',..te and energetic Yale Law School professor,
to head the Antitrust Dicision of the Justice Department. Within a year
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Arnold had doubled the size ,A the Division and recruited young and
able legal talent to carry on the fight.

Taking on whole industries at a time. Arnold focused primarily on
protecting consumers and increasing their purchasing power. By 1943,
when he resigned to assume a scat on the Circuit Court of Appeals.
Arnold could point to the astounding record of having filed more than
half the suits instituted by the federal government during the entire
history of the Sherman Act to thit time.51

American industry wrought miracles of production in the war years
between Pearl Harbor and 1945.1n the peak year of that production,
1944, the flood of munitions reached a level 50 percent above that of
the enemy. The overwhelming bulk of this output was the work of the
nation's largest business enterprises. Indeed the Roosevelt administra-
tion had consciously presumed that only big business had the necessary
expertise. resources. and proven record of performance to win-tbeprfo-,
dui.t:on war. Some refurbishing of the image of business and business-
men was the result. While not quite regaining the pre -eminently favor-
able public opiniun it had enjoyed in the 1920s, the business community
neverthels found itself viewed with renewed respect. And-as economic
prosperity marked the years after 1945. that trend- continued. Further,
while antitrust prosecutions never halted entirely in the war and postwar
years. antitrust as a movement and as a major issue in American politics

all but ceased to exist.
But there has been a rhythm to the American acceptance of the

corporation, and beginning in the 1960s and continuing until today, a
growing adverse tide of public opinion has become apparent. One
scholar has explained it thus. "A more affluent, better-educated, more
critical public began to question the valee of ever-increasing production.
the resulting pollution and environmental decay, and the defective prod-
ucts and services being produced, and.,tery-tltrriliNprotest the public's
seeming Inability to influence the behavior of the busipess system." The
frustrations of the war in Vietnam, the suspicions ofthe gnergy crisis,
and the realities of business participation in the poliOal corruption of
the Nixon era all likewise contributed to the widespre4d criticism

How stands the American corporation today? Is its role in the nation's
life expanding or contracting? By what standards do we e judge its weeith?
These are erucial questions for Americans trying thoughtfully' to balance
economic achievement &ping the traditional values of the society.

Some contemporary data may serve as a starting point for their
analysis. By the end of the decade of the 1960s, the United States num-
bered some 1.6 million active corporations on its various legal rolls, or
approximately one corporation for every 126 persons in the country.
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Over the Fast half ccntury the corporate population has grown at a faster
rate than our human population. in 1910 there were 342 people felts
cad! corporation_ Coiporatioas also fotIncel an increasingly important
seement of all business structures as chartered enterprises rose from 14
rereent of all American businesses to one-third by 1970.

It is even more important to nob.. however. that the coiporate world
includes organizations of all sizes. While the- small far outnumber the
large. it is the latter which dominate the scene. Of the nearly one and
one half million corporations in 1965. some 94 percent had assets under
Si million_ But conversely, only 1900 companies, just 0.13 percent of
the aggregate, each had assets of S100 million or more.'"a

The widely read economist Kenneth Galbraith, seeing this
dis-Parity. has _conceived of Ameriean business as operating in two
distinct spheres or -systems." For him the prevailing sphere is the
-planning system" where duel! the "one thousand manufacturing. mer-
chandising. transportation. power, and finaeial corporations producing
approximately half of all the goods and services not provided by the
state." At the other pole. according to Galbraith. "making up the
remainder of the economy are around twelve million smaller firms,
including, about three million farmers whose total sales are less than,
those of the four largest industrial corporations." This world he terms
-the mart :t system" since it alone operates in accord with neoclassical
economic principles." Galbraith. reflecting the views of many observers
today. .accepts the existence of the planning system. but asks that its
potential be employed for the general good and that to insure that proper
direction. a public planning authority be created,

1-4.S willing to accept the inevitability of bigness and for that reason
more reflective of traditional views which still may be in the majority,

Ralph Nader Study Group ,Report on Antitrust Enforcement recently
liKled the antitrust issue "radically modern. According to the Nader
Group. "The charge of 'bad economics and 'irrational populism' is
misplaced . . . when' the point made is not that there should be ',lore
small. inetliei..nt units, but that General Motors. with $24 billion in
sales in Mir. could profitably be split into three to nine companies, or
that LIV, with S7 subsidiaries. is neither effleient nor interested in the
communities in which it invests.

Before any position is assumed on the question, however. the advice
of 1:_( ,L.A. management professor Neil IL Jacoby cuuld well be
heeded_ "Today. it is not enough to show that corporate enterprise has
been the major generator of an unprecedented material welfare for
Americans. It is also neee,sary to assess its effect upon equality of

racial and soaral discrimination, opportunities for self-
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fulfillment. juAice and equity. social mobility. the physical environment,

and the individual's sense of community
The American Lorporation. nact unreservedly regarded as a salutary

addition to the national scene despite its twp centuries and more of

existence. would have under Jacoby's criteria even more tests to pass
than in the age of Rockefeller and Rice. Tht. odds are, however, that no
matter what its score, it will fall short of that required for a final and
permanent acceptance. In the United States, the fact that some men
possess power over the activities and fortunes of others is sontetimes
recognized as inevitable but never accepted as satisfactory.

Persistent Questions
Related to "The Pursuit of Happiness"

Is concentrated economic power too potentially dangerous
to trust to any corporation, no matter how well intentioned
or public Spirited it might claim to he?

Is America a better nation socially and politically if its

economy is characterized by many small business units
rather than by a few large corporations?

Has the affluence, and prosperity achieved by the United
States in the twentieth century been more the result of the
acrions of individuals or of organizations?

is there still room for "the little man" in the American
economy today?
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PART TWO

Teaching About Values

We 1101(i HU'S( raltilS (0 self evident. that all Men
are created equal. that they are endowed by their
( ;reator with certain unalienable Rights, that anu
these are Life, Liberty. and the Pursuit of 1-1( finess
That to secure these Iiiyhts, Gocerninents are
instituted (MUM(' their just Pt iltITS f11)11)
The Consent of the Governed.
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Introduction

These are difficult and dangerous times. As the authors of the

essays in Part I point out, the "self-evident" and "inalienable" rights
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" are becoming more
and more endangered. Much of what we find in the world is not
very pleasant to behold. The apathy and lack of concern of large
numbers of people for other hifman beings of a different color,
origin, area, or social class continue to be widely documented in
the daily press, in popular magazines, and on radio and television.
In some parts of the world, household pets eat better than do large
numbers of children and adults in other areas. The air in some cities
is so tad -that physical exertion is impossible during daylight hours.
Lung cancer, once a rarity, now kills more persons per year than all
other types of cancer combined. Crime and violence steadily in-
crease. Inflation and unemployment persist. At the present two
percent per year growth in world population, the earth will be
inhabited in the year 2010 by twice as many people as it is today.

Given this state of affairs, it is small wonder that many people are
worried and afraid, confused and uncertain. The quality of all our
lives is reduced, by unsafe cities, bad air, poisoned water, ugly
buildings, corrupt officials, lobed ones wounded or dead. Neverthe-
less, our, present state-of affairs did not just happen. The problems
we now face and the kind of world in which we now live have
developed over the years as a result of policies put for not put) into
effect in the past by men and women just like ourselves. At one
time or another, decisions were made for not made) oy individuals
in positrons of authority and responsibility that have helped to
shape the world we presently know. Consider just these items:

Bern. ktorld-wide public expenditures for military research and
development in 1972 totaled some $25 billion, for all medical
research S4 billion.

Item, In 1973, in a period relatively free of major wars, the
nation, of the world were spending in total more than $240 billion
a year on defense- against (presumably) military attack by some

141,
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other member of the wodd community. An estimated 540-50 billion
of this ar:..ual outlay was for nuclear weaponry.

/um. Out of an adult world population of two and one-half
billion, more than 700 million people are unable to read or write.

Item. World food scarcity, with the threat of growing starva-
tion, became an increasingly grave i>sue.in 1974. Acute food short-
ages were reportedly_ more widespread than at any other time in
history. In the developing world, an estimated 460 million people
were suffering from severe malnutrition, up to half of the deaths of
children under 5 years old were attributed to food deficiencies.*

'Item. Some 1.5 million persons are estimated to hz ve died in
Indochina in the last ten years of war, of which the great majority
were civilians.

Item. It is estimated that the burning of fossil fuels such as coal,
oil, and natural gas places as much as fifteen billion tons of carbon
dioxide (CO2), a major pollutant, into the atmosphere annually.
Pollutants like CO2 have the opacity to increase the temperature of
the earth's surface, threteby cau-sing_a rise of ocean level by as,much
as 300 feet every 100 years. Present predictions suggest that by the
year 2000 enough CO2 will have been released to raise the earth's
temperature by two degrees.**

Wars, pollution,,and poverty, however, do not "just happen."
They exist because we allow them to exist, because our leaders
chose to enac.t.policies that encouraged their development and
brought them into being. flow problems like these are thought _
about and dealt with in the future, by us and our leaders, will
determine not only the kind of world titre shall live in in the year> to
come, but also even if we shall have a world to live in.

One thing is clear. If we and our students do not think about
these problems and their consequences for all of humankind, we
cannot take steps to deal with them humanely and intelligently in
order to try and shape the kind of world that we want to have. We
cannot plan for a future world if we do nut have some conception

The information in this and the previiius three items was obtained from Ruth
Leger Sward, World Military and SULIell fripenchture, 1974 New York. institute For
World Order, InC, 1974), p. 3. (c) Ruth Leger Sivard.

" This information was obtained from Wurld Military Expenditures, 1970. U.S.
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, U.S. Government Printing Office, Was.
ington, D.C. 20402. Cited rn William A. Nesbitt, ed., Data on the Human Crms.
A Handbook for Inquiry (New York. University of the State of New York, Certer
for International Programs and Comparative Studies, Stott. Education Department,
Albany, New York, 1972), p. 18,
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as to what kind of place that wurldis to-be. And any conception of
what we want the world to bt_ i-ifse is rooted in our values. It seems
to me that, as educators, we really have only two choices. We can
accept the present state of affairs as reflecting a set of trends that
will continue into tyre future and which we and our descendants
can do little, if anything, to change a nq by defauli we can imbue
our students with that attitude), or we can do our best to help
students acquire the kinds of information and skills that they will
need to be able to think seriously about these problems and their
consequences and to act when and as action is appropriate and

needed.
We shall need more than the so-called "new" social studies of

the 19fr0s with its emphasis on inquiry- and the ''structure" of the
social science disciplines, however, to bring this about. So, too,
shall we need more in the elementary schools than only a renewed
emphasis on the basics of reading, writing, and arithmetic if we ar,-:
to help students locate, propose, analyze, and evaluate possible
solutions to.these problems. We shall need nothing less than serious
and sustained attention to values and value issues at every grade
level. The identification, comparison, and analysis of values and
value positions, along with a systematic exploration of value issues
and conflicts, need to be a continuous and planned part of class-
room activity throughout the grades. A major purpose of Part 11 of
this Yearbook, therefore, is to suggest some ways to bring this
about.

Before we begin, however, it is appropriate to indicate, as was
done in the introduction to Part 1, what this part of the Yearbook
I, not. Part II is not an attempt to describe all r,i the approaches to
values education that currently exist. Nor is it an attempt to illustrate
how to teach about the values of life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness in social studies classrooms, though some reference will
be made to teaching about these values. Rather, it is an attempt
to suggest some generically applicable ideas and strategies that

teachers can use to help students:

formulate some idea of what a value is;
know the difference between a factual-type que,tum, an inferential
question, and a luestion of value;
know what a value-indicator is;
make reasonable inferences about a person's values,
compare and contrast values;
participate in value discussions;
evaluate value-claims;
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evaluate evidence offered to support an.argument;
increase their understanding of why different people value different
things;
realize that values conflict;
explore and evaluate alternative, and vorbequences in value conflict
situations.

This is a pretty tall order, end hence no claim is made that what
will be presented here is in any way a comprehensive treatment, or
the only way to bring about the objectives listed above. Many other-
approaches, both similar and different, have been proposed.* All
need to be studied, tried out, and carefully evaluated according to
criteria agreed on by the social studies profession. indeed, a care-
fully t-ontrolled study of alternative approaches to values education
is long overdue. What is claimed here is that the strategies and
ideas presented are vi. Ile tools that any teacher can use to get
students thinking and-talking about values and value issues in the
classroom.

A,word about-the essays- presented -in- Part -I. I- deliberately decided
not to restrict my examples to selections taken from these four
essays. I have included a fair number of examples taken from Part I,
of course, since the issues presented there (especially the case
studies) do offer a number of excellent points of departure for
engaging students in value discussions. But I also have included
many other examples, taken from a variety of sources and dealing
with a variety of topics, to illustrate the generic applicability of th-E-
ideas and strategies which I propose.

Jack R. Fraenkel

See, for example, Donald W. Oliver and !..roes P. Shaver, Teaching Public Issues
in the High School 4130aiin. Houg iton `ilifflin, 1966), Louis E. Raths, Merrill Harmin
and Sidney B. Simon, Values and Tc..ching (Columbus, Ohio. Charles Merrill, 1966);
Michael So-wen, Student Values as Educational Objectives (Boulder, Colorado:
Social Science Education Consortium, 1966), Maurice P. Hunt and Lawrence E.

Metcalf, [caching High School Social Studies (New York. Harper and Row, 1968);
Lawrence L. Metcalf, ed, L dues Education. Rationale, Strategies, and Procedures,
41st Yearbook, National Council for the Social Studies (Washington, D.C.: NCSS,

19711, Lawrence lsohlberg, the Cognitive-Developmental Approach to Moral Edu-
cation,' Phi Delta Kappan. lune, 1975, pp. 670-677, and James P. Shaver and
William Strong. Facing 'value Decisions. Rationale Budding for Teachers (Belmont,
California Wadwortli Publishing Co., 19761.
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The Nature of Values

Each of the four case studies discussed in Part I of this Yearbook
suggests a basic truth about history. it is loaded with values. A valu: is
an ideaa concept -gout what someone thinks is important in life.
When a person values something (an object, another-person, ail idea, a
way of behaving). he* deems it worthwhileworth having, worth doing,
or worth trying to attain. All of the episodes in Part I make this clear.
Ameriean reactions to the practice of impressing American seamen by
Great Britain and other nations during the early 1800s, the persistent
efforts of feminists throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies to obtain the right to ..ote for women, the perseverance of the
Mormons as they strugg:cd against perseetition and government control,
and the activities of John D. Rockefeller in building Standard Oil are
striking :,xampies of buy, the values of people affect not only their own
behavior, but also the behavior of others.

Like all ideas, values do not exist in the world of experience, but in
people's minds. They arc .standards of conduct, beauty, efficiency, or
worth that people endorse and that they try to-live up to or maintain.
All people have values, although they may not always be consciously
aware of what Weir values are. As standards. values help us to deter-
mine, in the simplest .s,,nse, if we like something or not, and in, a more
.complex way, to evaluate whether a particular thing (object, person,
idea, event, action) or class of things is good or bad, desirable or
undesirable, beautiful or ugly, worthwhil, or not, etc., or somewhere in
between.

The most important standards that we have arc the ones by which
we judge conduct by which we determine what kinds of actions are
proper and worthwhile and what kinds are not. These standards are our
moral tallies. Moral values represent guides to what is right and just.
Thus a person may argue that it is not right to kill another person
because human life is sacred. Since he values human life, he views the
Joking of a life as wrong.

Different people, of course, value different things. Most men and
women did nut buppurt feminist efforts to obtain the vote during the
1800. The -value- ot Mormonism was certainly not something shared
by the majority of Americans in the late nineteenth century, nor is it
today. And even Jefferson's assertion of the value of "life" as an inalien-

" In order to make the flow of my writing as smooth as possible. I shall use the
pronoun he' when refeiring to teahers and other adults, and tfit pronoun "she"
when referring to students.
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abic right has continually been thallimp.d by many individuals and
gssvernments since. he first put the v.ords to paper.

People not only value different things. but they also may value the
s,4irse thing for different mason :.. l au. reasons that people giv, for valuing
.- _,meshing .,an tell us quite a bit about them. Some value certain things
f-e...ause they have. Ken told tha, these things are "important" or
valuable" or "worth valuing.- Others value certain kinds of things
music auttArohies or toloo:t because these things appeal to their

...tcs this lik, them. These are thinp that they enjoy and prefer to
arsou..J. They feel whert.they hear or see these things.

will often go to a fair amount,of time and trouble to bc where these
thin, are. Taste. however. depends on experience. One's taste (the
kind, (sf things one likes and enjoys) is likely to be rather narrow until
,n, -has had the opportunity to experience many different things and

bcconic awar- s different alternativesaware that there are many
nt ;,,t-sus of things to have and do that can be enjoyed and valued.

It I, f...r this rc.i.on that teachcrs should do their best to engage, students
in as. many different kinds of learning experiences as they can.

Somc flung, may t- valu(A because they are worth a large hmount of
money .n the marketplace -that is, many people arc willing to pay a
(crtam numbcr of dollars to obtain such things as a house. a new jacket.
an afterno -", tabor. or a reciprocal trade agreement with another
nation it is Jn the% sots,- that some things may be .-onsidered invaluable

the persn who awns thcm cannot conceive of any amount of money
1,4 which he or shc would part with the item. Also. some people may

something-because they believe it will allow them to live as they
could not tstherwise. Thus many people value a stricter (or looser)
intcrprctatin of the Constuation by the courts. or the abolition (or
prez.ervatiorii of the ilsath ps:nalty, or less (or more) stringent laws
relating to Lk( uss. of marijuana. or greater (or lesser) involvement in
...aid affairs because ills.) believe that this will allow everyone to live
more freely and safely.

.11,0 dad in tams of the amount of importance we attach to
tb:m Soms. values. '1101 as, a liking fur lord automobiles. are essentially
personal TI.., represent and reflect a person's tastewhat
hc 11RO. and prefers over other things of a similar nature. We arc not
likely io argue that others must also value such things. though we
usually f ifurst.hequitt. pleased if they do. Sonic vralties, however.
are Cat wort. important in du. wog ANinftan personal preferences.
In they ar, cif such importance that the holder of such values is
fresitiuntly prepared to argue that other people also should hold them.
Such values are %loved as basic to "the good lifs." as essential to life
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in general and to the quality of life in particular_ "Respect for persons"
is such a value for many people. Equal opportunity. antipathy toward
war, and universal suffrage are other such values. Many other values,
such as honesty. bravery, tau. cleanliness. appear to fall somewhere
between these two eremes. Tliej are more important to us than
personal preferences, yet we do nut consider them as essential to the
survival of the species. And a value that is essentially personal pr cr-
eme at one time may over time. or in certain contexts, take on the atus
of a more basic, fundamental value (the value now being placed on
ecologydeveloping and maintaining a dean and healthy environment
is an example).

We also use our values in another way. Wt. often set certain standards
to help us achieve or acquire other vtalues we consider important. These
are frequently referred to as instrumental 'aloes. the American colonists
revolted against Greiit Britain in order to govern themselves. The act of
rev °imam was ar/ instrumental value viewed as necessary to attain some-
thing else of greater amp rta46cthe establishment of a government
that wc.uld derive its powe s "from the Consent of the Governed: _ ."

Instrumental values arc he means that people endorse as being im-
portant c.nd necessary other values. or nds, that are usually

m(but not assarily) died important in and of themselves. A
continuing cknger in this reg*d is that means may become ends without
our being aware of itthe instrumental ..aluc may become valued not
because it leads on to sornething else that is valued (and presumably
justified), but as an end in itself. This may vr may not be a good thing.
For example, leaders (teachers?) who value laws as being necessary to
the maintenance of a just and ordcrly society may come to value laws
for the sake of laws alone, insisting after a -chile that any and all laws
be obeyed automatically, no matter what the law requires.

The reverse is also true. For some individuals, certain ends become
No important that they fail to consider means. They decide to use any
and all means at their disposal. no matter what they involve, to attain
those ends. To a considerable degree, this is descnptive of many of those.
Including President Nixon. who became caight up in the scandals of
Watereate.

Idea and Feeling

As mentioned prcviously, values arc ideas about what is important in

life. They ate c'ncepts, abstractions. As such, they can be defined.

compared, contrasted, analyzed, generalized about, and debated.
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As standards, they can be used explicitly to judge the worth of things.
But values also have another dimension, an emotional one. For values

are emotional Limunitments. One docs not value something that he or
she doesn't likc %cry mud). There is a cons:derable amount of feeling
involved. People are concerned they WIC about the things that they
value. and they care about them a good deal. Susan B. Anthony is
casein point. She not only believed that suffrage for women was im-
portant. but she eared enough to put her beliefs to the test of voting
when it was against the law for her to do so, and to face the con-
sequences of her act. It is this fact that values are both idea and
feeling. that they have both cognitive and affective componentsthat
is so often overlooked by many who profess to be "value-educators"
today.

One.. ac view %aleies as both intellectual and emotional commitments,
.t follows logiea:ly that values-education-inclined educators must plan
for both the emotional and intellectual growth and development of

We want people not only to have values, but also to be
able to justify their values both logically and morally. If one accepts
this premise. educators must think about ways by which they can not
only help students to think about what people (including, of course,
themselves) consider important and how they feel about things, but
also iik they consider these things important and ,why they feel the way
they do. This means devising strategies and procedures by which
teachers can students in processes that will develop and improve
their intellectual abilities, i.e., their ability to think logically. to gather
relevant data, to verify assertions, to offer reasoned explanations, and to
thaw warranted eunelosions. It also means devising strategies and proce-
dures by which teachers can help students increase their capacity to e
empathize with others from a wide variety of different cultures and
haekgrounds so they can begin to understand (though not necessarily
accept or agree with) values different from their own, or those of their
parents and friends. Any program or set of activities or procedures that
is referred to as values education" which does not take into account
and plan for both the intellectual and emotional dimensions of human
beings is incomplete at best.

value- Indicators

Values cannot be duet-fly observed. They must be inferred from value-
indicators what people say and do. Both the actions and statements of
people offer clues about their values.
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People's actions often gise us ideas as to what they value. The
activities in which people engage Uoir...iNtcn tly and wiliingly, without
being coaxed or threatened. often are quite resealing. Consider Susan B.
Anthony's decision to regLster and %cite in that election in 1872, or the
tarring and feathering of Joseph Smith by Mormon dissenters in 1837.
What do their actions sungest about their values?

Or. in a more immediate context. consider each of the following
examples. What do they suggest about the %Ales of the teachers
involved?

a fourth-grade teacher in Atlanta. Georgia requires that students raise
their hands before they may speak out in class discussions,
a tenth-grade teacher in St. Louis. Missouri requires that all written
Jssignmcnts be completed in ink. and penalizes students ,if words are
misspelled:
a twelfth-grade teacher in Detroit. Michigan refuses to lase an opinion
on the desirability of school busing when asked to by the class
because the topic is too "controversial" in nature;
an eighth-grade teacher in San Francisco, California requires students
to memorize and recite aloud, with no mistakes, the Preamble to the
Constitution of the United States;
an eleventh-grade teacher in Miami. Florida has students compare
and contrast descriptions of the American Resolution as presented in
British and American textbooks:
a-sesenth-grade teachei in Omaha, Nebraska exhorts her students to
-think cinicalt,," yet spends most of the class' time lecturing about
"the men and woman who have made this country great";
a first-grade teacher in Seattle. Washington holds weekly "classroom
meetings" in which the class members vote on classroom rules and
procedures;
a ninth-grade teacher in New York City requires that students develop
at least one "action project" during the semester, in which they
commit themselses to something to improve "the quality of life in
New York City"-;
a sixth-grade teacher in Phoenix. Arizona has students analyze two
telesision programs a week in terms of the amount and kinds of
propaganda which they contain.

Actions. therefore. can preside one clue to values. But a person's
nord,s, as act down in .pecches, letters. proclamations, editorials, articles,

1
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or other forms of wfitten or spoken communieation. can also provide
us with clues about what he or she values. Thomas Jefferson, for
example. set forth some of the basic %.11tols of the American revolu-
tionaries in the Declaration of Independence in 1776:

We hold tluNc truths to be self-evident. that all Men are created equal.
ih..t they arc endowed by then Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that
among ilmsc arc Life. Liberty. and the Pursuit of Happiness. That to secure
these rights. Governments are instituted among Men. deriving their just
roues,: from the consent of the governed.

The Constitution of the United States. along with the Bill of Rights,
%vas later adopted partly in order to guarantee the values identified in
the Declaration of Independence.

Words. then. 4. an also be value - indicators. Written or spoken state-
ment. like Jeffcrson's iodieatc that an individual views a particular thing
or class of :flings as possessing a certain amount of quality or merit
(though cr.aetb /ion mudi is nut always clear ). and therefore is worth
obtaining. doing. or if a polies) following. Such statements are called
I aloe-judgmcs.

Anothcr type of value judgment is a statement indicating what an
individual or group thinks should be done, whether it has been done in
the past or not.* The past (not to mention the present) is full of
examples of people telling other people what "should" or "should not"
be done. Impressment should be resisted by tiny means at our disposal."
"Kings should be the servants. not the proprietors of the people."
Women should have equal political rights with men." "No person's life

should be taken for granted." "No government should be deposed
because of transient faeturs." "The basic rights.of all people should be
guaranteed by Such statements suggest that the speAker considers
the t -ohs, t referred to (impressment. kings.' political rights, life,
government. basic rights; as being important in some way- -worth
having or doing. or the reverse..

l3uth a person's words and actions. therefore, may constitute cadence
of %Oat ht:, or she values. We cannot be absolutely certain, of course,
since the person ma:, be trying to deceive or confuse us. The more
evidence we have ( the more of a person's actions and sayings we have
observed under a wide variety of conditions), therefore, the more
accurate a picture we are likely to obtain of what is valued.

When issued by pultiiwarts or government Jev,ision-makers, this type of value-
judgment is usually called a policy statement.

141
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Values, Teaching, and the Schools

During the late 1960s and the 1970s, interest _in values educatI n
greatly increased among social studies educators. Many books, gam-
phlets. articles, and-chapters in methods textbooks appeared which were
devoted to the topic. The topic became a favorite one for professional
meetings and keynote addresses at conferences and conventions of social
studies teachers, and the subject of a veritable host of workshops held
around the country. Many of the newer history and social studies cur-
riculum materials and courses of study are now concerned with questions
of value. Unfortunately, however, there is little evidence to show that
value questions and issues are explicitly identified, discussed, and
analyzed in a systematic way in most social studies classrooms.

The Lag Between Advocacy and Practice

Systematic and explicit exploration of value issues does not occur in
most schools. The reasons for this lag between what is being advocated
in texts and articles and presented at social studies conferences and
workshops, and what is being taught in the schools are easy to under-
stand. Most teachers, like most adults, grew up in a culture which tradi-
tionally viewed questions of value as essentially private matters which
were not to be discussed in public. Often, parents and other groups
oppose the discussion of controversy, which questions of value, by their
fiery nature, involve. Furthermore. some teachers fear that any explicit
attempt to develop values or to discuss value issues on their part boils
down to indoctrinating students. Many, influenced during their under-
graduate (and often graduate) training by historians and social scien-
tists to concentrate on -getting the facts,- state that they have more than
enough to do trying to "get the subject matter- across without having to
worry about values. Others believe that values education is more
properly the domain of the family or the church. And a few confess that
they are ignorant about how-to proceed.

Though these objections and fears are understandable, they should
not keep suual studies educators from teaching about values in their
classrooms. In the first place, many issues which once were viewed as
pnvate matters are now topics frequently ,discussed in newspapers and
magazines. Secondly, it is clear that teachers can help students think
about and discuss value-laden issues in their classrooms without insisting
on the acceptance of any one point of view.

As far as subject matter goes, any subject is loaded with questions and
issues about values, and to ignore this fact is to ignore much that is rich
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and exciting about the subject. How can me teach about-the :lezision of

President Truman to drop the atomic burnt) or. Hiroshima rd Nagasaki.
the Supreme Court opinion. of John Marshal!. United States participa-
tion in Vietnam. what makes art "great" or music "excjtine." or even
classroom rules without referring to value? The case studies presented
in Part I of this Yearbook are amp:e testimony to this fact. It would be
impossible to teach about impressment, or woman suffrage. or the
Mormon dream, or the activities of John D. Rockefeller without saying.
at least implicitly. somethine.about values.

The argument that satires education more properly belongs in the
home or church is a traditional one, but there is little evidence that any
sort of 5.1.sfemaric and T.:pilaf discussion of values and value issues
ocean. in these institutions. When one considers that the children of a
majority of Americans do not attend church regularly, or that few
parents are trained in discussion techniques or rational argumentation,
and that there' is no evidence to indicate that many are inclined to
become trained, it seems unrealistic to assume that we should rely on
the home and ,.hunch rather than the school as a foundation for values

education. It is not that other institutions in our society could not initiate

and maintain some sort of ongoing. systematic discussion of values
issues; it is that they base not done so. and there is no evidence to
indicate that they intend to do so. If this is to be done, I think, the
schools most do it.

Values Education Is Unavoidable

It should be realized that teachers already ifo teach values. Everything

that a teacher does in the classroomhis actions, sayings, gestures
smacks of salues. All of the activities in which teachers engagethe
books they ask students to read, the seating arrangements they establish.

the topics they choose to discuss, the films and filmstrips they select, the
speakers they finite. the movies and plays they endorse, the assignments

they give, and the examinations they prepare all suggest to students
that they view some ideas. events, individuals, policies, and behaviors

as being more important than others for students to consider.
Nor is it just teaching alone that is Yalue-impregnated. So too are the

schools as a whole. As John Childs once remarked. the organization of

a system of schools is in itself a moral enterprise, for it represents a
deliberate attempt by a homan society to control the pattern of its own
evolution.' Charles Silberman illustrated clearly in Crisis in the Class-
room= that values permeate not only the "formal" curriculum of the
schoolthe deliberately planned-for experiences which arc designed to
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accomplish the intended, though nut always explicitly stated, goals of
the various areas of the curriculum- but also the "hidden" curriculum
the experiences which are not planned and which result in unintended
and often undesired student learnines.

One of the clearest examples of the hidden curriculum can be found
in the celebrated Tinker case which occurred in Des Moines, Iowa, in
1%4 As a symbol of protest against the Vietnam war, several students
%Core black armbands to school fur a day. When they were asked to
remove the armbands, the students refused and they were suspended.
This decision of the school administration was taken to court by the
parents of the students in question. The resulting case, Tinker v. Des
tioincs, was eventually appealed to the Supreme Court. The High Court,
in a 7-2 decision, ruled that students arc "persons" under the Constitu-
tion. and that, under the First Amendment, various forms of peaceful
protest (such as the wearing of armbands) qualify for protection as a
form of free "s-peech."

What do incidents like this coney to students about the values of the
schools they attend? What do they suggest about the kinds of things that
the school expects the students themselves to value? Do the formal and
hidden curriculums of the school conflict in any ways? And if so. how?
The implications of what guts va, both formally and informally, cannot
help but give students sorne_idcas about what the school and the teachers
and administrators within it Consider important. Are those things which
teachers and administrators do in schools the kinds of things they want
their students to emulate? Are the policies which are stated or implied
in %dim)l regulations what teachers and administrators want to stress?
Is that which taught what teachers and administrators believe should
be taught? Are the values which teachers reflect in the materials and
procedures that they use the values they want to reflect? The Bicen-
tennial gives us a renewed opportunity to think about the values
expressed in tan Deelarat:on of Independence and the Constitution. Do
our classroom and our schools_maintain and enhance those values?

As we enter into our third century as a nation, it is important for all
who teach the social studies to think about these, questions, for what
happens in our classrooms and in our schools says much about our
%attics.

Questions That Get At Values

1.ct us now consider some procedures that teachers can use to help
Amistudents think about % + in social studies classrooms. In the pages
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which follow, emphasis is placed on suggesting ways to make reasoned
inferences about values, and tb, discuss value issues intelligently Other
vrorthwhilsobjectives, particularlk those which focus on helping students

to act on their values, are given lesser attention. This has been done for
three reasons; space limitations; a belief that the developMent of

strategies designed to help students think systematically about value

issues has been under-emphasized, and, as regards social action in pur-

suit of values, a belief that intelligent action requires thinking before-

hand.
The essence of any inquiry into values lies in the asking of appro-

priate questions by teachers and students. "Appropriate" questions are

those which assist teachers and students to achieve a particular objective

or set of objectives which they consider important. It follows, therefore,
that there are many different types of questions which can be asked.

Determining what sort of question to ask students requires that
teachers ask themselves some questions as well. "Where am I going?"
"What do I want to accomplish?" "Why do I want to accomplish this?"

"Will this particular question or set of questions help me accomplish

what I want to accomplish?" Getting students to search for factual
information requires one type of question, getting them to give examples

or define what they mean by a particular word or phrase requires a
different type, and getting them to make inferences about the reasons
and values which underlie facts requires still another type. All ques-
tions, of course, require careful thinking if they are to be effective. The
point being made here is that different purposes dictate different
questions.

Let me suggest and give a few examples of three categories of ques-
tion.; that might be asked. These categories include:

questions which ask for facts
questions which ask for definitions
questions which ask for inferences

These categories differ in terms of the purposes behind them, and the

types of responses they are likely to bring forth.

Questions Which Ask for facts

The chief purpose of facteal-type questions is to determine if students
have acquired or obtained a desired amount of factual data. Here are

some examples:
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Who was the author of A Tale of Two Cafes?
What territory did the United States purchase from France in 1803?
When was the Peace Corps established?
Where is the country of Chad located?

4; How did the Americans react to the issue of impressment in the
1800s?
In what order did the states ratify the Bill of Rights?.
What was the name of the judge who presided over the trial of Susan
B. Anthony in 1873?

Notice that factual-type questions- ask students to make assertions
( factual claims) about the observable world, and things, events, or
individuals that exist or take place within it. These assertions are
ultimately verifiable by recourse to observation.

Questions Which Ask for Definitions

The main purpose of definitional-type questions is to find out what a
student means when she uses a given term or phrase. Here arc some
examples:

What is the meaning of the term "vertical integration"?
Can you give me an example?
What characteristics must someone possess to qualify as a "great"
President?

To answer this type of question, students must either give an example
or describe essential characteristics. Note drat there is no such thing as
a "'correct" answer to a definitional -type question, only more or less
"agreed-on" answers. When students offer a definition, they arc not
describing a state of affairs, or the occurrence of an event or happening.
They are not saying something about the nature of the real world, but
urf cad something about the meaning of words. The acceptability of a
student's response to a definitional-type question lies in the degree to
which the definition being given agrees with an official or authoritative
definition to he found in a recognized source (e.g., a dictionary). If the

ord being defined does not appear in a dictionary, the acceptability of
the definition depends on the degree to which it is clear and promotes
understanding by those with whom the term is being used.
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Questions Which Ask for Inferences

Inferential-type questions ask students to "go beyond the data- pre-
viously acquired, to t_xplain why they think something happened, draw
a conclusion. suggest an attitude, feeling, or value, or a state of mind,
or fora a hypothesis about what might happen sometime in the future.

Here are some examples:

What caused the people to tar and feather Joseph Smith?
How did George Rice feel about John D. Rockefeller?
Mat else might Alice do?
What conclusion can you draw from all this?
What would you say Susan B. Anthony considered important?
If she did that, what might happen?

Here many answers, all equally acceptable, are possible. There is no
such thing as "the- or even "a" correct answer to inferential-type ques-
tions. Students are being asked to do such things as reflect on and
analyze facts, to explain possible relationships which they think exist
among facts, to identify feelings and values, or to "make a reasoned
guess" as to how something will turn out. Notice that all questions which
ask students to identify values are inferential-type questions (see Figure
1).

Figure 1
TYPES OF RESPONSES

WHICH DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF QUESTIONS CALL FOR

Factual -type questions
ask for:

Definitional-type
questions ask for

Inferential-type
questions ask for:

names
dates
places
events
descriptions

characteristics
examples
meanings

conclusions
alternatives
generalizations
values

- feelings
hypotheses

Questioning Patterns

It is not only the questions that a teacher asks that are important in

value ,discussions, but also the way in which he asks these questions.
As mentioned earlitir, it is most important to get a variety of responses,
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emitted and recorded in order to get as much factual data as possible
...hated so that students will hate a substantial base of information
.o,ailable from which to make inferences. We also want to encourage
students to offer as many inferences about reasons and %3IlICS as they
can in order to ineicase their understanding and expand their awareness
of how other people think and %aim. Aecordingly, two sorts of ques-
tioning patterns suggest themsel% es. The first, called horizontal extend-
ing, is used when a teacher desires to get more of the same type of
rtsponse from students. For example, if a teacher wants more facts to
eonic out, he continues to ask faetu..I-type questions of several students
before asking any other type of question. If more inferences as to why
the facts occurred are desired, the teacher continues to ask questions
which call fur inferences about reasons. The same applies to any other
type of question that might be asked. The same type of question is asked
again and aguin.bcfore musing on to a different type. In the example
below, the koala is trying to elicit as many facts as he can from a
Jass that has just re.ael_abOia the trial of Susan B. Anthony as presented
in the ease study in Part I. The teacher proceeds as follows:

T: All right, what can you tell me about what Susan Anthony did here?
Remember. I'm interested in what she did or said. not what you think
of her at this point (asking for facts).

Al. She tried to register to vote. but the registrar wouldn't allow her to.
Joe: Her sister went with her.
Al: Neither of them was allowed to register.

Joe: Right.
T: What else can you tell me about her?

Sue: There were other women who tried to register too. but they weren't
allowed to either.

Bob: Well, not exactly.
T: What happened. Bob!

Bob: Susan Anthony flat allowed to registo. She was refused the first time
she tried. but then she returned and the registrar allowed her and some
other women to register this time.

Al: Oh. yeah. I remember, she promised to pay any legal costs which
might arise that is, which the registrars might have to pay and they
agreed then to let her and those other women register for the election.

Sue: She was cool! I reallfadmire what she did.
T: Is that something that we can observe about Susan Anthony, Sue, or

your impression of her?
Sue: iSfy impression_

T: Ok.y. but right now let's keep trying to zero in on what's e said or
did rather than tell how we feel about her. We'll have lots of ime for
that later. Now, what else happened in this situation?
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The teacher in this instance is seeking to obtain from his class as
many facts as he can regarding the pc.,plc in the case study. Therefore,
he repeatedly asks unb questions which call for factual information.
His purpose in doing so i.-, to get as many of the facts of the situation
identified and record, d as he can so that there will be a sizable base of

information available from which students can make inferences. Once
he has obtained as many facts as his judgment tells him he is likely
to get in this situation, he can proceed to ask a series of questions which
call for inferences about reasons, when he has acquired a fair number
of such inferences, he.can ask a series of questions which call for in-

ferences about valtu.s, questions which call for students to suggest
similarities and differences, to form conclusions, etc. Figure 2 illustrates

this pattern of horizontal extending.

Figure 2
HORIZONTAL EXTENDING

Kind of information desired
dictates type of question
asked. Teacher asks several
of the same type of question
to several students before
asking a different type of
question. Student #1 Student #2 Student #3 Etc.,

Questions asking for a.
conclusion (ConQ)

Questions asking for an
inference about values
(VaIQ)

Questions asking for
reasons (ReasQ)

Questions asking for
facts (FacQ)

ConQ.1ConQ ___.).-ConQ .=.).. ---.)...
L 4- .- - _. ...4.

VaIQ -1-.--.).-- I-rValQ---0.-ValQ --).
4 - -. - - 4.

ReasQreasQ --ii- --o-ReasQ --).-I
,..

FacQ Etta. FacQ ----;:l-----+- 31.-
.

%.

t

A second type of pattern is that of vertical ebending. This pattern
is used when a teacher wishes to obtain a different kind of response
after having obtained several resOnses that are of the same type_ For

example, when a teacher follows a factual-type question with one which

asks for inferences about reasons and then follows this question with

one which asks for inferences about values, he is engaging in vertical
extension. This pattern is usually followed when one wishes to have a
student or class make inferences and draw conclusions about a particu-
lar fact, rather than produce a large number of facti and inferences for
charting. Here is an example:
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T; Who can name an explorer who sailed from Europe during the
fifteenth century? Doris? (asking for facts)

Doris: Columbus?
T: Okay. Why did Columbus sail at that time. Doris? (asking for

inferences about reasons)
Doris: He was trying.to find a new route to the East

T: Whit does that suggest about him? (asking fora conclusion)
Doris: I don't know. Maybe that he was curious?

T: All right. Who can name another explbrer from that time? Al?
(asking for facts)

Al: Ponce de Leon.
T: Why di.; he sail, do you think? (asking for inferences about rea-

sons)
Al: He was looking for the fountain of youth. which a lot of people

believed in then.
T: What does that suggest about him? (asking for a conclusion)

Al: He was a product of his time, I guess.

Nytis.c that each of the questions that this tcaLher asks is a different
type than the one that precedes it. Also notice that he asks one of each
type of the same student before he goes on to another.* Figure 3
illustrates this pattern.

\., Figure 3
VERTICAL EXTENDING

Kind of information desired
dictates type of question
asked. Teacher asks several
different types of questions

'* the same student before
asking questions of a
different student.

Questions asking for a
conclusion (ConQ)

Questions asking for an
inference about values
(Val())

Questions asking for reasons
(ReasQ)

Questions asking for facts
(FacQ)

Student f.".1 Student #2 Student #3 Etc.

CotnQ\

ValQ

ReasQ

FacQ

CotQ\

t
yl vaiQ

ReasQ

FacQ

CrtnQ\

ValQ

t
ReasQ

FacQ

Co+:(14(

ValQ

iRelsQ

FacQ

Questions whi..11 ask for definitions are asked in both patterns whenever the
meaning of a word is umlear, and the teaaer Our .t student) deems it necessary
to have the word defined.
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It has been my expaience that horizontal extension is a more profit-

ai.ie pattern to pursue .svhen it comes to initiating and maintaining
classroom discussions about values. particularly if one wishes to con-
struct a ),alues chart which contains a sizable amount of information_

Also, the diseussions ensue are more likely to have more-students
participating at the same level (i.e., more discussing reasons at the

same time. etc.). On the other hand, if a teacher desires at times to
zero in on a particular student and to help her extend het: thinking in
tome depth, then vertical extension seems to work best.

Making Inferences About Values

:fil lhe'c differcnt types of que ,ns and patterns in mind, let us
now consider how to use them tot students identify and compare
values in the cla-.room. We start by presenting students with a value-
incidenta squation. argument or illustration in which individuals or
groups do something that is important to them. The case studiesWe-
soiled in Part I contain scvcral examples of such incidents. Consider,

for examp

the sending of a press gang from the Leopard to take seamen from the
C!_;-fapeake in June of 1807:
the continued advocacy for war with Great Britain by Hezekiah Niles in
his editorials in The Weekly Register during the winter of 1811. 1812;
Brigham Young's declaration of martial law in Utah in 1857;
Mormon circumvention of the federal Anti-Polygimy Act-of 1862;

the decision of Susan B. Anthony to register and vote in November of
1S72.
Judge Ward Hunt's instructions to the jury in the trial of Susan B.
Anthony in June of 1873.
the granting of reduced freight charges to the Standard Oil Company by
the railroads in the late 1800s;
the determination of tacorge Rice to maintain the independence of his
small manufacturing operation rather than combine with larger com-
panics during the Later half of the nineteenth century.

Value-incidents can be found among a variety of different kinds of

data. both past and present, including poems, cartoons, personal advice
columns (midi as any of the Ann Landers or Dear Abby syndicated
columns), advertisements. magazine articles, editorials, "Letters to the
Editor," sayings. slogans. popular songs (such as "She's Leaving-Home"

by the Beatles from the album Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band),

1 5 1
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newspaper stories isuch as those written by sports writers abtiut foot-
ball or other sports figurcs), quotations. films. telesision programs, and
even comic strips iDoonesbta, Peanuts, and Dick Tracy arc good

x amp 1 us ).

Here are three contemporary examples. Note the fact that they all
recommend tot imply the recommendation of) a particular activity,
behavior, object, or idea,

Example =1: & Newspaper Article

He "Helped" Wife To Die

trosstos.. Michigan- -Perhaps sometime next week Robert C. Waters
w ill last ./iargett for what he did.

May t y next Wednesday his office will reaeh a decision on the specific
charge, Oakland County Prosecutor L. Brooks Patterson said Friday.

Bat 1.4 some people the law didn't quite have a charge to coser what
Waters said he did Wednesday morning. he aided in his wife's suicide.

"It ON a very complex legal case because of his role of assistance." Pat-
terson said. -It was not a crime of hate, it was a crime of love. And that
makes it more difficult to level criminal charges."

The general facts surrounding the death of Mrs. Kathleen Waters. 65,
"Olt from Warci; statement to insestigatots on Wednesday and Thursday.

li,s wife of 40 years was ill, She had previously suffered a stroke, she
was arthritic. And she was suffering from emotional problems stemming
from had health.

After Mrs. Waters retired from the Clarkston State Bank in 1966, her
will to 11: declined She had talked of suicide since 1971. She had con-
sulted se...4a! -loctors aloof her emotional problems. %%aters told investi-
gators..

Waters, 65, a retiree from the GM Truck and Coach Disision last year,
tried to dissuade his wife from killing herself.

For a long time last Tuesday. Waters said, he and his wife talked of her
Then .,n Wednesday morning she said !,he definitely wanted to die.

The Lets as we understand them arc what the defendant told us." Pat-
erson said Friday. He went to the ear, dosed the garage door, started the
ear, returned to Phi. house to get his wife. accompanied her to the garage,
bat a uOMCIS.11 &On with her and she indicated this was what she wanted
to and then he left her, And that. simply, is happened."

Sheltie, dt.tcltix's hgari investigating Wednesday efierneon, when they
Acre called I y a Clarkston undertaker. Waters was held in custody over-
night. then released Thursday afternoon to await a decision by the prose-
cutor

Wate.s would not speak with newsmen at his white-paneled home near
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downtown Clarkston. "He's not available under the circumstances," a
nephew said at the door. "He's burying his wife tomorrow."

Services were yesterday in Clarkston United Methodist Church, with
burial in Lakeview Cemetery.

"MD would Judge him for what he did:"' asked one of the town's bar-
bers. "If my wife were suffering. I might do it. And I'd say. They may
punish me; but it wouldn't be anything like what the was suffering.'"

"Everybody is in a state of shock." said a long-time Waters neighbor
"But nobody thinks it was a deliberate act."

That is the question the prosecutor will face next sveek. Patterson noted
that many are stewing what happened on an ethical basis. "But we are
going to have to look at it from a legal point of view."

Example A Court Decisions'

Loving v. Virginia (1967)

Two residents of Virginia. a Negro woman and a white man. Richard
Losing, were married in the District of Columbia. They then returned to
Caroline County. Virginia. There they were indicted for violation or Vir-
gtruas ban on interracial marriages. Their conviction was upheld by the
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. The central provision of the state's
Racial Integrity Act was the absolute prohibition of a "white person" mar-
rying other than another "white person?' The term "white person" was
defined in the statute.

OPINION BY Mn. CHIEF JUSTICE WARREN
(Vote: 9-0)

QuestronDocs the statutory scheme of Virginia tc present marriages be-

tween, persons solely on the basis of racial classification violate the Four-
s

teenth Amendment"!

Decs n

ReasonThe statutes violate loth the Equal Protection and Duc Process
Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. "'There can be no question but
that Virginia's miscegenation statutes rest solely upon distinctions drawn

according to race. . There can be no doubt that restricting the freedom
to marry solely because of facial classifications siolates the central meaning
of the Equal Protection Clause. . . The freedom to marry has long been
recognized as one of the s ital personal rights essential to the orderly pursuit
of happiness by free men. Marriage is one of the 'basic civil rights of man,'
fundamental to our very existence and survival. . . Under our consti-
tution, the freedom to marry or not marry a person of another race resides
with the,individual and cannot be infringed by the Slate?"

1 a.3
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Example =3: A Lett&

"An Unjust Law Is No Law At AB"

You express a great deal of anxiety o.cr our willingness to break
Lose This is certainly a legitimate eoneern. 'since we so diligently urge
roar% to via.. the Supreme Courts decision of 1954 outlawing segregation
in the pal lie schools. at first gimes it may seem rather paradoxical for us
sonssiously to break laws. One may well ask. -How can you advocate
breaking some laws and obeying ethers:" The answer lies in the fact that
there ate two types of laws. just and unjust I agree with St. Augustine
that an Unjust law rs no law avill,"

Let us constder a more concrete example of just and unjust laws. An
unju-.t law as a soil, that a numerical or rower majority group compels a
minority iaoap to obei but dues nut make binding on itself. By the same
tilsn a jaa law is a code th.it a majority compels a minority to follow
and that it is willing to follow itself....

Let me ;else another explanation. A law is unjust if it is inflicted on a
rinnotay that. as a result of being denied the right to sine, had no part in
snaetirie vs eissisiog the law. Who .an say that the legislature of Alabama
abich set up that state"s segregation laws was democratically elected?
Throughout Alabama all sorts of desious methods are used to prevent
tice.traa.s from becoming Ise...sit:red sours. and there are some counties in
which. earn though Negiocs i.unstitute a majority of the population. not
single Negro is registered. Can any law enacted under such eirsumstanees
be considered democratically structured?

Sometimes a law is just on its fax and unjust in its application- For
instance. I base been arrested on a charge of parading without a permit
Isar a parade. But such an ordinance becomes unjust when it is used to
maintain segregation and to deny eitiaens the first Amendment prisdege
of peaceful assembly and protest.

I hope you are able to see the distinction I am trying to point out. In no
--crise do I adsosaite esading or defying the law, as would the rabid segre.
eationist. That would lead to anarchy. One who break. an unjust law must
.ti, s., ilanle. toirnafr. and with a willingness to accept the penalty. I sub-
mit that an indoodual who breaks .1 law that eonscience tells him is unjust.
and who willingly assepts the penalty of imprisonment ,n ordei to arouse
the conscience of the community o'..er its injustice. is ia reality expre-sing
the hialiest respect for law.. , .

etcristn. which all 1.aluc-inc.i.lents hate in common
Is th It the:. r_ ii eft instances in whleh indiChlit.ls or groups do or
r. Nomahor2, which indisalc-. or implies what .icy consider to be

important. Ibis is .1 :mail characteristic. for stui.ents cannot he ex-
pect,..d t:i identify the values of someone if the incident to which they
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are exposed does nut show that indicidual doing or saying something
about which inferences about values can be made_

Now, how do we encourage students to think about incidents like
these and to make inferences about the %alues which may be reflected)
Exposing them to the salve- incident may cause them to think about
possible cakes reflected therein, but we cannot be sure. Once the read
ing (viewing, etc.) of the. ealue-incident has been completed, therefore,
it is important not only to encourage students to make inferences about
the calm of the individual(s) in the incident, but also to discuss their
perceptions and reactions in order to help them understand and think
about these inferences. One .way to promote such discussion and, hope
fully, understanding and reflection, is to ask and encourage students
to think about certain questions on a fairly consistent basis (by "con
sistent" I mean more than just "once in a while"--at least once a
week, more if possible, depending on the age. ability, and sophistica-
tion of the students), and in the same order each time (realize that it
is the questions we ate ordering and systematizing, not the answers
which may arise as a result of these questions). A helpful rule of thumb
is to proceed as follows:

ask for facts;
ask for inferences aboutireasons;
ask for inferences about what the individual(s) values;
ask for specific evidence to support the inference.*

Het's; is an example of one set of questions orelgtd along these lines.

1. What is this (story, poem, cartoon, etc.) about? or What is happen-
ing in this incident?

2. What do you think are (his, her, their) reasons for (saying, doing)
this?

3. What do these reasons suggest to you is important to them? (What
do you think they value?) Why?

Students should be encouraged to suggest as man} different possi-
tbilities as they can in response to Questions 2 and 3. At this point,
it is often helpful to prepare a %alues-information chart on the black-
board (or in student notebooks) as shown in Figure 4 (p. 176):

As mentioned earlier. questions which ask for definitions arc asked whenever
the meaning of a word is unclear, and the teai.her for a student) thinks it neces-
sary to have the word defined.
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Figure 4
A V.iaxEs-INFoiatraioN CHART

FACTS

(INFERENCES)
REASONS VALUES

What happened? Why we think it
happened.

What the rcasons
suggest the
individual(s)
involved considers
importanL

Once the chart contains Zsizable amount of information (the more
the better ), the class can be asked to focus on the third column of the
chart and then discuss the questions which follow:

1.

4. Why do you suppose people consider __ _ (choose a particular
value here from the third column) important?

5. Would you endorse such a value yourself?

Thr que%tion NeqUent.e represents one example of a strategy that
baluc edo..ation inclined Lachcrs can employ to get students involved
;n thinking about what they and others value. Question 1 asks students
to identify the acts and, or words of one or more individuals in a situa-
tion in which the values of these individuals come into play. This ask-
ing for facts, along with recording then on the chart, is most impor-
tant. for students cannot do much thinking if they have nothing to
think about. It also helps everyone in the class to begin on the same
footing as far as knowing the basic facts of the situation.

Questions 2 and 3 ask a class to make inferences as to the reasons
fur, and values underlying, this behavior. (Notice that there are "cor-
rect" answers to Question 1, but not to Questions 2 and 3. The teacher
should take great pains to eneourage any and all responses to these
questions.) Question 4 encourages students to think about why people
value what they do.

A. special remark needs to be made about Question 5. This is not
a question to be debated. It i5 a question calling for a show of personal
commitment on the part of the student. The teacher should accept all
student responses here, no matter what they may bC. Any or all students
also have the right to answer or not to answer this question.
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Comparing and Contrasting Values

The assumption underlying the above set of questions is that by
encouragine..;tudenb to make inferences about what people consider
important (that is, their values), students will be clearer about what
a value is, and perhaps more likely to think about what they value
themselves. A single incident, however, is a very shaky foundation upon
which to base an inference about a person's values. Asking students
to look for indications of value in particular instance is helpful in
alerting them to the fact that actions and words are value-indicators. We
can be mistaken, however, for the individuai(s) involved may be try-
ing to confuse or mislead us. They may be acting under duress or un-
usual stress. They mai be acting a certain way out of fear or ignorance.
The idea of looking at and c.omparing the actions and sayings of people
over time is therefore an important concept for students to practice
(and suggests one reason why the study of history is of value). Of help
in encouraging this is to ask students to follow a given individual's
words and actions (such as those of a public official) as-reported in
me press and other media over time. What contradictions do they no-
tice? In what way (s) wou:d they modify their original conclusions?
And why? What specific eltdence caused them to modify previous
conclusions? (A focus on evidence for any conclusion is crucial. We
shall discuss some different types of evidence later).

Figure 5 illustrates a chart that might be used to compare an indi-

Figure 5
COMPARING AN INDIVIDUAL'S ACTIONS AND

STATEMENTS OVER TIMI:

t
;

cti
First

Questions t , oo or Saying
Second

Action or Saying
Third

Action or Saying Etc.

What happened?'
(Facts)

Why did it I

happen?
(Reasons) 1

What does the
person(s)
or groupts)
consider
important?

(Values)

_
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viduars actions for statements) and reasons over time. alone with dif-
fenng inferences (conelusions) that students make about the indi-
vidual's values. Along the top are entered the things to be compared
that is different dentin!. or sayings of the same indhidual at different

times in his or her life). Down the left-hand side arc the questions to
be asked.

Not only are we interested in haw a person's actions and words
hold up over time (that is. his or her consistency), but also we are
interested in how different.people act and what they say in the same
situation. How can we help students to compare and contrast the actions
and sayings of different people in the same situation? Simply by using

the same procedure just deseribed and expanding it somewhat. Our
initial steps are the same as before:

ask for facts;
ask for inferences about reasons;
ask for Inferences about what the individual(s) values:
ask for specific evidence to support the inferences.

This information can be charted or recorded in a retrieval chart,
kept individually by students in their notebooks, or jointly on a bul-
letin or chalkboard. Students can then be encouraged to ask the same
three questions of other individuals who arc involved in the same situa7

non (or a similar situation at another time). in each case filling in the
data we obtain on the same chart. We then proceed -as follows:

ask for differences between the two ( three, etc.) instances as far as
actions or Words go;
ask for similarities among the two (three, etc.);
askor etinelusions about p,..ople's values in this kind (or kinds) of
situation.

Here is an example ui" the kind of value - incident that can be used.

Imagine a situation in which a teacher is administering an examination
and is called out of the room momentarily, and three girls all behave
differently. One asks another girl for the answer to a problem on the

examination. the second refuses to give her the answer; the third then
shows the lust girl her paper. Using the sequence suggested above,
!Azure b I p. l791 shows a possible series of questions and a retrieval
chart for student responses to help students identify and then compare
and contrast possible values implied in this incident.
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Figure 6
COMPARING AND CONTRASTING THE VALUES OF

DIFFERENT INDIVIDUALS IN THE SAME SITUATION

Questions i' Girl #1 Girl #2 I Girl #3

I. What happened?

2. Why did this happen?

3 What do you think this girl values?

4. What makes you think she values
this?

5. What differencd do you notice in
what the girls did?

6, What similiarities do )ou notice in
what the girls-did?

7. Why do you think people act the way
they do in these sorts of situations?

.

As before. Question 1 asks students to identify what the different
individuals in the situation said and/or did. Questions 2 and 3 ask
students to make inferences as to the reasons for, and valUes underly-
ing, this behavior. Question 4 asks that students try to connect the
facts, reasons, and values in some way, We are asking students to indi-
cate what specific sayings, actions, and, or reasons cause them to think
the individuals involved value what they do. Questions 5 and 6 ask for
obseived differenLes and similarities in the behas for of the individuals
in the incident, while Question 7 asks for tentative conclusions which
might explain why people act in certain ways in various situations.

The Importance of Empathy

If students are to be able not only to identify values, but also to
understand why people value things differently from what they value,

they must be helped to empathize with others who live in situations Ilia'
cultures different from their own. It therefore seems logical to assume
that extending sensitivity to different people in different situations will

help them become more empathic. How might this be done?

In order to increase sensitivity, students need to be provided with
opportunities to understand how other people feel, along with oppor-
tunities to identify with the feelings of these people, and then to react

15)
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with feeling themsekes. If one accepts these objeLti%es, it follows logi-
Lally that teachers must criLoinage students to partiLipate in many dif-
Lrent types of ,:xpLrieriLLs which prLnide contact with different people
doing different things. Here are a few examples:

1. Sit in the accident-emergency room of a large hospital.
2. Attend a church service of a faith other than your own.
3. Interview some members of the Salvation Army.
4. Go on a field trip to a juvenile home or prison.
5. Talk to the owner of a small hardware store or delicatessen. then

watch how he or she does business. Compare this with what goes on
in a large department store or supermarket.

6. Take a walk through a neighborhood unlike your own. Talk to some
of the people in the neighborhood.

7. Ask a police officer to respond to questions from the class.
8. Eat at an unusual restaurant and talk with the waiter.
9. Take a walk on a littered beach.

10. Watch the people in a florist's shop.
11. Attend a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, Elks Club. Rotary,

or other civic group.
12. Ask classmates to fill in (anonymously) ) the sentence "Dignity

means ," and then have someone read the completed
versions to the class.

13. Listen to a tape recording of Dr. Martin Luther King's speech,
"I Have a Dream."

14. Read InterraLial Marriage and the Law," At/antic (October 1965).
15. Listen to "She's Leaving Home," by John Lennon.

Merely hating students participate in these sorts of experiences, of
Lourse. will not 1:4- enough.* Students must also be encouraged to share
their perceptions and to talk about the feelings they had as they engaged
in these experiences. A liLlpful rule of thumb is to proceed along the
following lines:

ask for facts
ask for inferences about feelings.
ask for inferences about reasons
check for similar or different feelings
ask for conclusions about feelings in situations like this

The partiular expel-len...es in which student,. are to be engaged will always
depend on the suplustwatiun of the students and the tea,her"s perceptions of the
type of experience which is appropriate to their needs And abilities.
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Here is an example of a set of questions organized to do this:

1. What did you do (Where did you go, What happened to you, etc.)?
2. How did youeel? Why?
3. Does anybody else feel this way? Did some of you feel differently?

After listening to the experiences that people have had, what can you
say about people and how they feel in situations like this?

Question 1 asks students to describe the situation in which they were
invoiced and what they did. Question 2 asks them to relate their feelings

their emotional reactions to what they experienced. Question 3 allows
other students to realize (hopefully) ) that many people may feel things
quite differently, but also that many people frequently feel quite simi
lady to the way they do. Question 4 then asks students to draw con-
clusions about people's feelings.

The assumption underlying these activities and questions is that by
forming and comparing inferences about their own and others' feelings
in certain instances, students will become more aware of the similarities
of different people's feelings in carious situations, and thus be better
able to understand how people feel and accordingly act.

Role-Playing

An excellent way to help students identify with the feelings of others,
and to react with feelings themselves, is to engage them in role-playing.
Role-playing incolces having students act out roles of real or imaginary
individuals in carious situations. It is especially helpful in getting
students to think about hor, historical characters might have felt. How
can we do this?

Students must first be presented with a story (film, filmstrip, etc.)
in which an individual (or group of individuals) is faced with a prob-
lem in which he (or they ) must make a decision. It is important that
the ineident described present real or realistic_indi% iduals caught up in
a believable dilemma, one that students do not characterize as2phony.
Here are a few examples, including some suggested by tlie-case studies
presented in this Yearbook:

You are an Anne Ilutehinsvin !icing in the year 1637, and strongly
opposed to established Puritan doctr:ne concerning salvation. Your
conscience tells you to speak out, though you realize that if you do
so, you will be banished into the wilderness. What do you do?
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You are a British officer liv ing in the year 1776: and opposed to
King Georoe's decision to make war against the American colonies.
You are asked to sign a formal protest against the king's decision,
but you realize that if you do so. your arm} career is certain to be
jeopardized. What do you do?
You are a junior officer serving on board the U.S.S. Chesapeake in
1807. You hate just learned that the British frigate Leopard intends
to search your ship for British sailors, and that the captain of your
ship intends to resist. You realize that the Chesapeake is ill-prepared
to engage any British warship in battle, and thus you question the
wisdom of the captain's decision. You feel you should speak out,
but Junto' officers are not supposed to question the orders of their
superiors. What do you do?
You arc a woman living in New Yorle.in_1854. Your husband doesn't
approve of your participating in the feminist movement, nor of some
of your friends in the movement. You wish -to convince him other-
wise. What do you do?
You are a citizen living in 1837. A group of your friends plans to
physically attack and then tar and feather the Mormon leader Joseph
Smith. They want you to join them and suggest you are a coward if
you dpi not. What do you do?
You are a newspaper editor living in the year 1898, writing editorials
urgint: that the United States not become involved in war with Spain
over Cuba. Moat of your pro-war business friends view you as a
crank, and warn you that unless you cease such efforts. they will
think twice about taking out any more advertisements in your paper.
What do you do?
You arc an assistant to President Harry S. Truman in the year 1945.
The: President has called a meeting of his advisors tb ask their opin-
ions on the use of the atomic bomb in the war against Japan. You
beltec that the use of the weapon is immoral and may have long-
range consequences that no one can now foresee, yet you realize

many lives may be saved if it is used. What do ydu do?

Here are some suggested guidelines to follow when engaging stu-
dents in role-playing incidents likt those above:''

Allow students who seem to have identified with a particular charac-
ter to assume his or her role. If necessary, ask for volunteers.
Allow the role-players time to plan briefly what they will do and how
they will do it.

4
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Prepare the audience (usually the rest of the class) to participate as
observers. To enhance awareness of what a role involves, and to
encouraae consideration of alternative ways to resolve the acted-out
character's dilemma, the remainder of the class can be assigned to
various observer tasks. They can be asked to judge the degree to
which the role depicted is, in their estimation, realistic, or how they
think various individuals felt as the "scene" progressed. Shaftell has

suggested that it is advisable to warn a beginning group that has had

little or no experience with role-playing that laughter spoils role-
playing quickly, but that attentive observation enhances it.
Enact the role-playing. It is important here to inform students that
they are not being "graded" or rewarded for their acting ability. The
express purpose of the role-playing is to gain some insight into the
feelings and values of other people. Also, allow others to help a
student portray a character (if she gets stuck) by placing their hands

on her shoulder and speaking for her.*
Discuss what took place. How realistic was the role-playing? How

did those who did the role-playing feel? The questions on pages 181

and 182 can be helpful at this point.
Re-enact the dilemma. After a discussion of the first enactment has
taken place, the role-players can re-enact their roles in an attempt to

make them more realistic, or roles can be switched, or new players

may assume the rolesin order to present some new interpretations of

what might happen.
Discuss the new enactments.
Encourage the class to draw some conclusions about what it felt,

and hoti, it thinks people in similar situations might feel, and why
Questions like "Why do people act the way they do in situations like
this?" or "Would most people feel this way in a similar situation?"

are helpful here:

A word of caution at this point. It is important that a teacher not
indicate approval or disapproval of those feelings which he personally

endorses or does not endorse. A student's reactions concerning her

experiences in the world are uniquely personal and pri%ate and should
be respected as such, provided that they do not impose on others.

Even though we may disapprove of a student's feelings, we need to
accept the student as a person of sensitivity and worth if we are to
help her understand and accept the fact that different kinds of feelings

can be experienced in the same or similar situations. This can be done

* With the Student's permission, of course.
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in a number of ways. A teaLher can listen carefully and fcspond in al
nonjudgmental manner (e.e.., by nodding and saying "I see"). He can
restate what a student liar said while indicating that he understands
what the student is tryiag to express ("You said you felt wry uncom-
fvrtable wh.:n you moved to a new town and began your freshman
year in high .S,11001 away from all your old friends. I can understand
that kind of Lana."). He can verbally support the feelings a student
expresses ("I know what you mean, Paula, I've felt that way myself.").

The point being made here is that when it comes to feelings, the
teacher must try nut le judge. The teacher should, however, do his
lest to engage students in a rich variety of experiences so that they
Lan ,Otinually expand their awareness and understanding of the feel-
ing. of other people.

The purpose of "feelings experiences" is to promote what Piaget
,a110.1 dLLntcrint: the ability to step inside another person's shoes
and see the %Lurid from his point of view. This comes about only
gradually. and for man), pe-ople never seems to come about at all. Edu-
Lat, r, hay, not tas.kl,d this task very, systematically, and a conscientious
LIT.at to du so Nl.enis warranted. If we arc to help students appreciate
that all human beings are persons. we need to make the ways of various
peoples around the globe and in our on country seem less strange,
and more believable. We can only do this by helping students as much
as pos<iblk. to 'get inside" the heads of people in different groups and
cultures and -set," the world through their eyes. This is certainly a very
diffmilt task. but I think time are ways by which we can make some
raogr,s. In this regard. Some awareness of how others feel, for example,
is certainly better than no awareness at all.

lianv,;) has suggested four levels of progressively greater awareness
that w, might help students strii., to attain.' I Nould modify his hier-
ardi± a ht to illustrate sumo possiblt. ,guals that teakbers might consider
IA:th regard to developing empathy in students (see Figure 7, p. 185).

. add in the primary grades might be cxpected tube able to identify
of the milt, obvious phy.ieaI differences and similarities which
with uthar children. stab as hair, skin, eye color, height and

fow and hand sib_ fingerprints, straightness or curliness of Lair,
tntt th, likes .s a ,,told moves upward through the middle school, she
rn :ht Fe eypyytt.1 to identify the more obvious practices of a variety

difFer,Jit culturt.s, particularly the stereotypical to which those new
to a 0.11141, ur own subcultures) are usually exposed (e.g.,
the ov.rly po(ite manner of most Japanese. or the tempo at which

4.01npkw a tsiA ) Such exposure, which usually concen-
trale th pr..:n:ation of stereotypes, is the most frequent kind of
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in-trution :hut rr,-.. .....rilldrcri rc-...e,...e about other ,.-ultut:.-s and cub -

,_ .W...1A .1 r...,ult. a . ,urpriin,:. that ...1nr.o,entr!sm de-,..-Top--.. Students
ha'.4.: had iitt:,.. it -112.. urportia-iit to .....p...rier.e .the d.;.-per and more
-ubtle cu.tural unit, v.1-1...h arc ....) important if any kind of real under-
..t..indine.. t,, .'.cur. "bus ilittuiloul th. iun,.1 and scnior high schoo ,
t......h.fs '1-i,N.Ild do !Lit 1-,.1 to h,.Ip '..tudh.iirs to .,:,.1 bem_ath the surface,
.,b,..ous charact.i..:,.. wii;c1. people display. and to think about the
,:j,-,n, ,,,,h,, rcor,,,-.. liz10.e and act as they do. ac v.1:11 as how the
oildents ifiem-.C.si., fed about other pL-opl,...md v6h:.. A zrov.in!..1 under-
-tandine, and a......rtan,., c thueh not mcessarily appro:al i becomes a
relator obiecti% v.

'-<Rolc-playin,z ..an b.. of son% Iicip in this regard. hut it is by no means
111,14 t. (-", ntinuA ientiLation and analysis of the rt.tasons under-

l'.ne a,' .,5,s. beliefs. ,and Ceding, arc ab,olutc1), t.sscntiL1.4hat is a tre-
rm.:O....1y aall..nging task 'fa clen this is not always enough. We
Asti i,.1 To .1,:i.liip 'ways to promote th, subj,:..tii; familiarity with a
N:oph: m.ii,..1t ,,,,rn,.-- from parti,,,patine in another culture as an insider.
V, : don't know ti.ry math about how to do this in si_hool at present
4 thou:h student .o.d...ingt. przr in), au. a stcp in this dir,olion I. but it
remains a goal %..orthy of all our energies.

Analyzing Value-Claims

It wa. mcntioncd carlicr that 0m._ of the statements which peopre
mak.. pro..id, clue. about what they talus. Stakmeni which say what
a pason or 1.y.hat he thinks should he dom. are examples. As we
said hziorg. such statements arc called %alue-judgmcnts.

For many Nor',. hoeyer. the term talus -judo ment Ls a somewhat
11,4atic.c or friyolous connotation ( 'Oh, that". ju.t your yfilue-
tadffmnr- 1. As a r.' -ult. Nom% si.holart, prefer to use the more neutral
Term 4.1,111111. instead. Thri.c. types of 'clue- claims'' are worthy of
our attention for they differ considerably in the number of people
t., ....horn the claim is intsndi.d to apply. and hen, in significance. Let
Ft', intk cat %lak: evimples:

I. 1 like to read about past events and places,
2 I think an internatninal police force would he a good thing.

I his Lincoln penny should S501),00 in hard cash from any
rare-coin dealer in the country.

4. You sought to he able to gctTat least $40.010.1111 for your house.
5 1 hi,ma: Jefferson was a great man.
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6. The hest tir.el of is,....Lety is !T., in e.hieh all peopl. haze certain rights
guaranteed them by law.

7. The smoking of ma:ivana be legalized
A. The United States should cease going aid to dictatorships.

Statements I and 2 represent pt lalue-(fainis. The spi:aker in
each ease is denotine what he perstinally prefers. Such statements are
indications of taste. They reileet an individual's likes and dislikes. The
individuals invo/ved arc not arguing or implying that everyone should
hold such a preference that others should also; like what they like):
they are simply indicating what they personally prefer,

Personal value-claims should be eneouraged in social studies class-
ros ms. for they can help awaken Niudcnts to the fact th it there is much
in the world to be appreeiated, and that not everyone likes (or has to
like) the same things. A eorollary is that teachers should do their best
to engage students in as many rich and varied experiences as possible

in order to increase the student: awarene,i, of what the world has to
offer. thereby giving them an opportunity to expand and reline their
tastes. Viewed in this sense. frequently ignored or under-
emphasized--sueli as visiting. homes for the elderly and talking to the
residents who hie there. or browsing through an art exhibit, or walking
through an arboretum, or tasting different foods, or listening to different
types of muse followed by eneouraeing .tudents to discuss what they
liked or didn't like. beetime strong possibilities for teachers to consider
for incl '.ion in-their classroom routine.

A word of caution should be made about persAal value-claims, how-
ever. As long as an individual's preferences do not harm others or
violate their bask rights in any wee/. a student does not have to justify'
what she likes. The p.ersonal reactions of students their experiences
in the world arc uniquely their own, and should he respected as such.
Ili.sever, when a student claims that what she finds good (effective.
worthwhile, beautiful. etc.) is also goon for others, it is a different
matter. The student has made a different type of value-claim. Then it
iv the teacher's job help other studentts to investigate and analyze the
claim.

Statements 3 and 4 represent rriar4er Lane-claims. This type of value- _

Claim is an assertion that a tenser group of people will pay a certain
price in order to obtain a given commodity or engage in a particular
activity. For example, ,tn individual might assert that a given house is

worth $40,000 in the open marketplace of people who are buying and
selling houses. This is not the same sort of thing as saying "I like your
house."

1
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Consider another example. The leaders of a large. wealthy nation.
intetested in tryang to decrease the amount of global pollution. might say
to a ^MAU nation that is trying to industrialize "If you sill agree to
limit your induqual development to a certain lad elm), year and not
exceed that levy 1. it ad! be worth a ten percent increase in aid from us."

.1The speakers in both &I these examples o: giving their estimate of
what a Lcrtain izroup of pcopl (house buyers. the larger nation) will
pay e.t a green time to obtain something that they desire (a certain type
of house. a desired Iclel of industria: development on the part of a
smaller nation', No-ii, this %Aut. (the market calue at a given time) may
change (Jeer Ms:. the amount or price thavhe house buyers or larger
nation Ain 1%; willing to p.a.,. or pay may ineCast: or decrease. but these
statements are not merely expressions of preference or taste. They are
.1',,,,itiolIN that a 21cen objeet will bring a certain price in the market-
plate of interested buyers and sellers. or that a group of people will pay
1-ezirLtin Amount 4 an money. aid. labor. etc.) in order to obtain some-
thing Lin i.hiei,t, action. policy. etc_) that they desire."' Since market
sable- chines Jo not occur %en often in social studies classrooms (this
ontissk itself is an an n of %Attest. I shall restrict my comments
hereafter to real e ue-claints, the type which usually produces the
greatest number of a Emmaus.

Statements 5 thru I) ti represent r4 al ulitt -, ((film. They assert that a
certain thine is of gica r worth or merit than other similar and available
aiternattees because. other things being equal. it scores higher according
to a particular ,,s.t of enteria te.g . time. energy. skill. some combination
of these. etc.). Real calue-claims appear in two forms. Some are asser-
tions .ihut the v.orth or quality of something (statements 5 and (i ). Let
us tall this type if( fituriond %attic-claims. Others are statements which
indieate React some persori of group should do a particular thine or follow
.1 ereen Lours.: of action (statements 7 and 8). Let u' call this type

14\ pr(p..iriotraf value-claiMs,
i hir.. whim an employer elaims that -*John is my hi-et e oiler because

hi: :;,:ts, the mii,t v.ork done in the shortest time with the fewest mistakes"
or a student states that an equal distribution of the worlds Wealth would

he i Ku/ than the way wealth is presently distributed because fewer
people v ould die of ,tareation exery year. they are not merely express -
rn preference. they. are claiming that 11 particular thing or group of
things is better than another thinir croup of things because it out-
weigh, its alternatives in terms of a certain set of applicable criteria (in
the Last: 11 the employer. amount of work done. speed, number of mis-
takes, in the student's case. number of people who .avoid starvation).
Flu; statement that the best kind of society is one in which all people

163
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have certain rights guaranteed them by law is :s real value elairn. And
when an individual claims that a world in which the possession of Ormr
ments by nation-states is limited to machine guns (i.e.. no nation-state
should possess any weapons mule powerful or destructive than machine
guns) is superior to the world in which we presently live because .

(more monerAtillbe available to relieve human misery and deal with
ecological concerns, fewer human beings will be killed, etc.), he is
claiming something fur an alternative world system that the present
world system does nut possess. He is not merely giving his personal
feelings about the matter.

A special type of real value-claim is_the moral value-claim. This type
of value-claim asserts that a particular alternative is better than others
because it is more just, more humane. Moral value-claims arise as we
try to determine what is the right thing to do in a'certain situation. The
question of what is "right," of course, is one that has been debated for
centuries. And no one has found the answer for all people. There is one,
fundamental principleAky.vever. that offers considerable potential as a
basis for justifying thi, rightness or wrongness of actions. As argued by
many scholars." it is the.principk of justice, the notion of prima Jack
equality of basic human rights.

As a basic principle, justice incans that all people involved in a dispute
are entit:ed to have their (-Lints watidered equally, in.the settlement of
that dispute. Ego 4 consideration does not necessarily mean equal treat-
ment. however. As Striven points out. "when the constitution of a
country or of an isgani2ation of countries talks about all people being
equal, it does not imply That they are all equally strong, intelligent, or
virtuous. and it does not imply that they should receive equal incomes;

it simply means that-. . they must be given equal consideration in the
formulation and application of the, law of the land and the actions of its
government and people."12

Uneqt.al treatment. how...frer. can be justified only when it can be
shown that such is absolute!) necessary to protect the bask rights of
everyone involved in the dispute. What is a basic right? Basic rights are
those powers or conditions that a society values, and to which the
members of the society arc entitled by law or by custom. In the United
States. the first ten amendments to the Constitutionthe Bill of Rights
are examples.*

Students. like all citizens, arc presented with contradictory claims
every day of their lives. It iv only logical to suggest that helping them

A comprehensive list of rights with which all social studies teachers should be
acquainted is the Universal Declaration .of Haman Rights, as approved by the
General Assembly of the United Nations in 1948.

1
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analyze and assess such elaims will be to their benefit (see Figure 8).
For as they learn the differences between these types of claims. they
become J1%.11C that '.slue - claims are usually made for a reason. And
-_eking out and assessing these reasons can help them determine whether
t7ie claim is one which the would make themselves.

Analyzing Real Value-Claims

If individuals are to assess definitional value claims intelligently. they
must tirt of all be clear about what the claim means. Fur example, if
someone valark., that Joanna is an excellent worker. we rh_ed to know
what the person means by the term excellent (that is. what qualities,
skills, etc., an excellent worker possesses) before we can assess
Joanna's work. How can we tell an excellent worker from one who is
only s=. -so' What characteristics does an excellent worker possess that a
poor or rr.ediere worker lacks? The teacher's task here is to help the
student define the term. and then to ask the class to consider whether/ -
the individual involvcd [Joanna) tits the definition i.e., possesses the
characteristics.

There arc several was fur a student to define a term. She can translate
it into other terms that arc more easily understood (e.g., "e..eellent"
work meinte work eompleted on time according to predetermined
speeitications ). She can point to some individuals whom she considers
to be e.tomplt 1, of excellent warkers. describing the characteristics they
possess that in her iudement make them excellent. The more character-
vales she can identify, the better, since it then becomes easier to deter-
mine the degree to which a given individual deserves the term.r (The
rnorechataeteristies a person must possess to fit a given definition, of
course, the more diflieult it become, to find such individuals.)
lsevimann. has suggested three attributes that can he used as guidelines
in determining if a particular definition is adequate. It should be non-
eireular. meaning that it should not use in the definition language that
is the same ir only slightly different from the term being defined (e.g.,
defining a democracy .es a country with a democratic government"). It
should be convertible, meaning that the term to be defined should
equal" the definition te,g., the definition of a slave as "a human being

who is the legal property of another" is equally true when reversed).
Lastly, it should be suffiyently precise to distinguish among examples
that differ in subtle ways at is for these reasons that the more character-
istics that can be identified when defining a term, the better.

However. when a student defines a term, it is quite possible that other
students will disagree with her definition. When that happens, the

1.7
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Figure 8
TIPES OF VALUE -CL 11`,15,

1. Dots the claim (the statement):

2. Does

assert the merit or
siorth of something?

It is not a
salue-claim.

It is a salue-claim. 4

refer to a

person? up?

suzgest shat he or
she likes or prefers?

YTS I NO

I [I. is a personal
salti:-claim

indicate %Oat is
%alma by the group?

state or imply what should be done.
or that something is better than other
similar and available alternatives, con-
sidered from the point of view of 211
involved?

YES

It is a motil
real value-eraim

1 7 1

It is a non-moral
real %a ue-.Jim

It is a market
value-claim
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tz..reher has t.to basic alternatives to fall bark on. He catittncourage
the class to consult an authoritative source, such as a dictionary or
speeialized iefcrenee work ( c.g.. to obtain an official definition, of "tort,"
we might turn to a standard textbook on law ). Some words, of course.
arc not to be found in dictionaries. When this is the case, ht. can try to
get the class to agree to stipulate a meaning- that i., to agree that a
given term means such and such in this particular instance so that dis-
-ossion may proe,ed. If the class is unable to agree on a stipulation and
no official definition for a term exists, the class will have no recourse
but to agree to disagree- for the time being and continue to search for,
meanings upon which class members can concur.

If students are to assess propositional valuc-elaims intelligently, they
must not only be dear about the value terms involved, but also they
n,,.1 to conshicr what might happen if the elaim were to become reality.
Let us consider an example from one of thc cases presented in Part I.
Suppose. during a dam discussion in American History. that a student
Ions that Jefferson and Madison should have acted more forcibly
against British impressment of American sailors during the 1790s and
early 1800, Other students disagree. arguing that the new nation was
in no position to do anything more than it did at the time. Helping
students to understand the specifics c.f the claim and to come to some
defensible eonelusums of their own requires that a teacher engage them

operations. The key term in the elaim must be defined, and
the ,onsequt.n...LN that might result from acting more forcibly identified
and evaluated.

First. the problem of defining the disputed term. There arc two things
the teacher an do. He can ask the student for examples of a forcible
action. Does forcible" mean that Jefferson and Madison should have
made stronger protests to the British government? severed diplomatic
relations! had British press gangs imprisoned? sanctioned the boarding
of British ships and the seizing of British sailors? paid bounties to British
sailors to desert to American ships? declared war against Great Britain
in 1807? Or. the teacher ea I ask students for defining characteristics of
a forcible action (e.g.. must there be some type of military activity
involved for an action to he considered "forcible?).

%l hen the mcaning of the key term in the value-elaim is clear (at least
for the purposes of the diseussion at hand). the matter of consequences
needs to be investigated. What might have happened if the policy being
advocated had been followed? An': there any examples of such a policy
being followed? If so, what hapitncd? These are factual-type questions,
and require students to do some research to see what they can find out.
Historical records, documents, photographs, eyewitness accounts, n'tws-
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paper reports.. diaries. journalsail sire grist for the mill. As much relc-
tant and documented information as possible needs to be collected.

All data offered as et idenee to support or refute the likelihood of a
consequence oecurring must then be checked for rclet ance and accuracy
The relevance of data can be determined by checking to see if it refers
to the particular consequence bei,ig considered. Similarly, the accuracy
of data can be ascertained by determining if what is presented or
referred to is correctthat is. not in error, fake. or revised in some way.

When students are unable to find either historical or contemporary
parallels. the teacher must encourage them to think out what might have
happened. In our previous example. would the United States hate bene-
fitted in some way if Jefferson or Madison had acted more forcibly?
If so. how? What about Great Britain? What might she have done?
Vv hat might hate been the repercussions of more forcible action on
British-American, relations in the future?

Students will must likely predict consequences consistent with their
previous inclination toward the policy, being advocated. Those in favor
of forcible action will prediet favorable eonsequence,, those against such
action will predict unfavorable consequences. Usually, however, they
are unaware of other possible consequences. and it is the teacher's
responsibility to present additional examples which illustrate the con-

/. sequences of accepting a given policy.
It is important that students ubtain as much relevant and documented

information as possible. I cannot emphasize this too strongly. Students
cannot make intelligent predictions about consequences if they have

insufficient data with which to work,

The Importance of Evidence

A student can 'present a numba of diffeicnt types of evidence to sup-
port her assertion that a par.livuiar.t.onse4uence or set of consequences
will occur. Such t;%Idoit.e includes personal belief, authoritative opinion,
logical reasoning. personal observation, or documentation."

Personal belief. One kind of evidence that a student might offer in
support of a c;redieted consequence is that she personally believes that
what she asserts is so. Evidence to support her claim is her own personal,
unique, and subjective opinion, WhenTresstA to support this personal
beliefthat is, when asked, why do you believe this? or why do you
think this is so?the student may MI back on intuition that is, she
may state that she intuitively "knows" or "feels" that what she is
claiming is so. Here is an example:
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Joan: The British wouldn't hats: dune anything if RiTer:on or Madison had
imprisoned British press gangs caught on American soil.
What makes you think they wouldn't' ( Request for es ',leave

Joan: I )1181.h:we aiceling that they wouldn't.

Joan's *evidence in this instance is her on opinion or "feeling:* The
major diflie.ulty with this kind of evidence. however, is that it is essen-
tially private in nature. Joan is not providing the other students in her
class with any data that they can evaluate to see if such data logically
or empirically support the likelihood of the consequence occurring.
Corroboration of the estimated eonsenuenee is being argued on private
( i.e.. non-veriDable ), rather than public grounds.

Notice here that getting students to offer their opinions in the class-
room r- to be desiredin fact. it is essential if value discussions are to
take place. But offering an opinion that is to be investigated and sub-
sequantly supported or refuted on the basis of evidence is not the same
thing as4fering an opinion as evidence itself.

Anthoritatet e vpinitm. A second kind of evidence that a student might
offer is the consensus or agreement of others besides htrself. Much of
the strength of this kind of evidenee, of course, depends on the reputa-
tion of the "others- whose opinion she is offering for support.

Suppose. fur example, that Joan supports her statement that "the
British wouldn't have done anything, if Jefferson or Madison had im-
prisoned British press gangs caught on American soil" by offering as
evidence a consensus of opinion among several noted historians, viewed
as authorities or experts" in the field of American diplomatic history.
This might be considered by many people as considerable evidence to
support her statement.

A question remains, however, as to the degree to which one is willing
to accept. or is justified in accepting the views of experts. WheneIr the --
viewpi;int of..in authority is cited as evidence by a student to support a
clam, the rest of the class is faced with the qikestion of the authority's
re/whin. Ennis suggests the' following criteria 4, a list against which to
test the value of an authority's opinion.".

I. He has a good reputation.
2. The statement (claim) is in his field.
3. He was disinterested.
4. His reputation could be affected by l'is statement. and he was aware

of this fact when he made his statement.
5. He studied, the matter covered by the statement (i.e.. the student's

claim).
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(J. He followed accepted procedures in coming to decide that he was

entitled to make his statement.
7. He was in full possession of his faculties.
S. He is not in disatJeemcnt others ssho met the above etiteria

for authorities.

Ennis points out that the Joint satisfaction of all the Criteria makes

a very strong case for considering the sieve Co of an authority in a
particular instance as reliable.

The danger with authoritatise evidence, howeer, lies in the fact that

authorities -can make mistakes too. In*Galileo's day, for example, the

authorities of the time werZ cony [need that the earth was the center of

the universe. Until quite recently, medical authorities have believed that

bleeding patients sits a cure for fetter. Just because 3n expert "knov.s"

more than a layman does not make him infallible.
Pertwnal ob.ertatton, documentation, or experimentation. A third

type of evidence that a student might offer is a statement that she has

personally observed 1,:een, heard, felt. etc-) or performed whatever she

is referring to. this kind of evidence has its limitations too, of course.

since the student now needs to offer proof that she has observed cor-

rectly. The factor of personal bias may enter in since people are often

influenced by prejudices of which they are -unaware. Whenever possible.

therefore, students should be encouraged to find and present photo-

graphs. pictures, records, or tapes which illustrate that an event has

occurred, While this type of evidence is diffiCutt to obtain on a regular

basis, there are occasions when an audio or visual reproduction of an

event is available. (This is particularly true with regard to using pictures

from newspapers and magazines. and hence why it is helpful for a
teacher to insure that his class subscribes to a variety of newspapers and

'news magazines encompassing a fairly wide spectrum of political and

other opinion,
Some claims lend themselves to experimentation by studentsthat is,

the student can actually "try thingsilur to-see what happens. Consider

this example:

Joan: You can find more information about how nineteenth-century

Americans felt about impressment by reading some of the neWs.

papers of the time than you can in any articles or books written by

historian;.
,

Miguel:, No, you can't.
T: Well. check it out Why don:Qoth of you do some digging into thisl

Find as many articles and boolri impressment as you can and

compare them with some of the new.Zpapers of the period. See which

has the most information about how people felt about the issue.

1.7.
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reasonen4. A fo,irth type, of evidence that a student might offer
to support th, likelihood of a consequence oceurring is to show that her
conclusion results from a logically valid piece of deductive reasoning.
In short. that her claim follows logically from certain premises. as in
this example:

a. All men are mortal.
is President Ford is a man.
c. Therefore. President Ford is mortal.

These duck: statements represent what is commonly known as a
,t/tot:;%ni -Eh, first statement is called the major premise. The second

statement is called the in, .0r premise, while the third is the cone/us/on.
A set ..f .inc or mot, premises. together with a conclusion that neces-
sarily follows from the premises, is called ,a valid argument. An invalid
argument is one in which the conclusion in an argument does not neces-
sarily follow from the premises of the argument. Two questions need to
be asked of all syllogisms. Does the conclusion logically follow from the
premises? Is th. conclusion true? In the example above. the conclusion
is true bccause both premises are true. Whenever the major and minor
premises are both true, the conelbsion must be true.

Let us consider a second example, however:

a. All British ship captains supported a policy of impressing American
s,

sail6rs in the early I 800s.
b. Adam Thomas was the captain of a British man -of -war at that time'.
c. 1 hercfore. he supported a policy of impressing American sailors.

In this case. the conclusion may be false. But why? Nothing seems
wrong with the reasoning involved here. The reasoning is correct, but
the conclusion arrived at might be false- because lTie-,major prernisc is
false, [here ware some British captains who genuinely tried to stop the
impressment of bona fide American citizens.

Notice that both the major and minor premises are factual assertions
their truth or falsity can be determined by obtaining proof of some

sort (e.g consulting natal records of the time. newspapers, letters,
diaries, etc.). When a student offers a deductive argument as eviden
one task of the teacher is to help students determine whether the pr
ises of the argument arc true or false i.e., whether or not some proof
of their existence or occurrence can he found.

It is important, therefore, for teachers to help students distinguish
between valid reasoning and truth. It is a common practice in a discus-
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sion for one person to try to consince others to accept his point of view
by presenting a valid line of reasoning hat is based on false premises.
They conclusion that follows may then e fog/La/iv valid. but farina)
false. If either of the premise. in a de he argunien. is false, the
conclusion may be false. though not necessarily so.

One final note of caution regarding syllogistic arguments. An argu-
ment may be valid and the conclusion or conclusions stemming from it
true, even if both premises are false. Here is an example:

a. Impressment is the same thing as murder.
b. Murder was favored by most British ship captains.
c. Therefore, impressment was Loured by most British ship captains.

The argument i. valid and the conclusion true, even though both prem-
ise. are false, same the Lontiusion logically follows from the premises.

The lesson to he learned from the above example is a simple; one. The
fact that one or more premises in an argument is false does not neces-
sarily mean that the conclusion which follows is false. nor does the fact
that an argument is valid necessarily mean that the conclusion is true.
Only when both premises are true and the argument s valid mum a con-
clusion be true (See Figure 9).

Figure 9
COMBINATIONS OF VALID ARGUMENTS

Major
Premise

Minor
Premise Conclusion

True True Must be true

True False Can be either
true or false

False True Can he either
true or false

False False Can be either
true or false

Just because an argument is ialid does not mean that its conclusion is
true. Teachers should always have students determine whether proof of
the truth or falsity of premises exists.

17
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Verifying Evidence

When a student has presented her evidence (no matter what kind it
.2k is i the matter of ierifieuriori arises. Does the evidence presented provide

support for the likelihood of the consequence occurring? If the evidence
offered is "n4 personal or group belief, the claim cannot be verified,
but must ',amain purely an indieaton of personal or group preference.
If the evidence is authoritative Judgment, the authority's reliability must
he determined and his ur her arguments either logically or empirically
supported or refuted. If the evidence consists of a conclusion based on
fogieal reasoning. we must check to see if the argument is valid and the
premises true. If the supporting evidence consists of frertain actions that
have been performed or certain accomplishments that have been
achieved, we must check to see whether the alleged actions were per-
formed or the accomplishment, achieved in similar situations.

I3efore any profitable diseussionof consequences can take place, how-
ever. students must Lab& that the acceptance of different kinds of
evidence may result 11 k, ui te different assessments. They need to realize
that different individuals may conic to quite different decisions depend-
ing on the kinds v;:: evidence they accept. It is for this reason that it is
important for teachers to help students realize that there are different
kinds of evidence that can be used to support or refute an a.,-ment.
They must Lip them understand that different people, depending on
their f &Airound and experience, view certain kinds of evidence as more
iieee,ptalile than other kind., and that they should consider whit kind is
most i;onviricing ve:th regard to a particular proposition and why.
\\healer a given statement is "true" or "good" can only be determined
bs knovng what -vie!..nee those who make the statement will accept in
its support. Ni,reemefit _luring a values investigation and discussion is
likely to he ditlieult obtain, however. unless the same evidence is used.

Analyzing Value Conflict

As students hegm to identify and to think about values and value-
eliiims they v ill soon realize that they may conflict. For example, con-
sider the hypothetical (but representative) case of Rob Smith. For as
lth!, as he could remember. Rob had heard his parents emphasize the
values of honesty and loyalty. A "good" ,person was one who always
told the truth and stood by his friends. One of Robert's friends, however,
copi.:el from Re.bert's paper during a history examination without Robert
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Tile Tint du:. the teacher asked I'uh Robert and

f.ft.r-_,J ti o.plain luo that rrieir papzrs were identical. even

t,) hen. Th..: s-ir rid-out vairds. Robert now I:11ms his friend
cepa,d fr. ,n-i h.s pap, r. and v.ants-to h local to him: )et he also wants

to tell the truth. ine he krittA his teacher and his parents will be
disapck-,int,d in him if he dnt. What should he do?

Pcople often find thern,....k.. in situation:, where their valises conflict

lovaltv imrrtant . but ',that if the person to-whom one is_being
broken the law'? I-rcedont of pCTil is vied by many as a

cornerton if d;m rac but what if a is encouraging a

ir-.Ad t hneh .-rneone? lioriest} is 1.alu hs most people . . but

thai if the mother of one of sour fris Ais asks vo if !,on like her
rhuhiiT piand you done- .

rn .1,!. he not only intri sonalwithia4ne
3. th tnp1 -aggestbut also in -rp&rsonal :twccn in-
.luil ruicnt 0er Flom. to reduce crime i v are a case

in point Sorn,.- atoll.- for longer sentences and harsher nonishments for

hili'dito.! more jails and hiring morepplice. Othess.vvant

rhi.iit 'r in_ I iTutiiin thh .1, .vork,..atrip 4;r. farms; nd hospitals

,..hr- ,:riminal, can ps.,,vlikiiot;ical help. medical treatment, and

a- a.; the -hiring of more nchologlks and
p...,70:hiatri.tc to Stud, and report on criminal behavior. Conflicts in

often ...tea, ri.op%; make different value-claims about the

N../MC thirIC

e .1.10), J., a fa,_7 41 Vs:. It is reali-lie. 'therefore. for teachers to

Lind p -.tudents t this fact and to realize that
ott,..n lead to inconsi..tencies in beha%ior. 1:iow can

't!eni' h hOp......1 t. riliie that _dues often conflict? A teacher might

,tvident., di,cus-.and evaluate alternative
iff ;tin ;r th.ron,equeni.es of these alternatives. This

a3..frcrs of valley Conflicts. Furthermore.
tiLlp students to shift froi.. supporting one

,upportine 6rse ur more 4411.2r, that they believe are- more
I sv,fuld begin to realize that there are many

a particular problem. and "thus become

lucre in tile t'41-0-: I,. ,eari.h for and consider a variety of possible
,;olitons rathr th-inrinst,t:ny on only one as.at,...a)s being "right- "-

11,04 rnioht e.e t -t out thee hypotheses in the clacsroom? We start

l. pr, ijiti,...,liternmpan historical or con-

t.trivirar. ituat:ort ar.,!unient, *stration in Ix Mai an individual tor

group of I is faced r 11,11.kozn-Ma i or more con-

flicting alt:.-rriatr.e-, h_afi which are %alueik to some degree_ Evuuples

1
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would include the dilemma of the captain of the Chesapeake over
whether to give in or fight the Leopard, Susan B. Anthony's dilemma
otter whether to re:Oster ant- tuts: or not. th. dilemma faced hy those
people who tarred and feathered Joseph Smith as to whether to
participate, or, in a more contemporary sense, the dilemma fazed by a
policeman having to decide whether he should allow a soapb",Y, speaker
to continue speaking to an ineLasinely angry and threatening crowd or
order him to stop and thu: possibly infringe; on his constitutional rights.
The essential dilferem.e between a saluc- dilemma and a sac incident
is that the indhiduaitst in\ olecd in the latter base already made a
choice, white the indnidual(s) insohcd in the former, laouch faced
with a choice, have not yet chosen.

Value-dilemmas are easy to construct. Here are two examples :fiat
I hays prepared. the first a dramatized sersion of a dilemma suggested
by material in one of the case studies in Part I. the second a brief
account of an actual incident which exeurred in a midwestern high
school during the 1960s.

:=1: A Feminist's Dilemma

Susan B. Anthony was troubled. Things had been going so well. she
thought Etter since her speccher, at the Temperance- convention and the
state teachers' muting in 1852. more and more people were becoming
acquainted with feminist efforts to secure a greater number of rights' for
women. The moLement was growing steadily, Kith more supporters joining

eecrl, P.eal ptogres:, was being made It seemed like the petition cam
patgn to secure for women the right to their own earnings and to vote was
ohtaining more signatures almost by the minute!

But now the war' The war had produced a dilemma for her, and for many
01 her friend, Should she continue actise work for the mosement. or put

_ .?hat aside for the time being and devote all of her energies to Appalling the
war afoul Many of her friends had chosen the latter course. Betsy Thomp
sn. she knew. wae now gising all of her time to working for the U.S.

.iriltar7. Commission. She did helii.e in the Union cause the nation mt.t
not allowed to divide in two IL/in the other hand. they had come so far -1
the last few years To stop now would he so J11110.110 Be h Stanton. in fact.

1,4.1, arguing that the must now accelerate their etfor,s and work our'
b-irtler Vhat Ao.slil she do!

2: The Case of the Black Armbands

Durini! the 1965 Christmas season. a group of students and adults In Des

Minfles. Iowa deLidcd to wear Halt, armbands a sign of mourning for all
thee who had to t their li.cs in the Vietnam war. Rose Peterson. a student

I U-1
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at Roosevelt High Schcol in Des Moan,., decided to write an article for her
scbc-ol paper describing the plats to wet the armbands. Before the article
could be published. hovvever. it had to be approved by the school principal.
arLe there was a .11,,,01 pokes th,d creasers lvntaining controversial

material had to be censored.
After the Roosevelt High School principal read the article. he hastily

called a meeting of all the other principals in the city. After the meeting
ended. the primapals announced that the dose's:\ publication would not be
permitted_ On the nett morning. it way announced that the wearing of all
armbands in secondary schools v.as to be panned. on the grounds that
tearing the armbands was likely to be "disruptor.- to normal school activity.

Mary Beth Tinker and her brothel Chris. t.so students at Roosevelt. boys-
ever. decided to vicar the armbands to their They were immediately
suspended. and informed that they could riot go to slays until they agreed to
return without stcaisng the arrnb..nds. What should Mary Beth and Chris do?

What sh.suld the individuals caught in these dilemmas do? What
would you do if you were in their shoes? The situations in which the
individuals in these MO dilemmas find thernschcs arc situations that all
of us may find ourscltss at one time or another. Perhaps nut exactly like
these. of course. but quit, possibly something similar. How can a teacher
proceed in order to help students determine for themsehes what in-
dividual. caught in 1.aiu,--dilLmmd__s should do? Hat: arc some guidelines
to corisid..T.

clarify what the talus; conflict is about; then
;Isle for facts
ask for alternativ es
ask for consequences of each alternathe
ask for ctidznce to support, likelihood of each eons quince occurring
ask for an evaluation of desirability of likely consequences
ask for a judgment as to which alit:math,: seems hest. and why

Here is a set of (pre rg' nized along these lines,

I Vs bat is thi, incident about? (What is the dilemma?,
2. What might (the central character) do to try ,_ nd resolte the

dilemma? (Vs hat alternattt es exist?)
3 What might happen if he or she does each of thy... things? (NI, hat

might he consequence,. of the Carious alternatives ?)
4 What might happen to the who arc not immediately in%01%.,

tV hat might he the short- as sell as the Bing -range c.,snsequences?)
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5. What tAideric,2. if an:.. is there that tht.se consequences would indeed

occur?
6. Would each corn.equence be got d or bad? Why?
7. What do !.4.)u think X should do'? I \That do ttou think is the best

thing for X to do?) Why! 1 See Figure 10. p. 204.0

Question I asks students to scar nut am: rwly nrhat the value con-
flict or dilemma is about -- -whet is the disagreement? Is the conflict one

of meansthat is, a disagreement oser how to attain an end or goal
that all parties to the :conflict regard as desirable and worth attaining?
Or is it a conflict between different ends. with each of the parties to the
conflict desiring that a different goal he attained? It is important for
esenone incolxed in the conflict to he clear as to what the conflict is
about Unless there are some agreed-on goals. fruitful discussion will not

occur.
OnLe the ditemnta has been identified.,the facts of ,the situation must

be determined. I his is another purpose of Question :. Students are being

kLt! to Oesenbe what has happened in the incident. As mentioned
presiousl. this asking for facts is extremely important, for it panicles
students slob a solid factual base from which to draw their bier con-
clusions.

Question 2 asks students to identih, altertiatit es, It is helpful here to
form the clasinto small groups of fife to six members sacb: Choose one

parson in each group to jot down members' ideas and another person
to act hairp:rson to keep the discussion focfted on the task at hand

Brainstorm here Encourage students to think of as many things as they

can that the central k.harai.ter might possibly say oc do in this situation
Each chairperson should encourage all members of her group to suggest
idea, with any and all ideas being wcicomcd. no matter
or unusual !I.-2, rnm seem at the time

Ili: not ,-rep 40ficstiims 3 and 4 i. to iaxe the das predict eun-

,e,fri, if,. %%hat mi,,ht happcn altcrnatixes f recommendations

that arc ,f1,:7-,(...d t 1...s:rc ht het.,,me hi, v,4alc1 hC affected and

hat .0",,ut cifcci\ tell tutor,:
cacli alternataxc that has be

nictill-_-rs ..re able to handle
abdir, eta

th-

. the pos JAL thine. that nuelrt happy.
pier -tied

A, in .rnt: 41 the othcr dcscrib,d. it i, helpful at tlf point
to pr,_ par,. a s Irrtati 41 chart on thc chalkboard tor stu-

ed (or as many as the
getting tired. hared, etc .
hoe the alas, engage. in

is of each ..'dernative--the
were the aim-nail:4: to

1 8 2
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Figure 10
ANALYZING VALUE CONFLICT

tDILEISLMA -
I

What is this incident about?
What happened here?

What could insight) X do inALTERNATIVES this situation?
I

i i I I I I

H HABCDEF
I

IJENCEs _If V litre to do this. what
tn;eht happen as a result?

I I I I

111111GII I JKLII I I I I

+ 1 1
CON SEQ EN ES OF CONSEQUENCES If that happens, then what

l:appen 6'4%. v-hat
I I roidit be addhiond short-

and lone -ranix effects)?

M N 0
\ I

MI
EVIDENCE

I

++1 1+4

lut
ill I

ASSESSMENTi-
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_What es idence or :herr that
:hoe consequi ;ices %ill
.bear?

_ Which conseaucncrs Houle!'
be rood? Led' Why?
illeiuured against what

What do y7ti think X should
do? 11/11).'
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dents prepare such a chart individually in their notebooks). When
dealing with 1.aluf-dilemmas, hov.c%,-r. the titles for the columns of the
chart are different from what t e are when dealing wi.h value-incidents

Figure 11 illustrates one example of a chart that can be used for
recording information about a %alue-dilemma,

Figure 11
A V.a.A. ES-I%FoRM Silos altRT FOR RECORDING

1NFI)RMSTIOS ABOUT A V_ALIJE- )JILEMMS

TER% 5T151-s CO,.SEQUENC ES

Short -Runge

When student.: can think of no further consequences, the search for

evidence to support or refute the likelihood of the consequence occurring
hegms. Question 5 is intended to encourage students to search for data--

reports, photographs. eyewitness accounts. newspaper articles, etc _
which describe what happened in similar situations. Once such evidence

has been collected. its truthfulness and relevance should be assessed.

Are the data that have been collected accurate? Do they refer to situa-

tion like the one under consideration?
Wien students can find no more evidence. they neeLl to consider

whether they would haw each consequence to happen or not. They also

should he-uneouraged to discuss why they think certain consequences

are more desirable than others. It is necessary at this point. therefiJre,

to make suie that students understand the concept of criteria. A criterimt

is the characteristic or set of characteristics which makes a consequence

(or anything. else ) desirable' or undesirable (or somewhere in-between )

to ,omeone Criteria are essential for intelligent. reasoned ranking.

Value-objects t ideas. policirs, individuals. etc.) arc often rated quite

dinerently hy people because they are using different -.els of criteria The

development of criteria is an extremely important task, for it not only
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gives students a yardstick or guideline against which to measure con-
sequences in order to determine' tbcir desirability or undesirability. but
also enables other studeias to understand the reasons fur the rating_

The studeias must do the determining. however. It does not help a
student to think about what erittria are important if the teacher simply
tells her what criteria to use. But the teacher can and should expose
students to a wide variety of criteria so that_ they do not look:at con-
sequences from only one point of view. Thus. carious criteria should be
identified and their meaning discussed with the class. Such criteria
include:

the mord criterion i to what extent would the lives and dignity of
human beings be enhanced or diminished? I:
the fo.!ii criterion (would any laws be broken?):
the alVileff, entenon would the beauty of something be increased or
reduced? :

the t (alak,i, al Lrit_tii,n (would the natural environment be harmed or
helped'?
the ewnoniii criterion i much cost would be involved? Are suffi-
cient funds available to pay these co-ts?);
the health and sidiciycriterion (would the fires of human beings be
endangercd in any way?).

These are a few of the possible criteria which students can use They
should he encouraged to suggest additional criteria which they believe

slimild b.: considered It is important to realize. however. that any sort
of r,:asoned. intelliecnt ratine of consequences (or any thing -else) in

terms of dc9rahlity undesirability is impossible unless come criteria are

used To help students analyze consequences from sacral different
point: of view. a value - analysis chart cart be used (see Figure

r. 2101-
When ;h. class has finished 01' ti the desirability of each con-

sequence. and the students base .'aced their reasons and listened to the
reasons of others for considering certain consequences as either desirable

or imilesirable. the alternatives can he ranked from most desirable to
least de,irahle. t1S1r117 the last column on the right in the value-analysis
chart The entire class can now reassemble so that all rue students can
discuss why they ranked the alternatives as they did. Which alternative

seems to he most preferred-! Why? Would particular reasons for thinking
a particular alternative is most desirallerin this case hold true in other
situations as .e111 Why or not'

Underlying this strategy is the assumption that through realizing. dic-

cusmng. and evaluating %.irius courses of action along with the con-

I 6.;
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Figure 12
A VALLE-AN:MIMS CHART

OFSIRABILITI FROM VARIOUS POINTS OF VIEW

I I I i Health
AIternatises Consequences t".1..1..e. Lonernli. Safety Etc.

--1`

Rankin%

i f

ait-rtt.itl %es anti the eitkrke to support or refute the
likelihood of th, qu..nkcs IN:k.urring students will see that
p...ople hold that eonfiki at times. r..alize that there arc man'
different s..t of ,rikria that .an he used to LA aluate a consequence. and.

11"i:1101'2. nor. to ..%aluate rationally the 4;0nm:qui:nee,
of elifler4 nt courses of .ietion.

Values Education and the Future

The and :trate.:ii.s that hal.4 been presented here ar, only one
.ippro.kh 1,1 t tives ..dtkation. S..At.ral other approadks exist. All need
fo L lyy anpine iiikr..skd in impLatentinc. a pri.ilrarn of
%,11,1......dikation in But rik,ne of tlkse approaches i; the last
vniril the suhi1/4st. lie tu..d to bale lot. of models and strategics
prop and then lot., of ri,i.ar..11 tests and Lompar,s the dice-

!Ls, mokkls and stratozies in educating students in %aloes.
M, hat 3 L:.; Inc at p(e.t.rit. is any Limit). let alone consenstis.
to v.hat Ill. Lunt: V hat does it mean to say

that soniconi. has heen educated in V hat sorts of skills. ;Jui-
n:LI, 1.11iiv.1_4:n.. Lk. does such a person possess? Hou is this person
Jiffs kilt from 1,11, %%h.) has (140t 1)+.4..tt \t) Adus.akti? How do mre determine

and di.i.,.!opment in sralu,s education:' What specific kinds of
. and .101,1114 man, Itt, a11.1) if.r omI)? What subject matter is

imporLint t.. stuLl,"! Ifotis ',1111j1/44..1 matter he sequenced
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throughout the grades? When and where should the strategies and
activities be used? -

These are difficult questions, but they are rarely discussed in social

studies journals or at social studies conferences and conventions. A con-

scientious effort to do so, however, seems warranted. Indeed, it seems
essential if any sort of responsible, comprehensive program of values
education is to occur in social studies classrooms.

A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS
DE LING WITH OR RELATED TO VALUES EDUCATION

:von. ;moo claim is made that the bibliography which follows includes all

important works on values education. The field has not yet jelled sufficiently
-tor one to be sure even as to what such works are. What I have done is to
suggest a number of different kinds of works, from the very simple to the
quite Lomplev. In the main. I hal.e refrained from listing methods textbooks
or Journal armies unless the contained material which could not be found
el;ev.here I also have retrained from listing student materials or curriculum

guides.

11orks Dealing with Ethics

Haler. Kurt. The Mood Alva of Vielt. A Rational Basis of Ethics (New
York. Random House, 4I65).

Decieorre, Richard T. ed, Ethics and Setirl). Orwinal Essess on Contem-

porary Moral Prohlerm (Nev. York: Anchor, 1966).
[dd. Abrati..m. Ethical hat:liter:1.11u Use of Science at Lthu s (New York!

Free Press, 1955).

,
1-1:11.her. Joseph. Sattarion Lthii s. The Nen Month') (Philade:nhia: West-

minister. 1966).
1 ranklia. William K.. Law v i Engl.:IA.1nd Cliff'. New Jersey, Prentice-Hall.

Iwo).
Hare. R. M,. Freedom and Brawn (New York: Galaxy. 1965).
Peters. Richard S.. Ethris and Education (Chicago. Scott. Foresman. .966).
Semen. Michael, Primary Philosorih, (No+, York. McGraw -Hill, 1966).

Works on Logic and Critical Thinking

Ennis, Robert It, Loeu rn Teachine (Englewood ClitTs. NJ.. Prentice-Hall,
1969)

H Gordon and Philip G. Smith, Rellectoe Thinhaw, The Method
of Eduration (New York: Dodd. Mead, 1964).

Jobn, Languaee and the Pursuit of Truth (Cambridge. Cambridge

University Press, 1967).
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General Philosophical Works on Education

Doses,. John. A mot ritts and Education. An Inuoihic tow; to du Philtsophy
of Filtuation (New York: Macmillan. 191(1).

Yearbooks of Professional Organisations

Henderson. George. ed.. LI:Hatton for Peace lot tr. on Mankind (Washing-
ton. D.C.. As .osiaiion for Supersision and Cum...Aim Development.
1'171).

Metcalf. LoArerisc E.. ed. Value.s Educia.on. Rational:, Strategies. and
Protedures (Washington. D C.. National Colima' for the Social Studies,
1971).

Ssolvt. star.- Margaret and Chase Graham, eds.. To Nurture Munorieruss.
Oninutment for the '7Its { Washington. D C.: ASCD. 1970).

Psychological Theory

Broriteuhrerhr.. Urge. I.,. If orldso hildhood 'Nest York. Russell Sage
houndation. 1970 I

Kohlberg. 1...mreni.e. The ( hild as .1 N,11 ral Philosopher." Psychology
/Was, September. 19(18. pp. 25.311

. -EduLation for lustier. A Modern Statement of the Platonic.
1, ;cu.- in N f and T.R. Sizes. eds.. Moral Eihuation. (Cambridge. Mass..
liar% ard I.'nnersits Press. 1970),

I ram Is to Ought. 110A to Commit the Naturalistic Fallacy and
(iet Peas with It in the Study of _Moral Dinelopment." in T. Misehql.

Deo lopin, in and Episternoloo, tNev. York. Academic
Press, 1971)

. The Coeninle-De,,elopmental .1pproash to Moral Education?'
Plat Ira Kamm lithe. 1975. pp. 67 -677.

. A ( oenitise Social Learning Approach to Morality and Self-
Regulation.- in Thomas Likona. ed.; Alorahty Throes. Restart h. and
Sot jail Issues I Ness York. Hob. Rinehart and Winston. 197(21.

Piave' Jean. I hi Moral Ittilnitrit Ilk Child t I ondon Routledee and
Keean Paul. 19321.

tl adsworth. Barr!. J.. Au.;, t s I lu of s p, z e loprnent (New York.
Dasid 1,IsKas. 1971 t.

Collection.. of Essays

Barr. Robert D.. cd . I a/ut s and Youth { W.shington. I) C.. National Conn-
s.11 for the Simal Studies. 1971

KiNs,lienbaurn, Howard and Sidney B. Simon. ed, Rcading.s in Values
Clardu mum (Minneapolis Winston Press. 1973).

Meser. John. et al,. eds . Values Lilt:ration. 7ltt on, Prat tit e Problems
Prospects t'sVatcrloo, Ontario. Canada, Wilfrid Laurie-Pre 1975).

0
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Methodology

Beck. Line. Moral Ldwatant in ilk St Irm,b I Toronto. Ontario. Canada;
Or.tario Institute tor Studies in Education. 19711.

( asteel. J. Doyle and Robert J. MAL lariticia..n in the ClizsArc,inn.
Prinz.-r (Paciti: Palisades. Calif.; Goodyear. 19751.

Fonon. N., %bind Situation., (Kent, Ohio. Kent State L'niversit) Press,

196st.
Fraenkel. JaLk R . Helping Snali.ms 1 lank and rattle Strate4ies J.,r TM/I-

fni: the Sm rid Studies I Englewood (ids. N.J.. Prentice -Hall. 1973).
Hall. Robert T. and John L. Oasis. Moral Liheatitin in Them% and Practice

(Buffalo. Prometheus. 1975
Hunt. laurike P. and Lawrene E. MetLall. Tea( hine 11.4h Savo( Saila!

,Stailio. !New York: Harper and Row. 196S t.
\,40,1 j,la tom in Fahi Ingiar: I Ro..helli: Park. Neu Jerse, ;

11,11,d6rit 1474!

NCAMATIE f reel \f with Donald °Incr. (YunJIU7 PuhLt Cmirm ens
I Heston 1 ittl Brown. 19701.

(111:er, Donald SS and James 1'. Sh.o,er. J.a41,h; /wit the Ilich
54 114w.! 113,((n1 Br:1041m Mifflin. 19(16 I.

Rath, I ours VI a, . 1 tar« s hin 4( honnu,.ohi, Chafe, F

lerrill 19661,
Sil`.en.Nlit.h.o.l. 1 aloe Chu/M. tll r /ft AO< tti % 1Buulder, Colorado:

1 Scieme Education Conscirimm. 1966p

%trident 1",dues a% f:iha (meow/ (thref rile% Illoukkr. Colorado:
1i.iersi.e I ducation Consortium. 19661.

SfIJII. 1- mint!: R ..Ind (r.,:orge. Role.Plalaw ralm s n. risrr,+r-

S /u(u1.; in the Sia Englewood ( N J PrentKe11a11.

194,7 I

SIPIn, I rank. 4 R ef ioyrIrfif rn. .4pprca, h fi 4n-S441i441.:

1,1, Nff:eria. Canada I riRcrot:, ut Calear, Press, 19761.

Gomm! and Related Works

:r!{-1t1, Jeremiah . :(1. I a I if %. in an ,t l ,,ntp,ortia;in
()tau ( 19711;

( I it1,..n,len Brian / .,rrn iv/4 ii1111111 IT IrtZfiti 011(.1 1-111,

,Irtild.1 , Altai%) InAltoie tor Studtc, in I dui aoon 1972;

I Li O._ 141n. I' arid ricrIc K itts.har.k. I No 11 /r.nd
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190(p
( yr Ct,'10 ift:T trt In -",2%.1. ark 1,10milao,

19/0/0
lolow (1.411 On IWO br,roit I NCY. Furl. John

1972;
Jone . I aqr,4,t tor,/ / 1:711: al 1 ,bit qt I \K!. irk Nett.

York. L nr.er /41/.. Prc.s, 19,,-,
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Vt.esley, 196Nt.
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197111,

. The attire of ;Inman 1 dues (New York: Free PrtNs. 1973).
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Kendall ilium. 191,9
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Yo.k: Alfred Publishing Co.. 1973,
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Michael Scriven, l'ahie-Clams in the Social Sot net.% (Boulder, Colorado:
Social Science Education Consortium. 1966).

19 Ibid.
II See, for example. Michael Scriven. Student I attics as Educational Objectives

(Boulder, Colorado: Social Science Education Consortium, 1966); Donald
W. Oliver and James P. Shaver, Teaching Public Issues in the High School
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966). Lawrence Kohlberg. "Moral Education in
the Schools: A Developmental View" SS Iwo! Resien.,Spring. 1966, pp. 1-30

12 Michael Semen. Pritnar) Philosoph, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966), p
24.

IS Fred M. Newmann with Donald W. Oliver, Claribing Public Controversy
(Boston: Little. Brown. 1970). pp.. 53 -54.

13 For a more extensive treatment of sources of evidence, see Oliver and Shaver,

op. cit., pp. 103-112.
15 Robert H. Ennis, Law in Teaching (Englewood Cldis. N J.. Prentice-Hall,

1969), P. 393.
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